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I SUMMARY AND INTRODUCTION

This report summarizes the progress in the work performed by Ohio University

during 1971 under Contract FA69WA2066. The purpose of the work is to provide
for improvements in contemporary instrument landing systems through the develop-
ment of new techniques, designs, and analyses. Some of the topics reported here

are continuations of previous efforts or are initial investigations which are continu-ing. This is the third in the series of progress reports, the previous ones carrying

the same title with SRDS report numbers RD 70-9 and RD 71-30 respectively.

More than 12 separate topics or tasks have been undertaken and each is
discussed in this report. Numerous special consultatations have been provided to
the FAA. Of particular note are the Travis AFB, Detroit, and Monterey, California,
sites. In each case following the investigation recommendations were made for
obtaining improved glide path performance, in the first two cases with respect to
Category II operations. Consultations have also been provided on reference theodolite
placement, integral monitoring of arrays, and snow effects on glide path performance.

Extensive analyses have been performed to provide predictions of effects of jumbo
aircraft on the glide path in space. From this work will come specific identification
of zones or critical areas where aircraft must not be allowed to exist during times
wvhen instrument approaches are in progress.

Analyses have continued on predicting the effects of snow cover on the ground
plane of an image glide path. A worst case approach has been developed and
indications are that with less than two feet of snow the glide path should remain
in tolerance of the for-field. Aircraft measurements have been completed at over
15 sites to determine the effects of deep layers of snow. These results are also
encouraging by indicating that even though the monitor may be at alarm the far-
field is well within tolerances. Further, indications are that in ali cases the
deviations of the path are increases in path angle. A special snow monitoring
facility has been established in central Michigan to continuously monitor far-field
snow effects on the capture effect, null-reference, and sideband reference system.
Near-field effects are also being recorded.

Considerable effort has been expended on the development of integral monitors
for the localizer and glide path. Also, investigations of the behavior of image glide
paths in the presence of limited ground planes have been conducted.

An investigation aimed at reducing the coverage of the V-Ring localizer array
to + 35 degrees and improving its performance in such areas as mutual coupling and
monitoring was initiated.
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A speciai investigation to determine the tolerances which should be applied to
the I LS modulators and bridges has been completed. Refinements have been provided
for modifying existing specifications. From glide path site analysis, recommendations
have been prepared which ind'cate the specifications and tolerances which should
be applied to grading of terrain in the vicinity of an image glide path system.

Performance and stability/of the newly-designed directional, collinear antenna
for the glide path has been investigated a'ad found to perform well during a variety
of environmental conditions. Use in a capture effect system with integral monitoring
has been accomplished with encouraging results.

All conclusions and recommendations are presented immediately following the
technical discussion for the convenience of the reader. Plans for new investigations
are also presented and these are related directly to the overall objective of improved
I LS pe'formcnce.

The reader is encouraged to become fami liar with the previous reports in this I
series in order that he have a good background for that which is written in this report.
An effort has been made not to duplicate material contained in the previous reports.

This is an annual documentation which has been preceded in most cases by the
issuance of special technical memoranda treating specific problems and revealing
relevant results. Memoranda numbered 17 through 33 are summarized in this report.

In each of the investigations the objective has been to obtain results in a form
which can be translated efficiently by the FAA into a practical reulity. A special
effort has been made to avoid recommendations which place undue complications
in the process of bringing the results of this work to the I IS user.

-2-



if I LS GULDE S LOPE •

A. The Glide Path Theodolite Reference

1. Purpose

First in this section some observations are made concerning the criteria of :

acceptability used to commission Category 11 glide path facilities; and then, •ome
recommendations are g~ven which would permit the criteria involving theodolite
references in particular to be more generally applicable. One objective is tot
minimize the number of special cases which must be handled.

2. Discussion of References for Glide Path Measurements

In order for criteria to have meaning, a reference or standard must be estab-
lished and a kind of yardstick provided with which the observed deviations of the
variable of interest may be quantified. With the advent of the radio telemetering
theodolite (RTT) a few years ago a reference and yardstick became available for
assessing the performance of glide path systems.

Initially, it will be recalled that the theodolite was intuitively placed near

the runway to provide for the reference a straight line and angle from the point of
intended touchdown on the instrument runway. The geometric problem of having
involved in the measurements two different conical geometries, i. e., one of the
theodolite :eference system and one of the electronic glide path become bothersome.
Angular quantities measured in one system with its coordinate center at the base of I
the antenna could not easily or directly be related to the other system which had
its reference displaced many feet to a point near the runway. Direct subtraction
of the measured angular quantities by an electronic differential amplifier onboard
the aircraft would give meaningless quantitative results. I

Considering this it was logical to move the coordinate center of one of the
systems to be coincident with the other. Practicality dictated that the theodolite
reference coordinates be moved to coincide with the electronic system. Because
this coordinate center is near the earth's surface, a compromise point in front of
the antenna system on the glide path cone was chosen for convenience of the
theodolite operator. Former FAA Order 8200.116A specified this starndard and
required the electronic path perform within 20 microamperes of the reference. t

It was not long before a practical problem at Atlanta, Georgia, revealed
that this reference system provided perhaps a good means of checking the electro.ic
qualities of the path but it did not give a true picture of how acceptable the path
was for the pilot who hod to be using it to approach for landing on the runway.
SRDS Report RD 69-4 discusses the Atlanta case where nature fortunately was
prov~ding a glide path above the runway centerline extended nearly that obtained-3-



with an ideal, infinite, flat ground plane, but the FAA order was disqualifying the
Atlanta site because the reference system was to the base of the antenna located
several feet lower in elevation than the runway. In spite of the fact that a nearly
ideal hyperbolic path was formed referencing the runway, the theodolite being
lower than the runway rmade the path appear high and out-of-tolerance.

To eliminate this inco.nsistent behavior between the path and the reference,
FAA Order 8200.11B was written which specified that the theodolite system be
referenced to the runwa.y elevation while keepir.g it at the axis of the electronic
glide path cone to insure maximum consistency in the angular measurements from
the two systems.

With 8200.11 B a sound theoretical basis for determining the location of the
reference system was established. The practical operating point in front of the
transmitting antenna for theodolite operator comfort introduced negligible error.
However, a practical problem soon become evident when San Francisco, which
had been considered acceptable for Category Ii, no longer met the Category II
requirements given by 3200.11 B. All those concerned nevertheless agreed that
the San Francisco path was safe and was Category II quality as evidenced by thesafe operation over pa! I years.

A note concerning some logic concepts is appropriate here. Order 8200.111B
provided some sound, iufficient conditions for Category II flyab!lity. It said in
effect that if one meels the requirements of this order, then one has Category II
flyability. It did not ;ay, that if one has Category 11 flyability, then one meets
the conditions of 8200.11 B. In other words, the order specifies sufficient but
not necessary conditions for Category II.

It may be instru:tive to refer to the two circles A and B of Figure 2-1.

B

Figure 2-1. Venn Diagram.

The proposition can Ie stated: If A, then B, A being a sufficient condition for B.
The converse of the Froposition is not true. The inverse of the statement, viz.,
if not A, then not B nay or may not be true. A is not a necessary condition for B.

-4-



For most purposes it would bedesirable to have both the statement and its converse,
if B, then A be true which would mean that the two circles could be superimposed
and A would be both a necessary and sufficient condition for B. With practical Z
regulations and rules, this desirable situation usually cannot be realized without
extreme complication and the best that can be hoped for is that the circle A be
made as large as possible. If one considers A io L-. "meets criteria of 8200.11 B"
and B to be "Category II flyalility" the argument can readily be applied to the
glide path acceptability problem as was done in the preceding paragraph.

The circle A was not large enough to include the San Francisco case- No
fundamental error existed. An enlargement of circle A was accomplished by
paying a penalty of complication in providing a sliding scale to insure proper: ~threshold crossing values. This was publishecd as FAA Orde- 8240.20.

An investigation of existing terrain configurations at Travis Air Force Base,
and reported to exist at other U. S. Air Force bases, indicates that the circle
should be broadened further to include more cases which produce Category II
flyable paths. The reluctance to do this naturally comes from the desire to
minimize the complexity of orders (specifications) which frequently present
significant difficulties for those applying them in the field.

Accordin:ly a recommendation follows which increases the area of the
specification circle somewhat to include more cases where Category II flyability
can exist, some of which may be expected to be found at Air Force base sites.
The following recommendation is consistent with the theory and phi losophy used
for previct, lers.

3. Recommendation

The recommendation is that the specification of the FAA Order 8240.20 be
changed to the following: Placement of the theodolite eyepiece should be at
n..way elevation above a point defined by the intersection of the straight line
joining the antenna and the threshold and the line perpendicular to the runway
centerline at the point of intersection with the straight line glide path (asymptote
of the .yperbola). The straight line glide path is defined by a given elevation

angle and crossing the threshold at a specified height.

In the event calculations such as given in Table 2-1 involving the
geometries and relative positions of the transmitting antennas, theodolite
position, and threshold, indicate errors g-eater than 15 microamperes, then
an alternate position of the theodolite at the base of the antennas may be
appropriate, provided calculations show errors are no greater than 6 micro-
amperes (0.03 degree) at the threshold. An example of the results of such
a calculation cre showrn in Table 2-2.

-5-
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Distance in feet from point Difference in microamperes
on runway opposite antenna between Path (3) and Path (4).
mast. For the Travis case, Reference Figure 2-2.
distance = 1217' from threshold.

0.0 126.1
200.0 116.6
400.0 97.35
600.0 79.36
800.0 65.46
1000. 53.11
1200. 47.32
1400. 41.341600. 36.64
1800. 32.66
i_000, .29._
2200. 27.19
2400. 25.0?2
2600. 23.16
2800. 21.56
3800. 15....9 IQ.6
3200. 18.93
3400. 17.84
3600. 16.863800. 15.99

.40 .. 15.20
4200. 14.49
4400. 13.84
4600. 13.24
4800. 12.70
5000. 12.19
5200. 11.73
5400. 11.30
5600. 10.90
5800. 10.53

6000. 10.18
6200. 9.851
6400. 9.545
6600. 9.257
6800. 8.986
7000. 8.730
7200. 8.489
7400. 8.261
760C. 8.044
7800. 7.839

8200. 7.458
8400. 7.281
8600. 7.112
8800. 6.951
9000. 6.797
9200. 6.649
9400. 6.508
9600. 6.373
9800. 6.243
10000. 6.119

Table 2-1. Calculated Angular Differences (in microamperes) Between a Glide Path
Formed by a Flat Ground 5 Feet Lower than a Runway Existing on a Pedestal. These
are the Relevant Numbers Showing Why a Glide Path Could Not Meet Specifications
for Category II Even if the Path Had a Perfect Shape Leading Correctly to the
Threshold Window. -6-
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Distance in feet from ideal Difference in microamperes between
Reference Touchdown 1125' Path (1) and Path (3)
from Threshold Path (1) Reference Figure 2-2.

0.0 112.2
200.0 62.79S400.0 31.01

J 6W.0 15.718UD 0 8.587

1000. 5.072 __

1200. 3.202S1400. 2.•135

1600. 1.408
1800. 1.075
2000. 0.8005
2200. 0.6112
2400. 0.4770
2600. 0.3791
2800. 0.3061
3000. 0.2507
3200. 0.2078
?400. 0.1741
3600. 0.1473
3800. 0.1259
4000. 0.1089 .....
4200. 0.09400
4400. 0.06236
4600. 0.07214
4800. 0.06356
5000. 0.05620 _ :
5200. 0.05027
540D. 0.045165600. 0.04067

580('. 0.03678
6000 .. 0.03311.
6200. 0.03004
6400. 0.02779
6600. 0.02534
6800. 0.03098

-Z001 - ,- 0.02GS4
7200. 0.01941
7400. 0.01819
7600. 0.01655
7800. 0,01553
. .. 0. . . .0.01451
8200. 0.01328
8400. 0.01247
8600. 0.01185
8803. 0.010831

S... .. . ... .... ... .. 0.01022
9200. 0.009605
WOO. 0.00M 2•

9600. 0.008379 .1
98Q0.. 0.006174
1000o. 0.007357

Table 2-2. Calculated 'fference Between Ideal Path and a Practically Generated
Curve with Proper Sernitiv;tie- for Direct Readout of Differential Amplifier. The
Case is for a Pedestal of 5 Feet and an Additional Displacement Down the Runway
of 108 Feet to Give a Total of 1233 Feet to the Point Where the Glide Path Transmitting
Antennas are Located. -7-
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Foe cases where these conditions cann'. be me! then a special data reduction
is n'ecessray and theodolite should be pwitioned in the location prescribed first in
this recommendation.

4. Comments on Recon.mer.dation

a. Philosophy. The philosophy ust.d in fomiulating this recommendation
remains the same as that used previously in theodolite placement. The reference
is established with respect to the ideal path the pilot uses as he approaches the
runw-iy. This ideal glide path is defined as that formed with an infinite, flat
plane which contains the runway.

It i,; important to be abie to specify the reference without knowing the
location of the glide path transmitting site. The recommendation is witten,
however, using a line containing the glide slope antenna mast. This wording
indicates an apparent contradiction but is really just a matter of convenience,
because most sites where this specification would be applied will have the mast
in place. However, if the site is being established for the first time, an under-
stand*ng of the geometries involved will suggest that the theodolite reference be
established 350 to 400 feet From centerline for sites where non-uniform grading
favors a pedestal case wi -h the runway elevated above the glide path reflecting
p~ane. This will place the transmitting ant'enna in the vicinity of 400 feet from
the centerline.

b. Optimization Considerations. Because of the more complicated
genetribes involvep with the glide path, the measurement and standardization of
such systems are more difficult. There are two fundamental considerations which
must be ,ecognized. The first is that a good reierence path shape must be estab-
lished. This should serve the user approaching for landing on the runway and be
invariant from site to site. General agreement exists that this shape should be a
hyperbola whose asymptote has a given elevation angle for obstruction clearance
purposes and which crosses the threshold of the runway at approximately 55 feet.

The second consideration is that deviations from this reference be measured
in consistr-nt units which implies that the coordinate system centers should be coin-
cident. 7his consideration is one of incremental, angular measurement or path
sensitivity.

Siting criteria now being promulgated by the FAA wi I: provide for obtaining
optiw.zation of both of these conditions. However, ce-tain sites, which have not
been prepared according to the FAA specifications may not permit meeting both
con•tions simultaneously. An optimization must then be made wi.*h respect to
one and th' error produced because of non-compliance with the other must be
calculated. An error bound must t:ien be determined.

-8-



I For example, if the reflecting plane is perfectly flat but the runway is
elevated on a pedestal, the glide path transmitting antennas should be located
farther from the threshold than the antennas would be if the site were ideal* or

Sgraded to current FAA specifications. Referring to Figure 2-2 one observes
the ideal path (1) leading to runway as if the site were ideal. Path (2) indicates

-• the path shape and location if the reflecting plane is lowered but the runway

i remains the same. Obviously, the path does not serve the runway adequately.
To correct for this without reg'irding the site the transmitting antennas can be
moved back away from the threshold to produce curve (3).

Judicious placement of the antennas can produce a path shape outside the
threshold which coincides very closely with the ideal curve (1). Specifications
of FAA Order 8240.20 will provide curve (4) for the reference curve which for
this p.;rticular case is not the ideal. Path (3) when compared to (4) very likely
will produce unsatisfactory indications for Category II. Curve (1) should be
specified for the reference but there is a compromise on the sensitivities and this
must be ascertained through calculation of error bounds. An alternative method

sis to obtain the optimum in incremental angular values (sensitivity) by placing the
optical tracking system to generate curve (3) and then calculate the error bound
!)etween it and the ideal (1) for which it is substituting. It will be found in many
cases that curves (1) and (3) are close enough when considering only the region
beyond the threshold that they may be regarded as identical. One sample case
for a specific site indicates that there is a maximum of 5 microamperes (0.023
degree) maximum difference. If this is mathematically demonstrated to be the case
for the site of interest, then the theodolite can be referenced to the base of the
transmitting antennas. •

A major consideration when implementing this recommendation is the main-

tenance of the angular sensitivites between the electronic path and the reference
geometry. Lateral displacement of the axes of the two cones wi II introduce a
disparity between angular deviations referenced to two different systems. This is
a disadvantage incurred in this approach and is precisely the same problem which
encouraged abandonment of the first FAA order specifying the theodolite place-
ment near the runway to form an approximate straight line path.

Without range information it is not possible to remove precisely the error that
is introduced; however, as second best, an error bound can be determined which
will specify the maximum error in microamperes that will be introduced as the point IN
of interest on the glide path moves closer to threshold. Realistically maximum
permissible aircraft deviations from the zero DDM line and the theodolite index

*Ideal is defined to mean that the ground plane is perfectly flat and contains

the runway.
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angle must be specified. This is expected to be broad enough (estimated 45
microamperes) to permit all reasonable flight tracks to be acceptable.

The location of the reference above the line joining the base of the antenna

mast and the runway threshold rather than a line paralle! to the runway centerline
is recommended to minimize the sensitivity error at the threshold.

Finally, theodolite placement for convenience of the operator will introduce
error. In the past this has involved moving forward on the surface of the cone of
the ideal theodolite location. If this is planned, a quantitative assessment of the
errors should be made.

A very minor error will be introduced if the ideal cone and reference cone
have axes tilted a units apart ( a being the angle describing the longitudinal
slope of the runway). It would be impractical to adjust the theodolite base
parallel to the runway rather than with the gravitational level. The angles of
the conics are adjusted to provide equal approach angles.

3
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B, Glide Path Siring Problem

Because it is highly de:.irable to have initial airport design include grading
appropriate for forming a high quality glide path, specifications have been prepared
for inclusion in FAA manuals discussing site preparations. The specifications are
based on calculations for predicting glide path performance given specific terrain
contours.

Figure 2-3 summarizes the results of this saudy. It is possible to form a
good glide path while still providing for adequate drainage away from the runway.

Of great importaice is that the terrain alongside the runway have uniform negative
slope with no discontinuities. The magnitude of the slope should be rio greater
than 11%.

If rapid runoff shoulders of 12 to 18 inches in height at the edge of the run-
way are provided m', e than ½ of the allowable Category II tolerance can be expected
to be consumed.

Reversal in the slope of the tarrain is permitted once past a line making a
10 degree cut with the runway and passing through the antenna mast. Maximum
slope which should be permitted is 15%.

All calculations were based on maximum allowable path disturbance of
:•2' microamperes.

-2
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Maximum Allowable Maximum Allowable

Slope 15* Up Slope 11½% Up

300' 3100' 400- 00 -

GLIDE SLOPE
ANTENNA MAST

Figure 2-3. Recommended Maximum Allowable Slopes for Grading Terrain
in Front of Glide Path Transmitting Array.
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C. Specdal Glide Path Problems

1. Travis Air Force Base Considerations

a. Introduction. During initial flight measurements involving the

Texas Instrument Company glide path equipment procured in the summer of 1971,
it became apparent the Category Ii requirements as set forth in Change 17 (8/26/70)
of the FAA Flight Inspection Manual could not be met. The question legitimately
was asked, did Category II flyability exist even though the specifications of Change
17 were not met. Since the specifications are only sufficient conditions for Category
ii flyability and do not represent necessary conditions, the possibility did exist that
the flyability was adequate. A discussion of this logic is contained in section II A.

A visit was made to the Travis AFB site and data were collected through the
cooperation of the Oakland FIDO team and several other FAA and Air Force per-
sonnel. Four sets of flight data were taken with the purpose of ascertaining the
precise location of the path in space for it is this location on which true accept-
ability must be judged. An analysis of terrain profiles was undertaken to correlate
observations with that predicted by knowing the earth's features. Contour data
provided prior to the site visit were grossly in error and this was obvious when the
site was first viewed. A request was made for an accurate plot and this subsequently
was received thus permitting completion of the analysis.

b. Statement of the Probl".. Flight recordings indicate that the Travis
AFB glide path is well outside the tolerance limits for Category II operation when
the theodolite is positioned in accordance with the FAA Flight Inspection Manual.
Intuitive considerations indicate to observers that the path may very well lead
safely to the runway even though the Category !1 tolerances are not being met. A
solution to the problem will be to indicate a means of determining if Category II
flyability does in fact exist and if it does not, to recommend the most inexpensive
means of obtaining it.

a. Analysis. Three principal criteria used in determining the accept-
ability of a glide path are: (1) the average angle must be maintained with approx-
imately ±0.1 degree; (2) no rates of change (dG/dy) in the on-course signal may
exist greater than 0.12 degree per 1000 feet; and (3) the average path leading to
the threshold must exist so as to penetrate a 47 to 60 foot lineal window at the
threshold. There is no requirement on the path inside the threshold. (Table 2-1).

It is important to note that these criteria should relate to a path in space
referenced to an optimum landing point on an airport runway. They are independent
of a reference system which serves only as a device to facilitate a quantitative
determination of path parameters.

-14-



The present specifications for theodolite placement for reference purposes
are designed to provide the maximum ease in making determination of path
characteristic by direct readout of analog recordings taken onboard the flight
check aircraft. Optimum path shape and one-one correspondence between
sensitivities or reference and electronic glide path have been provided for.
This means that because of the correspondence between the uruts of the reference

and glide path systems, one may use the direct readout of a differential amplifier
which subtracts the reference from the glide path signal to give indication of theSzero DDM line in space independent of the aircraft performing the measurement.

Full benefit from this reference system is available when grading for the
glide path site has been accomplished in accordance with current FAA specifi-
cations. If such grading has not been provided, it is possible to have a path which
will not be within specification given in the FAA Flight Inspection Handbook,
yet it may be a perfectly safe path for Category II operations. The necessary and
sufficient conditions discussed in section IIA 2 are applicable here.

An analysis of the Travis AFB 21 L glide path site reveals that this is an
example of a case where non-standard grading combines with reference system
coordinates optimized for direct readout to give an apparently unacceptable path.
The explanation of this is relatively simple. To obtair. C 52-foot threshold crossing
height with a 2.650 path angle at an ideal site one would locate the transmitting
antennas 1125 feet down the runway. Should the runway be located on an elevated,
pedestal-type surface the transmitting antennas would have to move farther down
the runway 21.6 feet for every foot the pedestal is elevated. The use of the term
pedestal implies that standard, uniform, transverse grading does not exist, rather
a discontinuity exists between the path forming terrain and the terrain on which
the aircraft lands. The problem which is created can best be seen through the use
of a drawing and an example.

Path (1) of Figure 2-2 is produced when the world is flat and the runway
and path forming surface are in the same plane. Path (2) indicates the path shape
and location if the reflecting plane and antenna are lowered but the runway remains
fixed. Obviously this path (2) does not serve the runway adequately because i!
crosses the threshold at too low an elevation. If one is concerned about the path
only in the region outside the threshold then the transmitting site may be moved
down the runway 21.6 feet for every foot of - destal height. In the case of Travis
where the rumvay is elevated approximately 5 feet at the threshold, the artennas
would be located 108 feet further down the runway or approximately 1233 feet
from the threshold. Reportedly engineers used such a calculation in locating the
transmitting site location because the antennas are 1217 feet down the runway
from the threshold. Should the terrain be perfect except for the pedestal, path
(3) would be produced. Note that this coincides very closely with the ideal path
(1) if the region inside the threshold is excluded.

-15-
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Unfortunately for this terrain case the prescribed reference, optimized for
convenient readout, does not describe the ideal path for the Travis runway con-
figuration. Path (4) is the reference path and is readily seen to have a high
threshold crossing height and a projected touchdown farther down the runway than
desired. Figure 2-19shows a computer printout of the angular difference between
Path (3) and the reference Path(4) presently specified by the FAA Handbook. The
values exceed Category II tolerances. j

Practically Path (3) can be generated for a reference with proper sensitivities
and this path is shown to be very close in value to that of ideal Path (1). The

,• difference between (3) or d the ideal (1) has been calculated, and Table 2-1

shows a copy of a computer tabulation for this. The maximum error of interest, of
course, exists at the threshold and is found to be approximately 4 microamperes.
This is a minimal amount and indicates that a theodolite reference to the base of
the antenna mast can be used in this case to provide an acceptable reference
provided no use is made of information inside the threshold.

d. Measurements. Measurements made with reference coordinate
centers at different locations including the one suggested in section II G 2c
by the FAA Oakland FIDO. In general, all indicated the path departed the
reference value of 2.650 between one and two miles from the runway and crossed
the threshold at approximately 52 feet elevation. The path angle depresses to

•j approximately 2.52° if referenced at the coordinate center for ideal Path (1).

This is 34 microamperes low and at the tolerance limit for Category II acceptability.
jt Figures 2-4, 2-5, and 2-6 show four selected profiles taken from the topographic

information provided by the U. S. Air Force. The path is remarkably good
considering the grading provided at this site.

e. Measurement Tolerances. In this as in many studies some variations
in data become apparent. For example, reduction of flight data showed three sets
giving threshold crossings of 52.9, 52.7, and 52.0 feet. The fourth set gave 55.6
feet. Another example is that three sets of data show a far-field path angle of

2.650 whereas one indicates 2.590. Calculations predict a 2.590 path angle.

'I An example is given below of height of zero DDM line obtained by two
different measurements.

900 FT. Overrun Threshold

Flight Record 101 ft. 53 ft.

Cherry Picker 93 ft. 54 ft.

Rough air, theodolite operator, theodolite makeshift platform, and other factors are
known to contribute to these inconsistencies. Other factors not identified are also

undoubtedly involved.
S-16-I
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f. Considerations for Location of Reference System. If range infor-
mation is provided or assumed, as is currently done from the time base of the
recordings, the reference coordinate system center usually in practice is taken to
be the location of the radio telemetering theodolite which if desired could be

located at any reasonable point on the airdrome. Once the center and orientation
of the coordinate system is known, the data collected with range information can
be used to determine the path in space. Then criteria of acceptability can be

applied.

Unfortunately the geometries of both the electronic path to be measured and
the theodolite reference involve conics and when these are combined complications
are introduced. Concern for optimization is thus justified, and over the post years

the emphasis has been to provide for a direct readout of data on a recording which
will have specific relation to tolerances that can be placed directly on the records.
An ideal reference path shape turns out to be a straight line on the record and
angular units from the electronic glide path and the reference system are essentia.•
identical. Therefore, these can be subtracted using a differential amplifier. As-
suming path linearity, the result is a direct recording of path position.

Among the penalties paid in doing this are that the human tracker must
manipulate the azimuth controls as he tracks vertically and thus requiring more
experience and skill. Any implementation of an automatic tracker would require
both elevation and azimuth capabilities unless a development of an anisogonic
lens is accomplished thus eliminating the need for azimuth tracking. Also, although
not usually a serious problem, the theodolite oerator, and transmitting equipment
are all located in the area from which signal is reflected to form the path.

A location of the theodolite at the base of the antenna optimizes the con-
sistency of units between the electronic path and the RTT system; however, it may
provide a poor representation of what should be the reference palh in space. Such
was the case at Atlanta (SRDS Technical Report RD 69-4) [ 2 1.

Consideration has been given to the possibility of locating the reference
at a point which would minimize azimuth tracking requirements and establish
a straight line leading to the threshold window. The key to the success of
this reference location would be the capability to process a conversion of
units in order that the location of the path in space may be ascertained. Con-
sistency of angular units would be lacking and would be inversely releatedto the lineal spacing between the theodolite and the transmitting antenna.

One would expect that with ease of the tracking operation greater consistency
could be obtained with minimum tracking error. Alternatively an error
bound could be established and direct readout accomplished knowing what
this error is. The following section treats a derivation of this error bound.

-20-
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g. Error Analysis of the Theodolite Tracking of Glide Path Due to
Theodo1ite Position. Since the elevation angle of the optical

system changes at a different rate than that of the electronically-detected path
ang!e when the theodolite is at any location other than the apex of the cone of
which the sideband null is a section, it is desirable to know the correction to be
applied to the indicated difference. The following analysis presents a general
Sormulation and an error correction curve for a special case of interest.

In the following it is assumed that all readings are at a suf'.icient distance
from the antenna to allow the 1/r term to be considered essentially identical for
antenna and image.

The theodolite is assumed to be set to zero DDM at the asymptote of the null
hyperbola. DDM indications are tissumed proportional to angular deviation from the
asymptotic angle. Figure 2-7 shows the coordinate system.

z

Z 0 y

,00,
IX0I

Figure 2-7. Coordinate System.
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in which:

y is parallel to runway
x is horizontal
z is vertical
Antenna is at (0,0,h)

Theodolite at (x0 , y0 , z0 )

The equation of the sideband antenna null, with all distances measured in
wavelengths, is

(x/2+y2 + (z~) 2- /(x2 + Y2 +(z11)2 (2.1

Adding the second radical to both sides and squaring

2 2 2  +.2.2 2222 2hz+2v

Rearranging gives

O, 2 (41h _? ) = 2+ + h2 - 0.25

Or,

"'2 92
x +y+h - 0.25) 2z = t2.2)

(2.2) may be put in the standard hyperbolic form:

2 2 2
(4h - 1) z 1 (2.3)

( 2 +h- 0.25) (x2 . - 0.25)

The asymptote "s

y
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The half apex angle of the cone is atan V4h2 -1) and

Z /(x2 + h2 -0.25) when y 0 (2.4)

V'(4 h2 -1)

Thus the apex of the cone is located at

y=O
z =0
x =,2. .(x +h -0.25)-x (2.5)

I

where x is the x coordinate of the runway centerline.
1

(atan z )
V2 2 . 22

X.2 +h 2 - 0.25

y

Figure 2-8. Elevation Angle Re: Coordinate System.
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From Figure 2-8 it can be seen that the elevation angle of an observer above
the horizontal at the cone apex is given by

z
atan

v 2 2 -2 -
(x +Y +2 h -h0.25) (2.6)

Substituting the value of z on the null from (2.107) gives

atan
4Lh2-1, (2.7)

The difference in these is very nearly proportional to the DDM.

z 1
DDM K (atan ... . -atan

Ex +y2+h2-0.25) " (4h 2 -1 )
(2.8)

0 0 z0  (x, y,z)

z-zo

--

7 y

Figure 2-9. Optical Angle Re: Coordinate System.
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Reference to Figure 2- 9 shows the optical angle given by

Z-z-
atan

/( (x-xO) + (y-yO)) (.9)

Thus

z-z° 1 ?

DDMo = K (atan -O atan).
xO)2 + (y-y ) •/rh--1) (2.10)

A correction factor can be derived. Using the formula for the tangent of
the difference of two angles and setting DDME = KE and DDM 0 = KT gives:

F d( T - E)

dT

where F is the correction factor by which T is multiplied to find the system error.

Tn

E otan (z/A)- (1/B) (2.11)
I + (z/A B)

T = atan ((z-z 0 )/CL - (1/B)

1 + ((z-zo)/CB) (2.12)

where

A (x + y +h 0.25)

B=V4 -1)

C V'( x) 2 +(y~yO) 2
):C V((x-x°)2 + (YY) 2•

And F=I d- A IdE dz

dT dz dcT (2.13)
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AB2 +A (CB + zz)2(
F=1 ___ (Bzz (2.14)

(AB + z)2  CB2 +C

whece atanS =6 for small S. (8 being < .50)

but, on the null, z = A/B

F((B 2 )2 ) (1 + A 0 1

A (1 B2 )2  CB? CB

Consider a special case where

2
B = 485 (2.60 reference angle)
y* = 8.5844
x = 133 (400 ft.)
z* = 1.33 (4 ft.) (Theodolite on Runway r )

Results are plotted on Figure2-10.
10

8

6

pa Diff. Amp

4 poOptical

2
Threshold
1217 ft.

3 6 9 12 15 18 21 24 27 30
Hundreds of Feet From Point on R/W Opposite Antenna Most

Figure 2-10. Example of Correction Chart Showing Calculation Introduced by
Aircraft Departing from Zero DDM Une of the Glide Path for
the Case When the Theodolite Coordinate Center is Not Collocated
with the Electronic Glide Path Origin.
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h. Conclusions Relating to the Travis AFB Glide Path Site. The
following conclusions are reached following the investigaeion of the RTT problem
at Travis AFB.

(1) The sufficiency condition given in FAA Flight Inspection
Manual Change 17 for Category II path conditioiis is not
broad enough to take into account the non-standard
terrain grading which exists at Travis.

(2) Indications 'ire that with the present nominal path angle
of 2.650, the recorded path angle decrease of cpprox-
imately 0.10° during the last mile of flight is undesirable
from threshold crossing height considerations. Improved
oerformance would be obtained by raising the nominal
poa. to 2.75*.

(3) Inconsistencies in available data make precise determination
of lineal quantities such as threshold crossing height difficult,
but improvements would be undoubtedly available if less work
load was placed on the theodolite operator during tracking.
This could be accomplished by relieving him of azimuth
tracking.

(4) The path in space with reference to path angle as seen
from the runway, rate of change of this path with respect
to distance, and final penetration of 'he threshold window
should be the overriding considerations as to the accept-
ability of any single glide path. Central processing with
use of a computer to account for coordinate electronic
system d~sparities would be useful in providing the most
scientific method oa resolving special cases such as Travis.

(5) Present FAA standards given in the FAA Flight Inspection
Handbook are correct but must be recognized as sufficient,

not necessaryconditions for Category II flyability. The
capability to provide direct readout must be traded against
the necessity to examine special cases such as Travis.
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. Recommendations. The following suggestions are made for the

purpose of providing a valid and correct RTT reference for Travis AFB glide path
measurements.

(1) For the Travis site the theodolite should be located
referenced to the base of the transmitting antennas.
This will provide the maximum in compatibility of
units between the electronic glide path and the
theodolite reference system. It will optimize on
providing a satisfactory reference path assuming
no measurements are taken inside the threshold.
Practically this recommendation can be interpreted
to place the eyepiece on the cone of path angle
at a convenient height for the operator. This wi ll
mean moving in front of the antenna slightly over
100 feet in a direction towards the threshold.
This is the placement formerly specified in FAA
Order 8200.11A and can be used here because
the calculated error when using a correct ideal
path is shown not to exceed 4 mi croamperes
and this will occur at the threshold.

(2) Subtract 4 mi croamperes from the error bound
specified in the Flight Inspection Handbook and
apply directly to the differential amplifier recording
to determine acceptability in the usual manner.

(3) Raise the nominal path angle to 2.75° by reducing
the antenna heights above ground. This wi Il provide
for a threshold crossing height well within Category
!1 tolerance.

(4) Investigate the possibility and feasibility of establishing
a central processing capability within the FAA so that
glide paths may be evaluated consistently from site
to site and permit processing of data w~thout constraint V
on theodolite placement. From such a facility a true
path in space could be calculated and its accept-
ability determined independent of local reference
oroblems. Because of the complicated geometries
involved the availability of a computer is needed
together with the development of seme special software.
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(5) Emphasis on proper site preparation should be continued
by the FAA. As can .e seen from the Travis case poor
site preparation cannot only affect the electronic path
but the reference system applicability as well.

I [I
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2. Detroit Glide Path Special Problem

A request was received to investigate the anomalous condition which appears
in the glide paTh structure for Runway 3L Detroit Metropolitan Airport. The re-
corded path showed a flare-down below allowable tolerances and thus the faci lity
was not acceptable for Category II.

The glide path site at Detroit hod been recently graded and appeared nearly
perfect. Tolerances on the grading were extremely good and all indications were
that the path shape could not be attributed to deformations of the ground plane.
Static measurements with a cherry picker were made which indicated that the path
and the null position formed by ihe middle antenna were from 0.1 to 0.15 degree
lower than those that would be calculated for the ideal ground plane case. From
flight measurements the path is low and out-of- tolerance at the runway threshold
and is below the ideal hyperbola and even the straight line extension (asymptote).
The cause of this anomalous condition is not fully understood at this time, however,
it appears that more than one factor is contributing to the low path.

The simplest, least expensive and most expeditious means for producing a
satisfactory Category II glide path was to raise the path from 2.5 to 2.6 degrees.
This recommendation was followed and a path meeting Category II criteria was
obtained and commhssioned. However the basic problem was not solved, thatof
determining and correcting the anomalous depressed path angle near the threshold.

a. Analysis. As background, flight recordings had been obtained that
showed the path to be approximately 40 microamperes low at the threshold. These
records showed the path to begin at an angle of 2.50' near the middle marker and
descend to 2.31 0 at the threshold. These were referenced to a theodolite positioned
as specified in Order 8240.20.

An analysis of the contour map of the site indicated that recent grading was
provided a superb ground plane with a minimum of longitudinal slope (less than 1%)
and approximately ½% transverse slope. The deviations from uniform slope were
minimal. A recheck of the contours was accor.plished by the Wayne County Engi-
neers. A measured profile is shown in Figure 2-11.

Antenna heights were reported to be 50'6", 33'9", and 16' 10". Using these
heights with the ground plane data indicated that the path should be at 2.500 which
would place the zero DDM line 55.2 feet above the threshold. This must oe compared
with the 49.3 feet indicated from the flight measurements.

An unfortunate circumstance is that the tolerances being used for Category If
acceptability are being determined incorrectly because the threshold crossing height
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used to enter the sliding scale in Order 8240.20 is being calculated incorrectly.

The formula formerly in the TERPS manual which has been deleted by FAA letter
FS-4060-.8260.3A, dated December 18, 1970, is being used. This calculation
involves the base of the antenna which is not correct for determining the threshold

crossing height for tolerance purposes. Numerous discussions have been held with
OP-4 and FS personnel in FAA have encouraged the dissemination of information
to provide a uniform, consistent, and correct calculation for all flight inspection
offices in the United States. The present calculations at Detroit are penalizing the
facility there by requiring an unusually tight tolerance below path. Using the
correct calculation will provide a greater margin but this alone would not be
sufficient to irsure Ctegory II operational requirements being met with a 2.5*
path angle.

b. Measurements. In cooperation with the FAA the following measured
data was obtained prior to raising the angle. Obviously a considerable discrepancy
existed between the measured path and that indicated from calculations. A visit
was mode to the DTW site where the following measurements were accomplished

:• ithrough the cooperation of the local facility sector office, tJ•ý Wayne County
airport crew, and two Battle Creek FIDO personnel.

Tape line height of zero DDM line abc•ve thre,•,,•'J with cherry picker
-- 50'3" +1 inch.

Elevation angle of zero DDM line above threshold with theodolite at
theoretically correct location at antenna mast at the elevation
of the runway opposite the mast -- 2.360 + 0.0050 .

Elevation angle of zero DDM line above threshold with theodolite at
location specified in Order 8240.20--2.270.

Tape line height of null above threshold produced by middle antenna
only--5 2 .0.

rClevatlion angle of null with theodolite at point specified in order
8240.20--2 350.

Elevation angle of zero DDM in far-field measured by Ohio University
flight -- 2.500 + .01 * on localizer.

Elevation angle of zero DDM in near threshold measured by Ohio
University flight -- 2.44' + 0.050 Turbulence reduced the
accuracy of this measurement.

Average elevation angle of zero DDM at an angle arctan 400/1200

south of the localizer -- 2.32*

-32-
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Measured height of point on runway opposite mast and threshold I
referenced to base of antenna-- +32" and + 35" respectively,
+3 inches.

Measured distance between point opposite mast and threshold--
1194 feet + 1 foot.

Measured distance between mast and threshold--1255 feet, + 1 foot.

With reference to Figure 2-12 profiles of field strength from the upper and
middle antenna individually were obtained at point C. A profile of the field
strength generated by the upper antenna was obtained at point D and the first
Snull generated by the middle antenna was obtained. Also, the elevation of the
zero L )M line was measured at point D both with the clearance transmitter on and
off. The field strength readings were obtained from a PFCD augmented by a
preamplifier for determining the nulls. Elevation was determined by a tape line
and positions of the nulls and maxima were confirmed by using a theodolite located
at t+ antenna mast at the elevation of the runway.

In Summary:

POINT A POINT C POINT D
CONDITION CALCULATED Measured Measured Measured

Upper Antenna Only

SMinimum 1.640 1.560 1.620
Maximum 2.500 2.410
Minimum 3.330 3.22 0 3.220

Middle Antenna Only 2.31

Minimum 2.500 2.400 2.350 2.350 ""

Zero DDM, No Clearance
Signal 2.500 2.31°

Zero DDM, With Clearance
SSignal 2.500 2.360 2.380 °

Table 2-3. Results of Field Measurements Made at the Detroit Site.
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Measurements indicated that the field patterns are representative of a ground '
plane lower in elevation than that given on the topo charts.

The ground plane was very wet which helped make a more level surface.

Some checks were made for parasitic radiation and spurious radiation from
the transmitter building. There was no evidence that any significant amount exists. '

Impedance measuring equipment and a vector voltmeter wete used to make
measurements on antennas, lines, and signal conditions. SWR's vre 1.2:1 or
better and phases within 30 of the desired phase at the terminals of the antennas
with the exception of the lower antenna feed which had a 300 delay. Apparently
the antenna was defective producing a 300 shift in the radiated signal which was

compensated by the 300 measured as existing in the line.

c. Conclusions. From this reported information some conclusions can
be given:

(1) The path at the threshold is approximately 0.15
degree lower than the angle measured for the path
in the region beyond the middle marker.

(2) The difference in elevation of the zero DDM line
and the null of the second antenna would indicate!
that a power or phase anomaly exists in the system.

(3) The elevation angle of the null (and the path)
cannot be predicted simply from the known
antenna height and the measured terrain pro-
file. Measured path is approximately 0.12 degree
lower than that predicted.

(4) The far-field path angle calculation agrees with
those measured to within 0.01 degree.

Although the recommendation was followed and an acceptable path was ob-
tained the investigation continued because the need existed for learning what was
causing the path to perform in the onpredictable manner. Application of this
information could be useful at other sites. The changes in the system made by the
Great Lakes region produced a commissioned path and thus elimirated it from being
used as a test faci lity.
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In order to circumvent this limitation Ohio University moved another glide
path system to the Deiroit site and established it alongside the commissioned system.
This permitted both systems to use essentially the same ground plcne. Flight measure-
ments were made by Ohio University and FAA Battle Creek FIDO. See Figure
2-13. Preliminary results of the analysis showed approximately 50% less down-
ward flare to exist with the experimenta! system. Ground-based and airborne-
collected data did not point to any obvious cause of the Detroit path problem.

A very careful and detailed analysis of all data is underway to attempt to uncover
subtleties which could be the key factors. This analysis is not yet complete.
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3. Monterey, California

. Ia. lntroducticn. Several recommendations are presented in this section
concerning reported problems associated with the operation of the glide slope at
Monterey, California. These recommendations are based on (1) several analyses
mperformed at Ohio University deaing with effects of imperfect ground planes, (2)pmeasurments made at a Charleston, West Virginia, glide-slope site which has a
limited ground plane, 13) an analysis of flight recordings of two glide slope systems

which hc,,ve been installed at Monterey, and (4) a visit to the Monterey site
involving discussions with technical people who have worked with the Monterey

systems.

The problem at Monterey was articulated in a request made by the FAA
Western Region. Evidence exists that the problem at Monterey is not peculiar to
that airport but represents a category of problems which have been described
generally as those produced by inadequate or truncated ground planes.

b. Observations. The ground plane at Monterey is adequately smooth,
slightly sloped (one percent) in both longitudinal and transverse directions, but it
is quite limited in extent, viz., 900 feet at 00, 530 feet at 10", and 300 feet at
20" from runway centerline. The theory presented in section i1 G 1 and measurement
data to be presented show the effect of a limited ground to soften and lower an
image path.

Evidence of the significant effect of the truncated ground plane at Monterey
is that to provide a 3.0 degree glide path in space with a null-reference system the
antenna heights had to be those for a 3.6 degree path. The theory which predicts
a 0.2 degree lowering of the null with a 900 fool ground plane, reference Figure 2-87.

In an attempt to obtain some data concerning the effects of limited ground

planes on capture effect systems some flight measurements were made using site

commissioneJ capture effect system at Charleston, West Virginia. By making
approaches at different angles with respect to the runway centerline different
amounts of ground plane were exposed to the anray. A plot of the results is shown
in Figure 2-14. No changes in phasing or antenna offsets were made for these tests.
Future plans call for more extensive measurements involving use of an experimental
system installed especially for this purpose. Control of this system will permit
L.hcnges that cannot be accomplished with the commissioned facility. Investigat;on
of means of correcting the problem of depressed, soft path structures wi II also be
made with this facility.
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A consultation visit was made to the Monterey, California,glide path facility
(Reference Figure 2- 15). A major purpose of this visit was to determine the feasibility
and practicality of ,mproving the glide-path structure which exists there.

The Monterey history has involved a null-reference, capture effect and now
sideband reference facilities have been installed there. Data shown in Figures
2-16, 2-17, and 2-18 exemplify -he better glide path structures produced at Monterey.

i Unsatisfactory reports have related principally to vertical path structures when flying

San azumith angle 5 to 10* north of centerline, e. g, one inspector said that there
I was a fly down signal below the path.

,From heoretical and practical evidence there appears to be no justification
for fxpecting an inverted path with a limited ground, however, when flying at an
1 elevation below a normal path angle, with truncated ground effects one may still

be on top of a depressed path angle. This would give the appearance during a spot
check thatthere was fly down signal below path. A check made by Ohio University
flight did confirm that the sideband reference system is providing good clearance

i below path well north of the centerline.

The presently commissioned sideband reference system is better than envisioned
from the verbal descriptions available. Flight recordings obtained from the Oakland
FIDO, example!. of which are shown in Figures 2-17 and 2-18, would indicate that
the path is within Category I tolerances and in general is quite smooth. The excep-
tion is the region between 4 and 5 miles where the reflections from the hills at 2.7
miles are producing some irregularities. Quite probably this is a sie where the 3
path conditions are very much a function of the lateral track on the locaiiz.. (see t
Pages 186-190 of report RD 68-60). The three-dimensional picture of the glide
path structure should be carefully measured at Monterey. 13 1

Comments from the FIDO-2 inspectors who have worked extensively with the
Monterey glide path are that the sideband reference system is a difficult glide path
to fly in part because of prevai ling tai Iwinds and turbulence and that course aber-
rations appear to be getting worse with time. They encourage action that will
provide for a smoother path, e. g. , establishment of a capture effect system.

c. Recommeniations. Assuming that an improved path is needed at
Monterey, several steps can be taken. A capture effect system is needed to provide
the improved flyability and to insure proper path structures the following sugges-
tions ate made.

A possible site o0i the opposite side of the runway appears to be available and
if available this would eliminate the problem of a dropoff occuring in reflecting
terrain as one moved off the centerline. A ground plane of at least 1000 feet
uxtending uniformly perpendicular to runway centerline would be available. The
recording of Figure 2-16 gives evidence that with a 900-foot ground plane a good
structure can be generated. Detai Is of the topography oif the reflecting area are
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needed before a final conclusion can be reached. Figure 2-19 illustrates the
areas of interest.

Results of calculations based on theory developed for an image glide path
operating with a limited extent of grourn plane suggest a simple and rathet elegant
means of correcting for the adverse effects of the ground plane. Calculations show
that with limited ground there is .increased signal ct low elevations from the higher
antennas in particular but at the same time DDM is reduced. Indications are that
phase lag is introduced and this causes iow DDM. An approach to obtaining

Iimprovement would be to insert a phase lead into the main sideband feeder with
approximately 30 electrical degrees being required. Because at Monterey the
problem of low clearance occurs on the side opposite the direction of antenna
offset the problem is compounded. To alleviate this, calculations indicate that
a phase advance should be provided for the upper antenna of the array. Experi-
ments needed to validate this approach are placned in the Charleston tests.

The drop-off area bending from 900 feet in front of the array to 200 feet
aside the array has typically a 20% slope with small bushes growing in the sandy
soil. Inasmuch as this does not represent a severe physical problem for extending
a ground plane, consideration has been given to an approach providing an
extended ground plane. Although earth fill would be possible, less expensive
means would be to build a grid of wires parallel to the electric field incident on
the area and suspend this grid from a utility pole-type structure. Cost of conductors
to cover the approximate 121,000 square foot area (Figure 2-20 would be close
to %2500 plus the supporting structures. To this must be added the installation costs.

Another alternative would be to consider a broadside type of array located
on an elevated platform on the south side of the parking area shown in Figure 2-101.

The following data is needed for the sideband reference system as it presently
exists at Monterey Peninsula Airport to ascertain the three-dimensional structure

of the glide path. Use of the RRT is essential.

(1) Level passes on centerline at 500, W000, ar~d 15W, feet. I
(3 runs) '1

(2) Level passes at 1000 feet at the following angles

referenced to centerline--100 S, 5*S, 2-1N, 5'N,
80 N, 100 N, 150 N, 20 0 N. (8 runs)

(3) Normal approaches centerline, i *N and S, 2½°N ard S.
(5 runs)
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(4) Centerline tracks at 2.30, 2.65, 3.35, and 3.70
degrees elevation. (4 runs)

This is a total of 20 runs which should clearly indicate the anomales which exist
at Monterey.

One should note that flaws become apparent from data collected. As suggested
above continued operation with the present sideband reference system presents na
major problems. This system is appropriate for the present Monterey site for several
reasons.

(1) It appears to be producing an acceptable
Category I path.

(2) The low antennas require less ground plane

to form a satisfactory path.

(3) There is no snow problem at Monterey.

(4) Finally there can be an obstruction at the
present site if the higher capture effect
towers or poles are used.

Minimum obstruction heights are desirable because the tower is located only 200
feet from the edge of the runway and only 50 ieet from the edge of the taxiway.
Earlier the glide path was removed from service when an aircraft moved the monitor
pole. The sideband reference system, as is well known, requires a tower only

approximately one-third of the height for the capture effect system.

481
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4. Pittsburgh Category II Problem

The preceding report in this series, RD 71-30 discussed the problem of ob-
taining a Category II glide path on runway 1OLat Greater Pittsburgh Airport and
made certain recommendations.

As of this writing Category II certification has not been provided Pittsburgh
and a review of the circumstances has been mlade.

The recommendations made one year ago were that the threshold crossing
height calculation be made using only heights referred to the runway and that
the path angle be raised approximately one-tenth of one degree (0.10). Even
th,,ugh these corrections were made, a recent investigation to determine Category
II acceptability revealed there is sti I an:other factor to be considered. On the
last set of recordings only, there is indic.ted a path reversal which does not
permit the flight inspection first derivative criteria to be met. During this
invest'gation it was found that there were no recent recordings of this glide path
and a request was made to obtain some recent theodolite recordings so that a

current evaluation of this could be accomplished. Reported settling in the ground
plane encouraged taking another look. New flight recordings were obtained by
FAA Columbus FIDO and these showed the path to be within Category II tolerances
and action is now being taken by the FAA to certify the facility for Category 11
operations.

There still remains the problems of calculating threshold crossing height
and discrepancies in reported elevation differences between threshold and the
point on the runway opposite the glide path antennas. Fortunately the path is
of sufficiently high auality to be indeoendent of these discrepancies.

!A
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D. Glide Path Crit'cal Areas

1. Disturbance of Glide Path by Reflections from Aircraft (Boeing 747)
Fuselage and Tail Fin

a. Introduction. With the advent of larger transport aircraft operating
on the suiface of airfields and the simultaneous lowering of landing minima it becomes
increasingly important that some accurate estimate be made of the effect of reflectiorns
from these large aircraft on the navigational signals supplying the guidance to touch-
down.

The problem of the operation of large aircraft in the vicinity of the localizer
has been reported in RD 70-9 and further results have been reported in RD 71- 30. This
previously reported work is here extended to cver the effect of reflections from large
aircraft on the glide path portion of the instrument landing system.

The fuselace of the o'rcraft is approximated by a cylinder and the tangential
"component of the electric fie!d incident on the fuselage is matched by a series of TE
and TM cylindrical waves. The incident tangential magnetic field is then added to
t!ie tangential magnetic field of the cylindrical waves in order to determine the
surface currents on the fuselage.

In all that follows tho time factor e Wt which occurs in each term has been
suppressed. A single antenna, the sideband antenna for a null-reference glide path,
at a height of 30 feet is considered as the source of radiation. The carrier antenna
is ignored since it produces second order effects.

b. Incident Fields. Takina into account the image antenna, the
electric field incident at any point on the conducting cylinder or verticai wa3l may
be expressed as Figure 2-21, and Figure 2-22:

R.P~
E =iUE f( 0 ) (e -e (2.16)
inc o R R.

where

n= unit vector normal to the plane of Figure 2-23.

= the value of the electric field strength at a unit distance from
the transmitting antenna which will be set equal to unity for
"computationai ease.
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f(s) on expression defining the horizontal pattern of the particular
antenna being used.

Ro = length of a line drawn from the transmitting antenna to a

point on the fuselage.

R. length of a line drawn from the image antenna to a point on

the fuselage.

= 2w/wavelength.

The incident H-field in the radiation zone is giver, by:

_ E_ f(0) e Ro e-__1__ Ri
inc = ° (d•) R. Ul'm x• ))U217

where

20 itr ohms

ud a unit vector in the direction of Ro

uim = a unit vector in the direction of R.

Expressing the cross products in terms of -u and u gives
L x

o Ef) eR (h-x)E f (0()j (x-h) ( _)_)

inc r1 R L R. x R

-ie L_ Rz (h-x)2
_2 (U (h+x) u ) )

R. L R.

(2.18)

where u a unit vector in the vertical plane AA parallel to the ground
L plane.

ux a unit vector normal to the ground plane.
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Expressing the incident fields in fuselage coordinates (Figure 2-23) with the cid of

the identity uL =uz COS a +Uy sin
En = Eo f~g (U cos a --u sin a)( j1R eJ•'

y zRo R.
(2.19)

E f (0) -iFP o Ro2- (h-x)2E 0 = o ( ((x-h_) sn cosa) + e sin a e -
inc n Ro R. z y x Ro

-i 1PR jx (hx -j, -(h-x)

- e f(O) -jR cO (x-h sina (h s+x) snaluvR 2 (x 2

Rsx R (2.20)

To convert the fuselage coordinates to circular cylindrical coordinates, the
following identities are employed:

x =o -p sin 0

y = pcos4 '

U= -(%sin 4) +U cos0)
xp 4

u = j cos0-u.) sin 0 (2.21)

Substituting these identities in Equations (2.19) and (2.20 for the incident fields

yields the following expressions for the components of the incident fields.

Incident E Field

-i IRo -ilRi
E =Eof(g) cos0cosa(_ e

P Ro R.
-i p• R. i1

E = -E f(O)sin cosa ( e e R e5 R- R
o i
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-i pR. -ipR0

e e
E -E f(g)sinci( ) (2.22)
z °R 0

A

Incident H Field

E, f(9) (x-h) 0 - (h-x)e
H = [Cos V sin a-)P riR Ro R

00

(h +x) +_R_-_h-x)2 
e -J R .(cos (1) sin +sin 4 o)

R R. R

H = [ sin a-- cos )

- (sin (0sina (h +x)_Cosb )hx e P
R. R. R.

I I
(2.23)

where R =J(hx)2 +A2 +B2

A = xf+pcosV-xp-offset

B= yf + z (z is as shorn in Figure 2-21)
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The standard glide-path antenna currently in use is a horizontal dipole over a
ground plane. The following assumptions will be made in the work that follows.

(1) The horizontal pattern of this antenna will be approximated
by a cosine variation with 0, where

e = f(z) = tan 1 A

B

(2) Any radiation by this antenna to the rear wi II be
considered negligible.

(3) The ground will be considered perfectly flat and acting
as a perfect mirror to the incident energy, so that image
theory is applicable.

!I

c. Tangential H Fields on Cylindrical Fuselage with Axis Parallel

to Runway Centerline. If the fuselage is taken to be perfectly conducting the
incident plus scattered tangential electric fields must sum to zero at its surface
(p = a) ( Figure 2-23). A good approximation to the scattered field at the
fuselage can be found by regarding the fuselage as part of an infinite cylinder
on whose surface the boundary conditions of zero tangential elechical field
is satisfied everywhere. The surface currents found from this viewpoint will
then be regarded as "frozen in" the finite length fuselage and used to calculate
directly a scattered field.

1) Approximation by Use of Local Wavenumber. A reasonable
approximation to make for computing the tangential components of the H fields on
the fuselage is to subdivide the fuselage into relatively short lengths and compute
the local wavenumber for the center of the short length. Append*.x D contains
further justification for this technique. The length must be short enough so that
the plane wa ,e aporoximation for the incident field accurately describes the phase
variation of the incident field over the interval. The scattered field (TM)
cylindrical wave expansion can be determined from the condition Ez = 0 at p = a.

Using this approximation the TM cylindrical wave expansion representing
outgoing waves at oo and with propagation factor e-iJzZ for the subdivided
lengths are 15 -5:
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H =0z -i~z z
(2)

E (0,z) =HI (Pa) (an cos n (D+6 sin n 0) e A

z nn y n
i pz n (2)1 i P z z

Eq z H (P a) (a sin n4)-b cosn 4 D)e
n 2 a n n n

y

(2ý -i Pz
H(0, z) __ P . () 1 a a cos n4- b sinn )e

4) n pl n y n n
Y (2.24)

The wave expansion coefficients are found by equating E_, in Equation (2.24) with
the incident Ez in Equation (2.22) modified by the proper phase factor fcr plane
wave incidence which results in the following expression:

-i P O -iPR i
Eof(Q)sina ( e e e ) ei-J zcosa

Ro R.

(2)
- Hn (Py a) (an cos n (+ bn sin n (0) e (2.25)

n 0

The expressions for the TM wave expansion coefficients reduce to
360

(ao) - E (•, z )/(360H (2)(y a))
z = inc

m

360
(an) = - L E (,zm)cosn0/180H (2 a))

m -=1= inc
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360

(b) =-'. E (,z )sinn 0/(180H (2) (p a)J
n z z m n y (2.26)m 

!-i •R o -ij R.
where E (Oz )=Eof(Q)sina( a e

z. m
inc Ro R.

A series of TM waves with these coefficients (2.26) will cancel E of the
incident field, but wili generate an Eo which adds to the E4 of the incldent
field. The resulting E0 must be cancel led by a series of TE modes.

Using the aforementioned approximations the TE cylindrical waves
representing outgoing waves at (1 and with propagation factor e -iP.- z are

E =0
z -iz

H~i (0,z) -H (2 )( a)(A cosn4)+ B sinn4) ez n n y n n

Hn0,z -21 H (2) a) (A sinnV-B con4)e
2 n y n nap

y
(2)' 

- ipzE (4), Z :H (P a) (A cosn0+B sinn) e Z4) n n y n n
y (2.27)

We solve for this set of coefficients by setting Eq in (2.27) equal to the sumof E•, in (2.24) and (2.22) which results in the following expression

Hn(2),2)

n a) (A cosn)+8 sinn (a)(a sin n4-b cosnO)nY n n 2 n y n nioy an

e___ e jOR. .8+Eof(O)sin0cosa( - - I ) (2.281
-9 R.
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where e- common to all terms has been cancelled.

The expressions for the TE w,;ve expansion coefficients reduce to

360

S (2)' a)(A.) :=+ El E (), z )/360
H0  z V=1 mm

(2)1 360iq-•Hny (7a(n)= ¢ Eic('m - ECTM (0,'zm cos n 0/180

i Ii3 n (2) (pya) (Bnz) = + ' (E 0  ((,zm)-ETM (0,zm))sinn 0/180
Sy n inc TM

(2.29)

where E (,z )=Eo f(0) sin cosa( e e_ I

inc Ro R

After completing the computation of tne TM wave coefficients (2.26) and TE
wave coefficients (2,29) they are substituted in (2.24) and (2.27) to check the
cancellation of the incident fields. Provided the cancellation is satisfiactory, the
tangential components of the H-field ore computed in (2.24) and (2.27).
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"2) Comparison of Results. Table 2-4 shows the incident fields as
the scattered fields at the fuselage surface for the z component of the electric
field at z = 1500 feet. The excellent cancellation of the incident fields confirms
that enoug% cylindrical wave coefficients for the TM expansion were included and
that they are correct. Table 2-5 shows the incident fields as well as the scattered
fields at- the fuselage surface for the 4) component of the electrical field at
z = 1500 feet. Again the excellent cancellation of the incident field confirms
tAat enough cylindrical wave coefficients for the TE expansion were included and
they are correct.

These coefficients are now used to determine the tangential components of
the scattered H-field at the fuselage surface. Table 2-6 and Table 2-7 show the
tangential components of the Scattered H4) ( 0, 1500) fields, respectively.

Examination of the tables shows that the total H-fields (incident + scattered) are
approximately doubled on the side of the fuselage exposed to the antenna (4) = 90
to 4) = 270) and the total H-field has very sr-all values on the shadow side of the
fuselage. This introduces the interesting possibility of merely doubling the
incident H-field on the side of the fuselage exposed to the antenna when making
a computatiun of fuselage surface currents and ignoring the small surface cur-ents
on the shadow side. This would rapidly yield approximate solution to the problem
of scattering off the aircraft fuselage.

In the limit Va A 0, doubling the tangential H-field on the exposed
side becomes exactly true. If X becomes extremely small the diffraction around
the fuselage becomes extremely small. If the radius a oa the fuselage becomes
extremely large the fuselage approaches a large flat wall.

d. ScGttered Electric Field from Cylindrical Fuselage. Knowing
the incident plus scattered tangential magnetic field at the fuselage surface, the
surface currents on the fuselage are given by

J'=nxHI
J Total (2.30)

where n = a unit vector normal to the fuselage.

The electric field at a point on the aircraft flight path due to the surface
currents on the fuselage and its image is given by (Ramo and Whinnery, pp. 506,
507) . -~

(N- (N "r )) (2.31)
4 wR
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N= ff jFe. dS + f f e " d dS (2. 3 2)
fuselage F image

where ur a unit vector direrted aloig the line from point "0" to
the aircraft point,

p a position vector from "0" to any point on the fuselage

with subscript identifying fuselage and image,

N = Schelkunoff's radiation vector, and

- vect,,, surface current on the fuselage with superscript
identifying the fuselage and image.

6, p and t are given by: (Figure2-23).
F r

4

P= (x 0-assn )+U (acos;)+u (z-z)
x y z m

P= u (-x. -asin )+'u (acos )+-u (z-z)
"x y z m

-0= (L)=i (-sin a)+t" (cosa) (2.33)
r x R y z

- F andJl are related as follows by ti~e conditions for imag;ng in a perfectly con-

ducting plane

FJ (0) =J (-0)
x x

I F
P() =J (-0)

y y

I FJI (0•) =J F(_

z Z (2.34)

Using (2.30) ar.d relating the rectangular components of H to its cylindrical
components gives:
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J H Cos 4 )
z

F
J =Hsin't0
y z

i H (2.35)J z -

where the components of H represents the sum of the incident plus the waveA
expansion fields.

Substituting (2.33) through (2.35) into (2.32) gives the following expressions
for the components of the radiation vector:

z=z + -T 1

N =.a fi Cos 4)f (HI 4,z) +H (4),z)) e' Ox-H/
X Z -A~z z= inc zscat

m2

+ (H Z (Azee(A4), z) +H (-)z)e Px H/R le P r )sin cP+a sirsci cos

-(Z-z Cos q)
d0 d z (2.36)

+AZ 22 . /
NY =a f sir 4) f (H (1, z) H (cP, z))eI~o

z.Z z e

inc scat

(Z-z) Cosa

d d z (2.37)
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z--z +A Zm 2 w2

N =a f f sin I MO. ( 1 Z, + H (),az)t e x. H/R
4> Inc

Z--- z_ scat
m 2

j xo H/R -j (2---sin (+ a sin a cos 0

-(H(O). (-(O,z) + H.I (-0),z)) e e R

inc scat

- (Z-Zm) cO O) d m d z (2.38)

where the limits on z represent the edges of the short length of fuselage being
considered.

All the incident and scattered magnetic field components appearing in (2.36),
(2.37) and (2.38) include the propagation factor e -iP (z-zm ) cos a.

The integral over z is identical in (2.36),(2.37), and (9.38). It can be
..gnated 3s I and is given by

z z + Al

m 2

I= f e J(Z-z) (coso -cosa)
dz (2.39)

z Az
m 2

Carrying out the integration gives

sin Az (Cos - cos a)
!Az 2

PA z (Cos a -- Cos a) (2.40)
2
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We shall see later that the Nx component will not contribute to the scattered field
and the computation of this component will not be continued. Recalling that the
ir, .ident H field was computed for one degree increments on 0 and combining the
incident and scattered terms in the integrand the integrals become

360 (. a_Ne (0H e eZ)e ssin0+asina cos;)

Z. Z.

= 1 inc inc

00

2f(2) a)(A cos n'+ B sin n O)eJSH+(A cos(-nO)+B sin (n0))e-H)
+f sinef Hn ya n n n n0 =0 n=O

-Ji (P R sin )+ a sina cos d0) (2.41)

1 360 ac
N Ia - (HI (¢,z1eJ60 H (-, z)e-jH )e-iP( sin 0  asina cos)

2=1 
inc 

nc

200
+ jz .=,H(2)(S

2 ( n H V)(pa)((A sinnI- B cosn0)ej6 H
0 ay2 n" n y n n

-(A sin (-nO) - B cos (-nO) e e H))e -t -- sin a sin o cos) dOl
n n

2w 8 s 2 'j
- f - E--•n= H (P a) ((a cos n0 + b sin n 0)e H

0 ynO nn n
-Jl (-• sin 0 + a sin a cos )d 4)

- (a cos (-no() +b sin (-nO) )e-.&H)e Ro
n n

where = Ox /R (2.42)
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Applying the following relationships simplifies the summation on the
incident fields

H (O,z) = H (-(360 - 0), z)

inc inc

H (),z) H (-(360- 0), z) (2.43)
inc Ifc

Combining some terms in the integrals results in the following relationships
for the components of the radiation vector

360

NY a I -9- i ) H (O,z) sin 4 sin (S H - H sin -
-•- R siI ine

+2 f sin ) 1- H (2)(pya) (A cos (8H) cos n4)+ JBn sin ( H)sin n 0)
n y -l nn

0n-

e- I ( ) s a s+ 0 sina cos d()R d 0 (2.44)

360

N I=. i j H (, z)sin (6 H sin 4 ) e-z 90 ---- R

2w
+21a f (jsin6H C cosn4+cos6H D sinnD)

0 n=O n=0

e-i0+(aH sin +asin a cos 4) d (2.45)
R
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where

C i H (2) a) nB H ( a))a
n {3 asin atan a n y n q sin a n n

i (2) (2)
D = (1a)nA - (a)b

n n n y n3 a sin a tan a nq sin a

The integrations (2.44) and (2.45) can be carried out with the a;d of
identities and definitions as follows

2nr c cos (P - Y) n
f/ e cos;n (Vd- 2j coi n yJ (c)

0n

27r
f" ec~( • sinn4~d=21rjsinnqJ (c)o n
0 n

/ (2)2

C p a V (H)2C1 {3a (•- + sin U

H
tan -

1 R sin o (2.46)
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The resulting expression for the two componenis of N are
360

N = 2 ar I[ H (0,7.)sinCtsin(S H - --Rs•inu)eipasinucos 4)
y 180 z.

i= 

3nc

+ 2i cos( 8 H)Ho l (y a)A sin :J(C-)

.~r'ttl,( 2)( c o)(JA1cos 8H6in((n+I)i, )J 1)'n-1)

+B sin65H(zos((n-i)qz 1)J ni (C1)+co,((n÷l)9.)Jn.(C))) ] (2
S(2.47)

360

N 2  ail(6 I--CoJo )+ Y in (i si('H)os(n )c"o(H)sIn(nc IDn)o,(Co))

n=1LR )(2.48)

The scattered E - field can be computed from (2.44, ), and (2.31).
C nly the horizontal components of E are of interest. These are

i OR 2 -E e N cos SI+ N si N sin a Ccos O (2.49)y y x R

-Wri -i •R 2-. e fN sin o-N cosa+N sinacoaso (2.50)z 4rR z x y

The receiving antenna is assumed omni-directional and the voltage induced
at its terminals by the scattered field may be expressed as
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V [E cos +E sinai (2.51)%s y z

Inserting (2.46) and (2.47) in (2.48) justifies our previous neglect of Nx and yields

V ~ e- jR (N Cos +N sinai (2.52)s y z

The term in parenthesis represents a complex quantity and we may write (2.52) in
the following form

V - -_i r_ e-i1PR N ep' (2.53)s 4 wR

where INI = the magnitude of the radiation vector

p' = the phase angle of the radiation vector

e. Scattered Electric Field from Sweptback Vertical Tail Fin in
Close Proximity to Antenna. Reference is made to Figures2-21 and 2-22 and
the vertical tail fin lies in the x-z plane. The incident H-field is given by
Equation (2.54) and is repeated here for ready reference. Ignoring the component
of H. in the y direction gives the tangential components of the incident H

inc
field at any point on the tail fin.

F f (G) e-i PRO (xohQ -(h-x)2
•-n e(i3 cosa 0 -

R, z R, x R

_e-jR i (h+z) - Rx -(h--)2R . (5 Cos a R . -R .) (2 .54)
R z x R
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[A

Assuming the currents induced in the wall are the same as would exist if the wall

occupied the whole of the x-z plane, the tangential components of the H-field
would be doubled. Introducing this factor of two in the tan,;ential comjponent of
the H-field the iniduced wall currents at any point are given by (J n x H)

RO 40 (h-)-e____R_ (h-x) - - 2
i-K e u cosaRo x Ro z Ro

e -i. (h + x) . (h-x2
+ eI (• cosa +x -) (2.55)R. x R. z R.

where K 2E f (0)

/
x H

LT

-A-A

X=H n
4- •z -• m i Ground Plane

Figure 2-24. Geometry of Vertical Tail Fin.
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The toil fin is divided up into strips of height Ax parallel to the ground plar.e
and further subdivided into rectangular areas of length &z where the z-coordinate

of the center of any rectangle is zm and the x-coordinate of any rectangle is x

The height of the increment Ax may be made small enough so that the vertical
variation in phase across the increment may be described by (Figure 2-24)

+ p (x-x) (h-x) / R, (x,zm) for thk real anternna and
e

e-i p (x- x ) (h +x ) / R. (x , z ) for the image antenna.

Similarly the lateral incremnnts L\ z may be made small enough so that the laterul
variation in phase within m increment may be described by (Figure 2-24)

-i P (z-z) Cos a
e

Including these phase terms the sheet currerls in the neighborhood of any point
(xn Z m on the tail fin can be closely approximated by the f'l lowing expression
where R0 and R. correspond to the point (xn, zm).

2 2
-- i (Ro - (x-xn) (h-xn )/ Ro) - Ro (h-x)2

J(x,z)= K! [U e hxn
Ro ~(1 cosa--R--o" u

Ix Ro z R-i p(.+xx)h~ /. ~2)2

e n (h+ xn) -0 (h-x -j P (z-zM )cosa;a
x R. z R. )Je

(2.56)

Examining this expressio-i reveals that the amplitude of the sheet current is
Independent of x and y over the small rectangular area. The reradiated E-field
is given by

R= _ FxN)xu) (2.57)

4--



where N is the Schelkunoff radiation vector given by (Figure 2-21)
R

-•-= -x ei (z-z )coso i P (x-x )(H-h )/EER - IERR
N j (x,z)e m e n n Re dxdz

wall R R
R

R R
-i I I3(Z-zm) COS -U (x-xn) (H+hf)/Ri Ri

+,f f J (x,z) e e e dxdz

Image RR
R

(2.58)

R R
where H the height of the aircraft and R. RR R are defined in Figure 2-25)

Examination of the equation for N shows that N has the same vector direction
as the sheet current. Examining the cross product terms in the equation for the
reradiated electric field shows that it is no longer necessary to carry through the
x-component of the sheet current since it will generate a vertically polarized E-
field ct the horizontally polarized omni-directional aircraft receiving antenna.

J wand Ji for imaging in a perfectly conducting ground plane are related

by.

--- I -- W

z (-x,z) :- J (x,z)
Z z

Substituting in the equation for N resu:ts in the following integral

z-z +Az• x-x +Ax (H n RRR
2 w (x-x) (H-x RR

-N = f J (x,z)(e n n e R
z -Az x x x R-R

m 2 n--2 RR
RR R.R(zz)cs

-iP (x-xn (H+x )/n -iR P (z-z s C a
-e e ) dx e dz (2.59)

RR.
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To Observation R R
Point. Height H.

Tail Fill••

x
n

Ground Plane
/ / / 7 /1: 7 -

R RRR and Ri do not necessarily

lIe in plane of paper. -xn

R 
rRl

R = Length of a line from the center of I Image
small rectangular area on the tail fin A Tail Finnto the observation point.

R= Length of a l ine from the center of a
small rectangular area on the image tail
fin to the obser. ation point.

Figure 2-25. Geometry of the Tail Fin and Its Image.
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The integration on the variable z is straightforward, since the z dependence of
j•w (x, z) is quite simple. Designating this integral S1 we have

z z + Az
2 j f(z-z ) (cos o-cosa)m

,S e dz (2.60)

1 z=z A Az

2
z~ + A z

m 2
S P(z-zm) (cos - cosc) (2.61)

j p (cos a - cos a ) z

m 2

Az

Az sin 1 -- '- (cosa - cos a) (2.62)

SAL- (cos a- cos a)

2

Substituting this result and the expression for the tail fin sheet currents in
Equation (2.59) gives

X +.-A --L -jP(R.+(x-x )(h+x )/Re -i p(R°-(X-xn) (h-xn)/R°)

N=K f %e- l I
z 2 A xA X R RO 4

x--x --•
2

(eip(xxn)(H-xn)/RRR e-PRR e-1p(x-Xn)(HI "n)/Ri R eipý R

(e n n R R e n n I R ) dx
RR R.
RI

(2.63)

where K K S1 0 K-
2 =S ~ n
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To evaluate the integral on x, four separate but similar integrations must be

carried out. Integrating the product of the first and third term in the integrand
and calling the result S2 we have

RAx
s 'P(R;+R + H-& X x Rn-

2 e- T I( R+2 x-- - - X(h+x )/R _(H-x )/ RR d

R, R Ax (2.64)
i R

n2
RRRR z~ + A x

eIi•(R + RRR eV R -(H-xn)/ R n

S R.2 RR -i B ((h+xn)/R. -(H-xn)/ R R=- -A

n n R -n 2

(2.65)

!R

_ P (- + R A x sin (A2 )

R A (2.66)
R~ RR 2, 2

Ax RR
where A2 = '& x ((h + x) / R. -(H-xn)/

S~mIariy e-i P (R.+ .R) A x sin (A3)

I 3
3 A (3 H n)RR

where A 3 = A -B (( h-xn)/Ro- (H+x)/R R
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Se'p (, R) A x sin (A4)
s4 - 2R. (A4) (2.)

where A ((h +x )/ R H x )/R+ R4 2 n)

and

$ e "i(R ' ) A x sin A5 )
5 RR

R!2  R (A5) (2.69)

where A5 P Ax R

The radiation vector has been evaluated for a small rectangulc., area on the wall
and is given below:

S=K S "
S2 T z (2.70)

where S =S + S -S -S
T 2 3 4 5

The result must be substituted in the expression for the reradiated field Equation
(2.57). Substituting for the cross products

((Ri K S sI.1
I-R:~ ~ ~~s riv("xK Tr )x "6)=E i

4RleP (2.71)
4w x 2 T (7

where P phase angle of ST
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and

S' sinaK (2.72)

4w

The total rerodi4ted E field from the tail fin is found by summing the complex

contribution from each small rectangular area at each of the points on the aircraft

flight path.

The receiving antenna is assumed omni-directional and the voltage induced

at its tem.rnal by the total scattered field may be expressed as

v Z1~ ~R ev e (2.73)
z xm n

f. Computation of Microampere Course Deviation Indicator
Deflection from Scattered Electric Fields. The direct sideband voltage VD

induced at the aircraft receiving antenna terminals when the antenna is at
an elevation angle 4 and slant range R4 (Figure 2-26)

f ~ e-J
V (0)r,,,2 i E f(o) e sin( h sin 4) (2.74)

D D R
4

where f( 18) D = the amplitude of the horizontal radiation pattern of the transmitting

N antenna at the aircraft receiving point.

VD (40) will normally be adjusted to be in phase with the carrier sideband signal.
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4

h RII H$1 0

Figure 2-26. Vertical Plane Containing Transmitting Antenna Pole
and Aircraft Receiving Point.

The sideband voltage induced at the receiving antenna by the total scattered field
(fuselage + tail fin) is given by

• •IER I' e e N e (2.75)
Z-m + r e N-J•R elp

s 4vR
n m

where Equations (2.53) and (2.73) have been added together.

V will cause the path to be displaced far enough from the desired glide path

position so that the component of V in the phase with VD (0) sums to zero.

Assuming a linear variat!on in deflection of the cockpit indicator with A
elevation angle in the neighborhood of the desired path angle the following ratio
will hold

D (microamps) _ VD() si f,_________ in(•h in )(7.76)A

150 V (P) sin(PhsinO )
Dp p

where D = deflection of cockpit indicator at angle 0
VD(0) = sideband voitage amplitude at

0 = an angle for which the sideband power has been adjubted
to correspond to 150 microamperes

VD (0) the ampiitude of sideband voltage necessary to cancel
in phase component of the field scattered by the fuselage
and tail fin
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Equating the sum of VD (0) and the in phase component of Vs to zero and

substituting for K2 gives

2 Eo f ( )m
E. of (0)DIR sin (Phsin O)- P I si n 2

Rx x
4 n micos. (P• (R4 -R) + p')

s1 ISTI cos(pR4 +p o -(h-x )2 + p) R=0ITIn R.

(2.77)

Recailing that E. has been set equal to unity we determine sin (P h sin (0)

and substituting in Equation (2.76) which gives the deflection of the cockpit

indicator in microamperes

R7 "4 sin a_ f~"( 0)
D 7, T- 75

(microamps) X f(O)D sin ( h sin 0) x x in

co-, (p (R4 - R) +p'

S1 ISTI cos (p + lR 4 ) IIRO -(h-x )2 +9 2R y cos, a z sin up

(2.78)

g. Resudts and Conclusions.

1) Results. In section I! D 1 it was noted that the total fuselage

tangential H-fields were approximately double the incident field on the side exposed

to the transmitting antennas and the total tangential H-field was very small on the

shadow side. When the tangential H-fields are converted to surface sheet currents

the principal contributor to the Schelkunoff radiation vector is the side exposed to

the transmitting ant ennas.

For the results displayed in this section only the first term in Equations (2.47)

and (2.48) were computed and the summation was then doubled to get a rapid

approximate solution. The fuselage was subdivided into four foot lengths and the

vertical tail fin wam subdivided into two foot squares. All these results represent
-83-



the filtered output of the aircraft receiver.

Figure 2-26 shows the geometry of the problem and Figures 2-27 through 2 -3 3

show. the results corresponding to various values of the parameter D shown in
Figure 2-26 . In Figures 2-27 through 2-33 the 747 is assumed to be taxiing to
the approach end of the runway so that the vertical tail fin is positioned on the

end of the cylinder closest to the transmitting antennas. In Figures 2-31 througi
2-33 the aircraft is positioned so that the tail is at the coordinates specified and the
the nose is approximately 220 feet closer to centerline.

A

2) Conclusions.

a) For the geometry shown in Figure 2-26 the results show

in Figures 2-27 through 2-29 that with the radiation
pattern of the transmitting antennas currently in use
(aploximately a cos 0 pattern) the 747 should be
positioned so that D does not exceed 200 feet while
other aircraft are on final approach.

b) Under no circumstances should the 747 be parked
perpendicular to centerline directly in front of the
glide slope array. The results in Figures 2-32 and
2-33 show that the shape of the measured path can
"change drastically with small changes in distance
D forward of the array.

c) A transmitting ontennc with a more directive
lhrizontal pattern should be employed where large
aircraft will be moving about in the vicinity of the
glide path. Figure 2-30 shows that a 747 parked
on the opposite side 3f the runway can cause an
appreciable level of glide path roughness, which
may be reduced and possibly eliminated by the use
of a directional glide path antenna.

A
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2. Glide Path Derogation Due to Reflections from Aircraft
in Selected Location.

This section presents the computed glide path roughness for a number of
different positions of a 747 aircraft in the neighborhood of the glide path
transmitting antennas. The aircraft positions and the orientation of the fuselage
axis with respect to runway centerline were chosen by FAA personnel. The
mathematical model used is described in The preceding section.

4 All the results presented heie represent the filtered output of the aircraft
receiver for an approach speed of 120 MPH. The 747 is assumed to be taxiing
to the approach end of the runway when the fuselage is parallel to runway center-
line and toward runway centerline when the fuselage is perpendicular to center-
line. The row and column numbers on the plots correspond to the rows and

4 columns designated on Table 2-8. The glide path array positioned 525 feet
from centerline is a null reference installation and the sideband antenna is
30 feet above ground plane.

The results show that the largest course bends occur when the 747 is positioned
perpendicular to centerline directly in front of the transmitting array. The results
marked directional antenna were computed assuming a three-element transmitting
antenna is used and the results marked standard antenna are for the bent dipole
whose radiation pattern is approximated by a cos 0 pattern.

It is seen that the use of the direz.rional antennas provide an improved glide
puth.

Table 2-8 lists the figures which present these calculations graphically,
indicating the 747 locations and orientations used in modeling the situation explored
in each computer run, as well as a key to the location as shown in the plan view of
Figure 2-35.

Final work during the report period has been to obtain results which are
applicable to defining critical areas for use in FAA manuals. The first step in this
process has been to compare the available results from the physical scale models
reported by J. G. Lucas of the Air Navigation Group at the University of Sydney,
Sydney, Australia, with those predicted using the mathematical model reported
in preceding pages. Unfortunately only 10 of the points are common to both sets
of prediction and a 2.50 angle was used with the physical model and 2.83* with 7
the mathematical model; however, comparison of the results is encouraging.

Presently work is underway to change the path angle with the mathematical
model and rerun several points at 2.500 to get a direct comparison. A program is
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being prepared which will usc a specular point method and will be run on sample
points using 2.5* glide path anigle for comparison of the results with the analog
physical model.

Once these results hcve been obtained and the degree of correlation between
the mathematical and physical model obtained, then predictions will be made for
use in the FAA manuals, If a close correlation is obtained a high degree of
confidence in the mathematical model will, of course, be justified. Further
predictions then can be made for various other locations of the aircraft on the
ai rdrome.

One word should be added concerning the computer running time of themathematical model. The complete mathemctlcal model requires approximately

four hours of computer time to describe the position on the 0 DDM line in space
for a given locatioii of a reflecting aircraft on the ground. The new specular
point model should Permit the identification of critical areas with running times
on the order of a few minutes. The obvious economic saving in computer time
makes it worthwhile to investigate the capabilities of the specular point method
as compared with the complete mathematical model and 1he physical scale model.
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Coordinates on
Orientntion Chart

SE(~
CU)4

41 0LL - 0
2  

0 = 30
0 0 0 U.

O c Z- * p Row Column Comments

* Ci CD _ U-

i 0o 3V < LU 00-0 e

2- 36 4000 300 1  STD X I ( 1 61

37 138 270 75 . 1'
38 200 600 STID 3 239 2700 525. STD X 4 2 4.
40 2700 450 STD X 5; 2 5 Figs.37-50
41 2700 300 STD X 6 2 6 747
42 1800 750! STD X 7 I 2 Taxiing
43 1800 600 STD X 8 3 3 Toward
44 1800 525' STD X 9, 3 4 Runway
45 1800 450: STD X 10 3 5 5

46 1800 3U0 STD X . 11- 3 6
47 1500 600 STD X 12 3

48 1500 525! STD X 13j 1 4
49 1500 450 STD X 14: 4 7 Z

50 1500 300 STD X _-6- -

51 -. 900 "-900 STD X . 16 6 _I i
52 900 . 900; D. " X 1 17 6 1
53 1500 900 STD X 181 4 1 Figs. 51-63
.54 1500 900 DIR X :. 19! 4 1 Toward

55 1800 900 STD X 20! 3 1 Approocn
56 1800 900 DIR , X 2o 3 - Endof

57 2700 900 STD X 22: 2 1 Runway
58 100 -400 STD X 23 6 12
59 1200 -400 STD X 24 ! 5 12
60 1500 -400 RSTD X 25J 4 12
6... 1800 -40:,1TD x61 1500 -400 DIR X 26 4' 12
62 "-1800 -400" STD X 27I 3 12
63. 1800 -400 DIR X28 . 3 12
645 1800-40 0 -40.STD " r. 29 X 3 T12 1 20"toCLrwy

2- 65 'D3200 0, ST , 8 Tke-offL

1~~~position
* Negative distances opposite side of runway from array. p

Table 2-8. Definition of Points of Interest for Boeing 747 Calcu-ation Reference
(Figure 2-35).
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3. Comparison of Mathematicai and Physical Models for
Glide Path Performance in the Presence of Reflections
from Aircraft.

The emphasis of this work during the report period has been to obtain results
as requested by the COR which are applicable to be included in the FAA manuals
defining areas. The physical-model measurement assistance provided by the Air
Navigation Group in Sydney, Australia (see page 93) is being utilized fully in
determining the credibility of the predictions obtained using the mathemat!Cal
models. This work has just begun and no conclusions can be stated at this time.
Eventually a complete comparison will be available for predictions based on the
physical optics, geometrical optics, and physical optics models. As a final
check all will be compared with results of field measurements using an actual
Boeing 747 aircraft.
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E. Snow Cover Effects on Glide Paths

1. A Worst Case Approach to Glide Path Errors Caused by Snow Cover

a. Introduction. In studying the probable effects of a hoizontally
uniform snow ground Lover on I LS glide slope performance, two mathematical
mode!, have been used. One the ray optic method [6 1, and two, transmission
line analogy to plane reflection and transmission by dielectric layers (7]. Both
methods give similar, but not identical results which can be expected since both
methods are admittedly approximations and cannot be expected to give exact
quantitative answers, Field experience has pointed to the difficulties involved
in obtaining the data necessary for implementation of an exact analysis, and the
extreme comp!exity of that onalysis in itself weighs against the use of any such
rigorous methods.

The purpose of this section is to report a number of findings using a J,1' ;-tft
model and to suggest an approach to a solution of the monitoring problerr iy'cs.ag
the necessity for determination of the elusive and enigmatic snow parame, "e.

This discussion wi ll be concerned solely with the null-reference, image,
glide-path system.

b. Geometric Analysis. Figure2-66 indicates the geometry involved.
It is assumed that the ground is a perfect reflector and effectively an infinite,
horizontal, plane surface. In the following, unless otherwise noted, all distances
will be in carrier wavelengths. This will generalize and simplify the equations. It
is further assumed that all distances of interest between transmitter and its images
and the receiver are so nearly equal that the 1/R term may be neglected without
seriously altering the relative field strengths. One may then write:

p -- E ae-i (2.79)p a

where E is the phasor field component at the receiver, Ea is a relative magnitude
term to account for each antenna excitation, and y is the delay caused by the
distance between antenna and receiver.

Since the DDM is the difference between the sideband components at 150

and 90 projected on the carrier component and taken relative to the carrier magni-

tude, one can write:
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DDM= 2 Am sin Cosit + 4 1 + (2.80)
sin w 1 4 2 3

where m is the modulation factor of the sidebands on the carrier antenna and A is

the ratio of the sidebands on the sideband antenna to the sidebands on the carrier
antenna

2 2
((x-C) +y + (z-H?) (2.81)

2 22

•2=((x + y2 + (z h ) ) .)

S + (z+h)2 ) (2.83)

•4 = ((x - 0)2 +Y 2 + (z + H)2)½2.)

Here e is the offset of the upper (sideband) antenna toward the runway. H and h

are the heights above the surface of the upper and !ower antennas respectively.

This formulation can be used for the totally reflecting snow surface by sub-
tracting the snow depth (assumed uniform horizontally) from z, H, and h, and then
adding it to any z determined in using the equation which references that altitude
to the site elevation level.

Under the current assurn'ijon (total reflection, infinite horizontal surfaces,
etc.) it is evident that the gl[W I-cth is represented by:

sin w ) 0 (2.85)

or

ý4 - 1 • (2.86)
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thus

((x-e)2 +Y2 +(z+H)2 j½ .(x-e)2 + 2 +(z- H)2 )½+1
(2.87)

square both sides

(x-•2+ 2 + (z + H)2 =(._6)2 +2 +(-H2 +2(-) zH2½+4y +(+) = 2+(z -H) 2 ( 4-.?+y 2 4z-H +1

(2.88)

which reduces to

4zH - 1 =2 ((x-e) 2 +y2 + (z- H)2 )' (2.89)

square both sides

16z2 H2 -8z+ 1 =4((x-.) 2 + y2 + (z-H)2 ) (2.90)

or

z2 (16H2 - 4) =4 (x_6)2 + 2 +H1-2) -1 (2.91)

and

z=(((x-e)2 +Y2+H2 _0.25)/ (4H2.1-) (2,92)

Note that this gives the height of the glide path as z = 0.5 for x = I
y 0 and (z/y) = 1/(399)A or approximately 0.05 fot large y, or a far-field glide

slope of 2.270, when h = 5 and H = 10.

The cosine term goes to -i, indicating an inverted glide path aiW (2.93
-1 - ii)+2 ý

IJ
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more -pecifically

½<( ýI +ý4) -(ý2 + +3 < Y (2.94)

but the value, 1, is of special interest since it givas the so-called 180" point
monitor location.

((x -Y)2. 2 + (z + H)2 )+ +((x-e) 2 +y2, (z - H) P (2.95)

+ (X +2+ + (z +h) 2 ) + (x2 +2 :. (z h)2  (2.96)

A simple calcultion based on t+e firt three terms of the Taylor series expansion
of the radicals gives

yHy2 -t~i~y) 2 - ( 0.75 (x/y)2 ((H/y)2 - (h/y)2 ) + 0.25 ((y) 4 - (h/y 4 ))) 1

(2.97)

where x and e have been taken as negligible. For h = 10, h = 5 and (./y)2y)
1/399 this yields y = 74.44

As a test of the validity of the cssumption of total reflection from snow
surface's, angles of incidence versus snow depth are given for this 180' location and
for the far-field at y z 1000 and y = 5000. In Table2-9 below 910 and e5 and
indicate respec¢';,!y the incidence angles of rays from antennas at 10 and 5
%waveler.gtks above the ground. 13
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r

Snow 18C?* Point 1000 5000

Depth _ " _5

_ 10 _ 5 10o _ 10 5
0.0 79.53 83,29 86.57 86.85 87.02 87.08

0.1 79.63 83.44 86.58 86.86

"0.2 79.82 83.59 86.59 86.87

0.3 79.97 83.74 86.60 86.89

0.4 80.12 83.90 86.61 86.90

0.5 80.27 84.05 86.62 e6.91

1.0 81.02 84.88 86.68 86.97 87.05 87.10

2.0 82.53 96.34 86.79 97.08 87.07 87.13

3.0 84.05 87.88 86.91 87.19 87.09

Table 2-9. Ray Incidence Angles for Various Snow Depths
(Linear dimensions in wavelengths).

Table2-10gives reflection coefficient magnitudes for snow dielectric constants
from 1 .1 to 10.0 for incidence angles 750 to 89.90.

It can be seen that in the far-field even with dielectrIc constants of snow as
!o•v as 1 .1, the total reflection assumption is very good. The near-field picture,
however, is not clear. The dielectric constant may be fairly high ard still allow
considerable energy t., etiter the snow, be deloyed, reflected from the ground and
return to mix with the first surface reflection at almost any electrical angle.

Since there must, however, be sorne unique value of total field from each
antenna at the point of reception, a possible appro.ich is to assume an effective snow
surface and effective reflection coefficient tnd delay whi-h wilH S;ve the some
results as the actual more complex situation. One may Shen write the direcl and
reflected signals at the receiver as

Ed = e (2.98)
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pe (2.99)

where 4d is the direct path length in wavelengths, and ýr is the equivalent path
length -for the reflected signal including the delaying effect of the snow and of
the possible complex reflection coefficient at the ground, and p is the magnitude
of the effective reflection coefficient.

Writing these equations for both antennas and combining the fields at the
receiver gives (neglecting the small 1/R variation as before)

IC C14 -

DDM 2AM cos (C+(sin P3 S-sin-S3 (s nl sin-SCS23 23s3 p4 S4  4(2.100)

where

C (1 + p 2 _2p cos2i(q4 -i1 ))27t (2.101)

p2
C23 = (1+ -23 os2,(3 - u)2 (2.102)

S3  = (sin 2r43 - 2 ))/C 2 3  (2,103)

S = (sin 2w (Y4 - Y ))/C 14  (2.104) 0

C = 2 [( I+Y4)-(Y2 +• 3) (2.105)

14 23

P3 and P4 are the magnituJes of the reflection coeffic;ents

at the intersections of t and Y4 with the effect surface of
of the snow.

This equation could b~e programmed and solved for DDM as a function of
position and snow depth for various assumed values of p3 and p4 and and
and would give rise to such a confusing plethora of results as to render the game

unworthy of the candle.
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A rather simple alternative approaah is to sketch phasor diagrams of the
direct and reflected signals and to make a worst case analysis in terms of reasonable
cssumptions.

The first of these assumptions is that since the angle of incidence for the

signal reflected to the far-field from the surface of the snow is greater than 86.6
degrees, for which a dielectric constant of as little as 1 .4 relative wil! give a
reflection coefficient of at least 0.8, a phasor aiagram can be constructed frP

unaltered direct phasors and corresponding surface reflected phasors of 8Wo the
length of the direct phaso,'s. For this, as yet, incomplete diagram, lengths and
angles are perfectly definite calculable functions of geometty.

To complete the diagram, a second assumption is made. Since the anulysis
has assumed infinite plane surfaces, it does not seem likely that the phasor repre-
senting the total reflected signal should be larger than that which would be delivered
by 100% reflection. It is therefore assumed that the locus of the tip of the reflected
phasor must lie on or wi.hin a circ!e of radius ( 1 - p) *hose center is the point of
the first surface refiedted phasor of length p.

The phasor diagram constructed on these assumptions gives rise to a range of
carrier phase angles and magnitudes and a multiplicity of sideband phases and
mognitudes.

Con.sider Figure 2-67 where, for simplicity, the direct carrier phasor ir
shown at -90 and4 the surface reflected carrier at -45. The resultant may range from
-13' to .426-8* wv!th magnitude from 1 .465 to 1.865.

Figuire 2-68 showE the sideband phasors with the direct signa! taken as 00
(diagram reference angle) and Mhe first surface r;'flected phcsor ot -30*. The
carreer uhasors are shown v.s !ines of direction only zinre only the carrier phase is
of interest to this part of the construction. The extreme values of the prujections
of the 5idebaord phasor on the carrier phasor are A and B. These are the worst case
values.

Figure 2-59 illustrates the method of determining the DDM from these points

and the carrier phascrs

The Itrngth O-C-1 in Figure 2-69 may be chosen so vs to provide a convenient
scale. From Ybe triangles OCCa and OADa it can be seen that ODa: OA::OC:C• 'a Z

Gild siTIC--s OCaand O."A are respectively the carrier and projecti'J sideband mag-
nitudes, ODa wouid measure one-half the DDM directly if both magnitudes wer a
,-o the some scale. The supprest.•on of the modulation indeA, m, and the relative ;
sideband facior, A, (fo>r conv'er~ience in drafting) however, makes the length O-C
re~present a DDM of 2n'A, or about 0.24. Thus, ir Figere 2-69 thr" DDM rainges from .
0.0026 to ().062 or from 2.2 to 53 microamperes flydown."4-136-
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Range of Resultant

"Phasors

\ ..-. I I
B

Direct Sideband Phasor

Figure 2-68. Phasor Construct Showing Range of Sideband Phasors due to
80% Surface Reflection.
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C b
0

b a

Line AD is parallel to CC
a

Line BDb is parallel to CCb.

Figure 2-69. Construct for Showing Range of DDM for 80% Surface Reflection.
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Figures 2-70 and 2-71 show the worst case phasor construction for the far-
field (2000X) at elevations of 100X and 1 10X respectively. Figures 2-72 and 2-73
present the corresponding total reflection cases.II By a slight simplification of the phasor geometry, one arrives at a manage-

able formulation based on the fact that, in the region of interest (from about 1.4*

to 4.20) in the far-field, the carrier phasors are "einforcing and thus the circle
of uncertainty produces a reasonably small range of carrier phasor angles. In the
region of the far-field the resultant of the carrier phasors and the resuitant of the I
sideband phasors are nearly coincident in direction except at the glide path (DOM
nul') where the sideband phasors must either cancel or reverse direction ($hereby
cancelling their projection by passing through the normal to the carrier resultant).
In either case the following approximations are valid.

Figure 2-74 indicates the geometry involved. Figure 2-74a is drawn for
the case of total reflection at the snow surface. This simply projects the resultant
of the sideband phasors on its own di ection which is nearly that of the carrier,
since in the far-field, the argument of the cosine term in Equation (2.106) is nearly
zero. Figure 2.74b shows that the term 2 sin it ( +4 - +1 ) must be modified to

(1 + p) sin w (+4 - +1) 1 - p). For the worst cases the carrier phosors are

similarly modified and lengthened or shortened by (1 - p). Thus the worst cases
DDM's become

2mA (1 + p) sin w (q• - ) -(1- p) 20)

0 (+ p) sin n (t,3 - y2 + -p)

and (I+p) sinr( - )+(w-p)

2mA

(1+psinl(.? q~)-1-~)(2.107)
0" + p) sin " it 0 P)

4 1

Figures2-7• to 2-80 are plots of the results obtained with Equations (2 .,06)
and (2.107)in which the binomial approximation of +4 - +, and - 2 have

been inserted to facilitate computation. p has been computed in each case using
the usual formula and taking advantage of the small angle approximation, sin a = a.

It seems apparent from these plots that the major and expected effect of
snow cover is to cause the probab~e average path angle to rise. The posibility
of a lowered path angle in the case ot very little snow depth arises from the
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Figure 2-72. Phasor Construct fow 2000), (Far-Field) and 1100), Aititude
(no Glide Path) wtrh no Snow air4 with 2), Snow Depth.
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Figure 2-74a.
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Figure 2-74b.

Figure 2-74. Simplified Sideband Phasor Construct for Wcrst Case.
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mathematical assumption of complete disregard of the ground reflection coefficient
under the snow as contrasted to the assumption of perfect reflection in the absence
of snow. Actual measurements of ground conductances show quite low values, on
the order of , to 0 that for copper. From the transmission line analogy
viewpoint this is still nee, a short circuit since the characteristic impedance of
the air part of the line -, ..o quite high, being proportional to the secant of the
incidence angle. The plots should be considered of only academic interest in the
zero depth limit.

It is evident that the probable effect is much worse at 720-foot range than
at 7220-foot range. Because the approximations used were not sufficiently close
for calculations at the 1800 point they were not carried out for the monitor
location, however, other calculations [4, see pp. 21-251 have shown the path
angle changes to be more violent at the monitor than in the for-field.

The idea that the snow might act as a quarter wave transmission line,
reflecting the short circuit impedance of the conducting ground as an open circuit
at the snow surface, has been considered. Probable values of ground impedance
(termination of the quarter wave line) are, however, considerably greater than
zero and may be quite comparable to the characteristic impedance of the snow.
This coupled with the extremely high impedance of the air line ( sec 8) would
lead one to discount the possibility of resonant effects, except perhaps with snow
overlying salt water. This is clearly an impractical case.

c. Recommendations. Even though calculations and measurements
suggest that moderately deep snow of reasonabie dielectric constant will not lower
the path angle ;- e far-field, simply disregarding the near-field monitor under such
conditions is ne, .r a satisfactory nor a satisfying solution. A different system of
monitoring more closely related to the far-field condition is needed.
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2. Measurements of Far-Field Glide Path Angles at Sites with Heavy
Snow Cover

a. Introduction and Background. Acquisition of accurate, meaningful
data on ground-plane, snow-cover effects on the glide-path angle in the far field
is admittedly expensive and time consuming. Nevertheless the dearth of such data
and the critical need for it dictated that an effort be made to acquire some to
document quantitatively what effects may be taking place during times when snow
covers the ground.

Two approaches have been considered feasible for collecting the needed
information. One is through the use of probes mounted on a high tower simulating
an aircraft in space. This provides a continuous record of changes which may take
place during periods when snow conditions are changing. The second is through
the use of an aircraft for making spot checks of path angle.

Although a far-field, high-tower monitoring system has been in operation
for five years at Ohio University the limited amounts of snow which accumulate in
Athens have provided on,' one good opportunity to obtain significant data. This
was reported in Technical Report EER 5-7. During this reporting period no
significant snows fell. In an attempt to collect some data a special series of
flights were made into Michigan, Wisconsin, and Minnesota and northern Ohio.
A report of these resuls follows. Plans were also made for installing a far-field
tower monitor site in the Michigan snow belt next season.

Results of the measurements indicated that snow effects were negligible
at the sites visited. Maximum dispersion from previously recorded FAA data was
0.06 degree and this was an increase in angle. In many cases near-field monitors
were approaching or had just returned inside alarm limits. The following Table 2-11.
summarizes the data.
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On the basis of data obtained from a compilation of glide path monitor data
given in Ohio University report EED 1-5, "Glide Path Summary", September 1968, [8 1
224 glide path sites in the United States, were placed in one of four groups according
"to the following criteria:

I Continuous Deep Layers of Snow

Il Intermittent Deep Layers of Snow

III Occasional Significant Layers of Snow

S l IV No Significant Snow Effects

Sites belonging to the above four groups are given in Appendix B.

The basis for assignment to a specific group were the comments made on the
monitor data report generated by the facilities personnel and subjective evaluation
by the Ohio University and FAA ILS staffs. The groupings are certainly not
indisputab!e for there were many sites which seemed to be borderline cases.

During the month of January 1971 data were obtGined concerning existing
official snow depths of numerous stations. On the basis of this information ten sites
were selected for making measurements of the effect of snow on the glide path angle.
These sites were:

S1. Battle Creek, Michigan
2. Lansing, Michigan
3. Grand Rapids, Michigan
4. Muskegon, Michigan
5. Green lky, Wisconsin

6. Duluth, Minnesota
7. Minneapolis, Minnesota
8. Rochester, Minnesota
9. Madison, Wisconsin

10. Mi Iwaukee, Wisconsin

Battle Creek and Lansing were overflown because of the minimal snow depths
that existed on the days the measurements were to be made. Muskegon was omitted
because weather conditions were below IFR minimums and forecast to remain for some
time. Minneapolis and Milwaukee each had two glide slope sites all of which were
measured.

Immediately following completion of the first data collection trip a second

was made because of a sudden deep snow fall in the Ohio area which alarmed monitors
at Mansfield and Akron-Canton. Three glide paths were measured, viz., Mansfield,
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Ohio, Akron-Canton, Ohio, and Youngstown, Ohio.

Approximately one week later measurements were made at Columbus, Ohio,
after notification was received that the path was at alarm due to slush covering the
ground.

A total of eight days was required to collect all of the data on the 14
facilities. This included measurement and travel time. At least one measurement
was made each day and on one day in Ohio three measurements were made thus
showing the potential efficiency of this type of data collection.

b. Measurement Technique. A Beechcraft Bonanza 35 was selected
for use in carrying the airborne probe because of its instrument capability, relatively
low cost, maneuverability, personnel and equipment carrying capability, speed and
availability. The one-man crew requirement provided further economics during the
travel. The stability of the DC-3 flying laboratory which was not critical for the

measurements planned was sacrificed.

The measurements were made as follows. Through prior arrangements,
personnel from the FAA Airways Facilities Office met the aircraft when it arrived
at the respective airports. Through their cooperation transportation of the necessary
equipment and the person who operated the theodolite to the glide path site was
accomplished where the theodolite and radio equipment were prepared for tracking.
Snow samples and depth measurements were obtained.

Simultaneously the aircraft was prepared for measurements. An additional
glide path receiver, Narco UGR-2A, was installed temporarily using a separate
Aircraft Radio Corporation A-13B antenna and readouts. Course deviation indi-
cations (CDI) were presented on a wide-view Model 1329, 4½ inch, 25-0-25
microammeter converted to read 150-0-150 microamperes while presenting a 1000
ohm load to the circuit.

A meter to read flag current was also installed. These meters wer2-- mounted
on a swivel and pivot to permit positoning to eliminate poralax error. A Wilcox
800A glide path ruceiver operating with a conventional CDI display was used for
cross checking.

Calibration of the glide path receivers was accomplished prior to departure
using a Boonton 23?A signal generator equating 2db to 78 microamperes. The zero
db value was checked using an oscilloscope.

Scale divisions approximately 5/32 inch wide permitted resolving at least
two microamperes which under standard conditions represents 0.0090 of glide path
angle.
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A standard I LS approach was flown and when the aircraft was located pre-

cisely on course (zero DDM), a tone was transmitted to the theodolite operoto:.

The theodolitewas positioned in accordance with FAA Order 8240.20.
This insured compatibility with previous FAA readings and allcwed use of a pre-
pared pad at many sites. A Warren-Knight Model WE-83 theodolite commonly
used in the FAA radio telemetering theodolite system was used for t~acking,
Resolution with this instrument is 0.020 with interpolation allowing at least 0.010
to be read. It is fortuitous that the resolving capability of the airborne and
ground-based equipmeni is compatible and that these are very adequate for
ascertaining the glide path values.

A Bayside Model 990 portable VHF receiver was used to receive the tones
transmitted from the aircraft. When a tone was recei-ved the reading of the the-
odolite position on the aircraft was recorded. The numbers obtaiined from two tu
three runs were averaged. Typical dispersions of readings were 0.020.

Between flight runs the statiorn monitor values were recorded. At some
time during the visit to the facility, snow depth measuremer-*s were made of the
area affecting the far-field. These were taken for the purpose of preparing a map
of the snow conditions. Experience has clearly shown that in many instances there

are great variations in conditions from one point to another in t6e reflecting areas.
Snow density measurements were made by taking a sample of snow and obtaining a
specific volume reading.

Numerical values oblained from these readings are presented next.
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c. Discussion of Data In Table2-11 a summary of the data obtained
from the measurements at the 14N ULS locations is given. The following are
discussions of the special cases.

It is important to note the consistency between the Ohio University measured
glic'.- path angle and the FAA measured glide path angle. Additionally, at Appleton,
Wisconsin; Rochester, Minnesota; Milwaukee, Wisconsin, and Mansfield, Youngstown,
and Columbus, Ohio, the following was observed:

Appleton, Wisconsin 18" snow depth in monitor area
Monitor indicating 801/ toward alarm--

. path high
Measured path angle--2. 52°
Published path angle--2.500
FAA measured path angle--2.54°

The facility was out of service for path alarm. As indicated by the above data
the path angle is normal and a classic case of monitor sensitivity to snow cover.

Rochester, Minnesota 8" snow depth in monitor area
Monitor indicating 64% toward alarm--

path high
Measured path angle--2.780
Published poth angle--2.75°
FAA measured path angle--2.810

Monitor indicated excessive path high condition.

Milwaukee, Wisconsin
(GMF) 8" snow depth

Monitor indicating 66,, .award alarm--

path high
Measured path angle-2.99°
Published path angle--2. 93 *
FAA measured path angle--2.940

Monitor indicated excessive path high condition.
Mansfield, Ohio 18" snow depth

Monitor indicating edge of alarm path
width narrow

Measured path angle--2.78°
Measured low 75 pa angle--2.430
Measured high 75 pa angle-- 3 .150
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Facility outof service for an excessively narrow path. Measured data indicates
apath width normal. Excessive monitor response to snow.

Youngstown, Ohio 9" snow in mon!.•.)r area
8-12" snow in Far-Field--level
Monitor indicating 35% toward

alarm--path high
Measuied path angle-- 3 .08*
Published Path angle--2.980

Monitor reading 35% high, path 50% high over published angle.

Columbus, Ohio 1" ice and water mixture
Monitor indicating 75% toward alarm--

path high
Measured path angle--3.125*
Published path angle--3.0 00

RTT angle--3.07*

Monitor indicating excessive path high condition.

A graph shown in Figure 2-81 illustrates the great inconsistencies in simply
relating path angle with snow depth. The knowledge of the dielectric character
and the detailed lateral variations of snow over the reflecting surface is essential

for accurate predictions.

The detailed snow data from the sites visited are presented in Apprendix C.

I d. Conclusions and Recommendations. Several conclusions on snow
effects can be drawn from the measurements made at the 13 1 LS glide oath sites.

All measured far--field glide path angles were well within tolerance. Monitors
are indicating excessive sensitivity to existing snow conditions and in the cases of
Appleton, Wisconsin, Mansfield, Ohio and Columbus, Ohio, undoubtedly caused
unnecessary facility shut down.

The measurement technique employed for this work proved to be an extremely
efficient and accurate method of determining far-field glide path angle. General
tolerances can be expected to be 0.020 and under some conditions as small as 0.010.

The recommendation is that the FA • continue to collect data on for-field
path positions. Although a variety of conditions have been measured, caution must

Z be exercised in generalizing from the small amount of data now on hand.
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3. Snow Site Implementation with Far-Field Monitoring

In order to collect glide path angle and width data or' a continuing basis and
with reasonable certainty of existence of significant snow on the ground plane
implementation of a special glide path site in Michigan was undertaken. Criteria for
siie selection were high probability of deep snows, cycling of snow conditions, site
to subtend 3.00 angle with tower, flat ground plane, high tower availability,
reasonable physical cAccess, and available power. Other factors affecting glide
path performance were considered.

A search was made and an excellent location found 20 miles east of Muskegon
and 40 miles north of Grand Rapids near Ravenna. A c-',t.-foot tower belonging to
WZZM-TV Television Company provided the focus for.-O selection. WZZM-TV
officials graciously offered their tower and building fa.; iities at no charge for use
in this project. A further benefit was obtain ,d when a site ,as selected and the
owner of the farm, Mr. Robert Stream, offered the use of it at no charge together
with the use of his private air strip. In combination these contributions provided
the base for establishing three excellent glide path facilities, viz., capture effect,
sideband reference, and capture effect, sideband reference, and capture effect
glide path systems.

A wel! -insrrumented van obtained from FAA NAFEC was moved onto the
Stream farm which provided 2000 feet of flat groun. ;-i front of the array towards
the WZZM-TV tower 3 miles distant. Two specially fabricated eight-element yogi

c:ntennas, one of which is shown in Figure 2 - 8 2 , were mounted at 614 feet and 829
feet elevations on the tower to subtend angles from the sitp of 2.30 and 3.00
respectively. These are to represent the clearar.ce and path angles.

The capability to radiate three different type glide path system signals is
provided through the use of two towers spaced approximately 50 feet apart. See
Figure 2-83. The capture effect a.id null reference systems made use of two coi.inon
antennas and share the same mast. Change over from system to system is accomplished
with relays switching the correct transmission lines and antennas into the transmitting
system. Two TU-7 transmitters are available, on, being on a standby basis.

Each of "he syste." as flight checked to set parameters and determine if
proper path performance w•. being obtained. The best path performance was obtained
from the capture effect system with ± 12 microompere roughness. Difference in
path angles measured with the tower and aircraft was found to be 0.03'.
Min'mum flight checking was required because the high tower was invaluable in
setting path width and phasing.

Near-field monitoring is the most involved aspect of the system. The
capture effect s ystem has integral, analog monitoring which gives a quantitative
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I 4

Figure 2-82. Capture Effect Glide S lope Array Used for Environmental Testing at
the M':higan Snow Site. Integral Monitoring is Being Effected with
the Coupling Probes not \., ,sible in the Corner Reflector Antenna
Units. A S'.deband Re-ference Array for Snow Experiments is Visible
in the Backgro~und.
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prediction of path angle and width. In addition, the conventional course monitor
303 feet in front of the array was installed. The null-reference system is monitored
by a conventional 180-degree monitor, and the sideband-reference system has the
usual near-field monitoring. A total of seven channels of near-field nonitor data
is available. A photograph of the near-fie!d deTectors is shown in Figure 2-84.

All near-field monitors togther with two channels of far-field data are

recorded on Honeywell Electronik 17 dual pen machines at the rate of six inches of
chart paper per hour. Backup recorders are in place in case of failures. All
equipment was either GFE, -.xcess property from GSA or that belonging to Ohio
University.

Calibration of the systems is by use of a Boonton 232A referencing 2 db to
78 microamperes.

Receiving equipment used in monitoring is the standardized ARN18/R-322
except where detectors are available in the standard monitor systems.

Monitoring is in progress and during this reporting period the maximum
snow depths has been seven inches and no siginificont effects on far-field path
angle and widths have been observed.
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F. Glide Slope Integral Analog Monitor

Continuous measurements of the glide slope integral analog monitor
performance are being made at the Grand Rapids, Michigan, snow site. Recordings
are being made of the analogs of 3.0* and 2.30 angles and are compared with the
recorded path in space. The effect of snow and other weather conditions will be
identified using these continuous recordings of monitors. The combining circuits
for the integral monitoring are shown in Figure2-85. All coaxial cables feeding
the combining hybrids are of equal electrical length within ± 20.

The for-field monitors give an excellent opportunity for observing the
characteristics of this integral monitor and soon specific faults will be introduced
in the system and a comparison made between the high tower readings and the
integral monitor response. Ultimately the complete list of faults suggested by the
FAA (listed below) will be checked.

Fault List for Integral Monitor--Glide Path--Capture Effect

Fault # I Open Middle Antenna.
Fault # 2 Open Upper Antenna.
Fault • 3 Open Lower Antenna.
rault #4 Open Middle Antenna and Short APCU Port.
Fault * 5 Open Upper Antenna and Short APCU Port.
Fault • 6 Open Lower Antenna and Short APCU Port.
Fault # 7 Continuously Vary Pha. -- Middle Antenna. Record Far-Field and

Integral Monitor Response every 1 with Airborne Verification
every 150 to 45". Take Far-Field and Integral data to 900.

Fault • 8 Continuously Vary Phase to Upper Antenna. Record Far-Field and
I tegral Monitor Response every I' with Airborne Verification

every 150 to 45*. Take Far-Field and Integral data to 90.A
Fault • 9 Continuously Vary Phase to Lower Antenna. Record Far-Field and

Integral Monitor Response every 10 with Airborne Verification
every 150 to 450. Take Far-Field and Integral data to 90'.

Fault "10 Vary Attenuation to Middle Antenna in one DB steps to 5 DB.
Fault #11 Vary Attenuation to Upper Antenna in one DB steps to 5 DB.
Fat, t '12 Vary Attenuation to Lower Antenna in one DB steps to 5 DB.
Fault #13 Remove Clearance Transmitter from APCU Port.
Fault /14 Short Clearance Transmitter APCU Port.
Fault #15 Reduce Sideband Power 3 DB.
Fault #16 Repeat Faults ' 1 through " 12 with Clearance Transmitter Removecd

and APCU Port Terminated
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All indications at this time are that the integral monitor is performing in a
faithful and reliable manner. Initially some problems were encountered with some
spurious phase shifts in some faulty connectors but these have been corrected and
proper performance is now being obtained.

A good indication c4 the integrity of the integral monitor has been obtained
by varying transmitter parameters and observing ihe simultaneous responses of the
Far-field and integral monitors. To summarize these results the curves in Figure
2-86 have been plotted and these show the error between the far-field (used as a
reference) and the integral monitor and the star.dard near-field monitor. The
errors are given in microamperes and the evidence is clear that the integral •;tor
is responding in a much more representative manner than is the conventional near-
field detector.
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G. Effects of Truncated Ground on Image Glide Paths

1. Performance of Glide-Slope Arrays on Sites with Limited Ground Planes

a. Introduction. An ILS glide-slope array is inevitably sited over some
sort of terrain, reflections from which must be accounted for since they enter the
approach region. Although special arrays [9 1 can be designed tv suppress ground
illumination, the most widely used designs [101 , [ 11f , assume image theory, i. e.,
the ground plane is idealized as infinite, flat, and perfectly conducting. Many
actual and prospective sites consist of c -alatively short, flat ground plane terminated
in a precipitous dr,)o L, in rough terrain which might be expected to reflect so diffusely -

that, as far as the gi;- :lope region is concerned, it can be considered to supply
negligible specular ;e._.cted signal.

The performance of glide slope arrays on such sites is of considerable prac-
tical interest. It can reasonably be approximated by considering the ground plane
as a one-dimensional, perfectly conducting strip in free space [121 . In the
following discussions the null-reference array, capture effect array, and a side-
band referen . glide-slope array, are treated by using the approximation. Detai Is
of the thec. y are presented in reference 1121. Equations used in the ctimputation
of radiation patterns are given in Appendix A.

6. Results of the Analysis.

1) Null Reference. Sideband and DDM patterns for various truncated
ground plane lengths hove been-calculated for a nulli-eference array with the side-
band and carrier antenna heights 10 X and 5 X respectively. Results are st.own in

Figures2-87 and 2-88. Examination of these figures show the general effects of re-
ducing the size of ground plane are: increase in sideband signal near the horizon,
lowering of the path angle, and reduction of DDM slope on path (path softening).
The computations indicafe that a path can be formed with as little as ?'O feet of
ground plane, but such a path would probably be very rough. This is because of
strong signals near the horizon, which in the presence of low hills or other fore-
ground obstacles, will be scattered into the approach region.

2) Capture Effect. Figures 2-89,2 -9 0,2 -9 1, and 2-92 contain computed
sideband, carrier, c!earance, and DDM curves for various values of ground plane
length L in front of a capture effect array with antennas at 5X, ION and 15X.
Figure 2-89 clearly shows how the performance of a capture eft-.t system will be
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deg-aded by reduction in ground plane size, which has the effect of increasing signal
strength near the horizon and consequently increasing roughness. Also evident from
Figure 2-89 is a lowering of elevation angle at minimum sideband signal which
suggeetts that the glide slope angle will be lowered as L is reduced. Figure 2-92
verifies this, and also shows that a path will be formed with L as small as 450 feet,
and that the path softens with reduced L.

c. Sideband-Reference, Glide-Slope Array. Figures 2-93 and
2-94 show computed sideband and carrier patterns for various lengths of ground plane

with a sideband-reference system. Figure 2-95 shows computed DDM vs.elevation

angle also for several lengths of ground plane. Again sideband signal near the

horizon increases as ground plane length is reduced.

d. Figure of Merit. As a measure of path roughness likely to be generated

by scattering from low hilIs or other foreground obstacles, a "figure of merit", F,

was computed from

sideband signal at 0.50 (2108)
sideband signal 0.5e below path

The numerator of the above equation (2.108) measures the illumination of low angle
scatterers, while the denominator measures the sideband signal derivative with respect
to elevation angle, near the path angle. For a particular L, comparison of F for
various arrays will indicate how much roughness a given scatterer will generate.
Figure 2-96 shows computed curves of F versus L, for the three arrays considered.
The capture effect deteriorates as L is reduced, but is superior to the null-reference
for al L . Sideband-reference glide-slope array is better than the null reference
system, but not as good as capture effect.

An unexpected result of the sideband-reference, glide-slope array was a low
value of computed fly-up clearance signal near the horizon for quite long ground
planes ( 1800' and 1200'). Clearance below about 1.20 with finite ground planes
of all lengths treated is considerably less than would exist With an infinite ground

plane.
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IV
2. AddiTional Study of Capture-Effect Glide Slope

a. :, rc:luction. The results of the preceding section have shown that
extends tl.e analysis to include antenna offset. Results are t[" - the harmful effects

of limited ground plane are aggravated, when approaching off-localizer on the glide
patii tower side. The radiation patterns of the individual capture effect aniennas
have been computed and are presented as are graphs af SB-CSB phase with limited
ground plane. "he computed resu!+s suggest three ways to improve capture effect
oerfori,,ance on sites A,ith limited ground plane. Capture effect systems incorporating,lie inuiicot:c! changes ,ave been enalyzed and the results are presented.

I. ,to CSB Phase Difference with Limited Ground Plane. Figures
-89, 2.- -z:,J ?.- slow computed SB amplitude, CSB amplitude, and DDM for
vc. 'ious gre ---i -,,,ne lengths. These figures show high SB amplitude below path,
but low Db,0I, rhus suggesting large phase anomalies below path. This hypothesis
w-s verified by computations, the resu!ts of which are shown in Figure2-97. The
gene"ml effect of limited ground plane is to cause SB signal to lag CSB signal. This
effect .ncreases as ground-plane size is reduced and as elevation angle is decreased.

The computed phase anomaly suggests that performance below path can be I
improved by introducing a deliberate leading phase shift in the main sideband feeder
to compensate for the anomalous lag due to limited ground plane. To check this, a
300 SB lead was inserted in the computations, yielding computed DDM curves of
Filure2-98 which show considerable increase in below path DDM as a result of
deliberate SB lead. Above path, where site induced dephasing is less, deliberate
lead reduces DDM. For longer ground planes, site induced dephasing is reduced
and computations (not illustrated) indicate little improvement from deliberate SB
dephasing.

c. Radiation from individual Antennas of Capture-Effect .rray. The
amplitude pattern of the center antenna was shown in Figure 2-87(SB pattern of null
reference). Results of additional computation rf amplitude radiated by the top ele-
ment is shown in Figure 2 - 99 and of phase of radiation from each antenna in Figures
2-100,2-101 and 2 -10 2 . Figures 2-99 and2-102 indicate that for short ground planes,
radiation from the top element is severelydisturbeu in amplitude and phase. If the
ground plane is le•s than about 600' in length, a free space (no ground plane)
approximation is more realistic for the top element than an infinite ground plane
approximation.

Figure 2-102 suggests another way of increasing below path DDM and of
increasing DDM slope on path. The figure shows that the top element signal leads
just above path, lags from 2/3 of path elevation to the path, and leads from 1/3
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to 2/3 (roughly) of path angle, with reference to an infinite ground plane signal.
One may .note that the nominal SB signal from the .top antenna augments the nominal
SB resultant sideband from 2/3 of path elevation to the path, detracts from nominal
resultant SB from the horizon to 2/3 of path angle, and detracts from nominal SB
just above the path. Consequently with a limited ground plane, a deliberate lead
in the top element feeder should augment DDM, except from the horizon to 1/3 of
path angle. This supposition was checked by inserting a 300 top element lead in the
computation parameters. Results shown in Figure 2-103 indicate a significant increase
in below path clearance except from the horizon to about 0.60.

d. Effects of Antenna Offset. Antenna offs ýt introduces a phase lag
when approaching off localizer on the glide path tower side, and thus may be
expected to exaggerate the effects oA insufficient ground plane, in view of the
two preceding sections. To check this supposition, phase lags appiopricte to an
approach 80 off localizer and a tower offset of 400' from runway centerline were
introduced in the computation parameters. The results of the computations shown
in Figures 2-104 and 2 -105 point to a complete loss of clearance DDM as a result
of offset for a 450' ground plane, and a less dramatic but significant reduction
of clearance for a 600' ground plane.

The following can be concluded from the foregoing study:

1) On sites with limited ground plane, DDM below path
will be red,-ced by dephasing of SB relative to CSB,
even though SB signal is higher thaor would exist over
an infinite ground plane.

2) For off-localizer approaches on the glide slope tower
side, antenna offset acts to exaggerate the effects of
site induced dephasing, tius furher reducing below-
path clearance. I-

3) Radiation from the top antenna is severely disturbed
in amplitude and phase by limitation of ground plane.

Future plans are being made for establishing an experimental site involving
a truncated ground plane, where practical measuremeiots can be made. A thorough
investigation w; II be made including a complete set of flight measurements.
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3. Extension of Ground Plane of an ILS Glide Slope by horizontal,
Parallel Wires

a. Introduction. It is possible to extend the ground plane of an ILS
Glide Slope by means of a number of horizontal parallel wires. The maximum wire
spacing and minimum wire diameter that will suitably reflect waves at angles near
grazing are of practical interest. In this section, an expression for the reflection
coefficiert (in terms of wire diameter, wire spacing, and incident angle) is derived
and computed results are presented.

b. Theory. The sketch in Figure 2-106 shows the assumed configuration.

y
incident

_ -iKxcose jKysine
Incident E Field Ez (incident)e e

incidew-

4 - 0- x

Radius = a

Figure 2-106. Assumed Configuration.

The parallel wire ground plane is assumed to extendat x -+

The wires are taken as perfect conductors, hence the tangential electric field
at their curface is zero. The z-directed electric field generated by the wire currents
must cancel the incident z-directed electric field. It will be assumed that the wire
diameter is sufficient!y small that the surface curreni in the wire is constant around
toe periphery of the wire. Let the total current ccrried by the wire located a
x =0be 1.
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Then the z-directed electric field generated by the wire located at x = 0
at its own surface is 1131

_I 9lk H(2)(a

4 (ka) (2.109)

where 1 ohms, k = 2w/ X, and H (2) is a zero order Hankel function of
the second kind.

The wire at x = 0 is also in the field of the remaining wires. A wire at
x = nS carries total current

le-n kx S

where k = k cos 0. Hence it generates a field at the center of the wire locatedxI
at x =0 that is given by

AI e -nkxS H (2) (nSk) (2.110)

Equation 2.110 will henceforth be used to approxinmte the field generated at the
surface of the wire al x = 0 by the wire at x = nS. The approximation wil! be -
accurate provided ka is small and S >»>a. Summing the incident field at the field
of the wires, and setting the resul' equal to zero, gives

4 E (incident)z- 2
(2) 00 (2) (2.111)

qk(H ( k c) +2 T. cos (n k S) HO (n k S))
n l x

Equation(2.111) will now be used to determine the reradiation from the wires. Con-
sidering the current distribution in the y = 0 plane as a succession of current
fi laments separated by S and carr/ing current of magnitude I and phase Ak x leadsX

to the following expansion in terms of current waves:

2 wx 2wx .4i4x + 4lx1• I -ikx k -i -- +i - S +S
= -• e-( 1"e +e +e +-....-)

S
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In Equation (2.112) the bracketed series is the Fourier expansion of a train of impulses
separated by S. With the notation k =-2,' the spatial frequency spectrum ofS

Equation (2.112) is

k
x I

k k
x 2ks

X S

etc.

For incident angles close to grazing, kx k. Therefore, if ks >2 k, the

amplitude of all spatiai Frequency components other than kx exceeds k. These other

components are then slow waves and do not radiate. Hence, for angles wear grazing,
reradiation from the wire ground plane will be observed only in the direction that
wotild be expected if the wire grid was a solid sheet, if S < X/2. The current wave
that excites this reradiation is

SI - ik x
Se x (2.113)

S

The plane wave excited by the current wave (Equation 2.113) in theregion y> 0 has
xfield components

H e- k (x cos g + y sin 0) (2.114)
2S

_ ÷ x I -jk (x cos 0 + y sin 0) (2.115)

y

E - I -i k (x cos 0 + y sin 0) (2.116)
z 2S sin 0

Substitution of (2.111) irt (2.116) gives the following for the reflection coefficientp:

P= 2
(2) 00 (2)

k S sin 0 (Ho (ka)+2 I cos (n k S) HO (n k S))

n = 1 x (2.117)
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The validity of (2.117) and an estimate of the departure of p from -1 may be es-
tablished by the use of the following identity 1141:

f HO (2) (x)cos b x d x 1 (2.118)

With the identifications

x k x

b - cos 0

Equation (2.118) becomes

(2)sin f f J" H (k x) cos (kx x) d (k x)1 (2.119)
0 0

Examininrg (2.117) shows its denominator to be a rectangular approximation to tht left
side of (2.119). Therefore, as $ and a approach zero, p as given by (2.117) approaches-I -1 as ;t should. For finite S and a, the largest difference between the summation
"*n (2.117) and unit will be due to the rectangular approximation o0 the integral
from x 0 to x S by

kS HO 2 (k a) (2.120)

If k a is small, H. (2) -in (k :), thur leading to an excessively large, positive,
imaginary component of x, the denominator of (2.117). Therefore, one may expecl
that, for very small wire diameters, or large spacings, the reflection coefficient will
have lagging phase and be considerably less than unity. As ( decreases, the magni-
tude of the difference between the rectangular approximation between x = 0 and
x = S and the exact integral decreases because of the sin (6) term; hence, it .s to be
expected that the reflection coefficient will increase in magnitude and approach
zero phase as 0 -- 0.

c. Computations. Equation (2.117) was programmed for machine
computation for a set of wire diameter- ranging from 1/16" to 1/4", a range of
wire spacings from .IX to .4 X, and for 6 = 5*. A program listing and printout is
given in Figures 2-107, 2-108, and 2-109. Generally, results wereas expected. Re-
flection coefficient wvas found to decrease in magnitude and lag in phase as spacing
was increased for a given wire diameter. For a given spacing, reflection coefficient
increased and phase lag decreased as wire size increased. An anomalous result was
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the indication of reflection coefficients slightly exceeding unity for the smaller
spacings. This result is unquestionably due to the approx!m.iions mentioned in the
theory section, which become poorer for small spucing',. For relotively large
spacings and small wire diameters, which are of practcai interest, the approxi-
motions are good and the results given in the printout arc believed accurate.

In summary, this study has revealed the followlnq.

I 1) Kesults indicate that a wire diameter of 1/16'
with spacine .4X will give a reflection
coefficient of .94/ 16.50 for an incidence
angle of 5P. For smusler incidence angles,
smaller spacings or thicker wire, the
reflection coefficient is closer to unity.

2) If wire spacing exceeds one-half wave-
length, spurious reflections will appear
at angles other than the optical angle.

tS
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Diameter Spacing Reflection Coefficient
in Inches in Inches Magnitude Phase

0.063 0.100 1.042 -"4.274

0.063 0.200 1.043 5.824

0 .0(Y63 0.300 0.994 10.270

0.063 0.400 0.936 16.516

0..125 0.100 1.042 3.572

0.125 0.200 1.046 4.391

0.125 0.300 1.000 8.228

0.125 0.400 0.948 14.000

0.188 3.100 1.043 3 .162

0.188 0.200 1.047 3.559

0.188 0.300 1.002 7.024

0.188 0.400 0.954 12.50",

0.250 0.100 1.043 2.871

0.250 0.200 1.047 2.967

Figure 2-109. Reflection Coefficients for Various Wire Sizes and Spacings.
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H. L-Band Glide Path Investigation

k Consideration is being given to techniques for mixing in the airborne signals
which can be transmitted from the glide path array when operating at L-Band.
In addition to the pure glide path signal the anticipation is that a local oscillator
signal may also be radiated so that a difference frequency would be obtained
which would be in the present glide path frequency band.

A method that can be used to derive a standard 330 MHz glide path signal
from an L-Band glide path is shown in Figure 2-110.

L-band L-band
Transmitter Horn

~JI N23 A Normal
SGP Signal (1550 MHz) L-band (1) Mixer 330 MHz

;T•T+ CW Signal (1220 MHz) Pre-Amo Diode Receiver.

(1) HP 35005A--Cost ..1,500

(2) IN23 A Diodfe--C.-st 03

Figure 2-110. Suggested Laboratory Implementation of L-Band Glide Path. I
Note that this scheme requires a continuous wave signal at 1220 MHz to be A

transmitted in addition to the normal L-Band information. The 1220 MHZ signal
is amplified along with the 1550 MHz signal and Nhe two spectra are mixed by a
diode to provide the glide path receiver with a difference signal in the 330 MHz
bond.

This airbomre add-on device can be used to make a standard glide path
receiver compatible with an L-Band facility. The iterns shown in the figure are
standard off-the-shelf hardware. Typical prices are given in the figure. Plans

O include purchase of these items and flight measurements to demonstrate feasibility
of the L-Band compatibility pending availability of ground-based equipment
presently at NAFEC. Ground-based equipment presently being shipped by the FAA

Sto Ohio will be used in the experiments.
;2 1



III ILS LOCALIZER

A. Design of a Localizer Array

1. Design and Flight Testing of a Localizer Array That Provides
Clearance Signal Only Within ± 350 of Center Une.

a. Introduction. If operations require localizer clearance only within
4- 350 from centerline, any sideband signal outside of the ± 350 sector is of no value

and is a potential source of path roughness if reflecting obstacles exist outside the
required clearance sector. This section describes the design and testing of a 15-
element localizer array which generates sufficient sideband signal within ± 350 to
produce clearance, and low sideband signal outside : 3 5 0. The aperture of the
prototype is 88 feet, and the elements employed are Scanwell V-Ring loops. The
choice of element was dictated by availability of the Scanwell antennas, see

Figure 3-1, but dipoles or omnidirectional loops could have been used with no
essential change in design or performance. The array described is not claimed to be
broad-band in that precise adjustment of feeder line length is required. Also, it is
clear that numerous other combinations as to number of elements and element spacing
are possible.

b. Array Design. A uniformly spaced array is unsuitable for the
application at hand, since the element-to-element spacing would have to exceed
1800 in order to keep the number of elements reasonably low, and to avoid large
mutual coupling between elements. Therefore, at some azimuth angle go the
element-to-element phase shift would become 1800, arid the sideband pattern Ps(g)
for angles exceeding 00 could not be independently specified but would be
determined from

P (0 + i)=-P (0-i) (3.1)It 0 s

Similarly, the carrier pattern P (0) for angles exceeding go would be determined by
C

Pc go + ) c (0 0 -q) (3.2)

Hence a non-uniformly spaced array was necessary, and such an array was synthesized
by least squares matching to a specified sideband pattern Ps. Designating the distance
between the center of the array and 'he Nth element by S , and the sidebarnd drive to
the Nth element by An, the integrated squared differencerbetween tie generated
pattern and the specified pattern is given by
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(P -P A sin (S a))2 da (3.3) 1

where a = sin 0
If S are specified, E can be minimized by sefling

n
aE - (3.4)

a An
n4

Applying 3.4 to 3.3 leads to the following set of linear equations in which An
are t!1e unknowns:

E" A f" sin(S a) sin (S a)da= P sina(Sa),p ,N (3.5)
n 0 n p ss p

Using (3.5) and assumed values for N and Sn , A , were computed and the

resulting fit between Pss and the generated pattern noted. Trials showed that N <7

was incapable of producing an acceptable fit, and that with N = 7, a good fit was
generated by the following spacings (in radians) and amplitudes.

S1 = 4.0 A 1 = 1.00

S = 8.4 A 2 = .700

S3  = 13.0 A3 = .665

s4 = 17.2 A4 = .570

S5 = ?2.0 A5 = .449

S6 = 26.3 A6 = .286

S7 = 30.5 A7 = .105 (3.6)
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In the foregoi-ng, P was specified asss

P 1 - cos (26a) 0 <g <90 (3.7a)
ss 18.7a

P = .2 4 .0114 90 < Q < 320 (3.7b)
s a- .123

-56.5( - .53)2
SSs= .2189 , 320 <0 <900 (3 .7c)

Considerations dictc.+ing the ch,ý;ce (3.7) were: (a) sideband signal between

g9 and 350 specified as minimum value required to maintain coverage. SB in this

range exceeds .20 of peak SB; (b) negligible sideband signal between about 380
and 90'; (c) continui.ty in amplitude and approximate continuity in slope; (d) peak
sideband value of 1 .0 for convenient normalization; and (e) "natural" shape of
central peak, i. e., higher slope on centerline side of peak than on the other side.

Figure 3-2 shows the sideband pattern generated by an array or V-Rings with
spacings and amplitudes given in Equation (3.6). The pattern would be substantially
identical fe- dipole elements. If omnidirectional elements were used, an amplitude
rise to 0.09 of peak would occur between 700 and 900.

The required carrier pattern is determ, ned from the generated sideband pattern
by the required DDM, which is aroportional to (sidebands/carrier). Designating the
sideband pattern generated by an array with spacings and amplitudes (3.6) by Pgs"
the required carrier pattern P wns taken as

c

Pc =.0610(Pg/a) 0 < 0 < 4.20 (3 .8a)

P = (P s/1.2) 4.20<0 <400 (3.8b)

PC= 0 0 >40 (3 .8c)
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Equation (3.8a) specifies linrear DDM between 00 and 4.20, the constant .0610
being chosen to give equality of P and P at 3.50. Inspection of (3.8b) showsC gs
that, if (3.8a) is fulfilled, 180 microamps of clearance at a course width of ±3.5*
(70 total width) is specified by (3.8b).

I Synthesis of the carrier array was canied out by least squares matc!,ing to
(3.8). Since the spacings Sn had already been determined from the synthe•,is of

the sideband array, they were not available as parameters in the carrier synthesis.
The carrier amplitudes Bn obtained by least squares are

B0  = 1.0 (center element)

B1  = .478

B2  - .292

B3  - .195

B4  = 106

B5  .031

B6  Negligible

B7  Negligible (3.9)

The carrier pattern generated by an array of V-Rings having the amplitudes
P i•(3.9) and the spacings (3.6) is shown in Figure 3-3. DDM generated by the array

specified by (3.9) and (3.6), at a course width of 70, is shown in Figure 3-4.
Although the fit between the generated and specified carrier patterns is not as
good as for the sideband pattern (due to non-availability of Sn as pcrameters),
it was accepted, as clearance DDM was adequate, and the presence of carrier
signal outside 350 could have only a second order effect on scalloping.

c. Distributor and Suppression of Parositics. Suppression of
parasitics is essential to the operation of the array described here, as relatively
small amplitude and phase errors caused by parasitics c m lead to low clearances
in the 10*- 350 region, wheie design signals are low. The type of distributor
employed makes possible suppression of parasitics to a degree limited only by
losses in the feeder cable (20 db suppression for 60 foot RG-8 feeders). The
distributor consists of 50 ohm shorted stubs, v4 long, tapped at points computed
to give the desired division ratios and connected to th! feeder through 50 ohm lines
whose lengths compensate for the phase shift through the divider. A divider section
is illustrated in Figure 3-5.
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VOUT

1 -1 (sin 2 )
eL=X -ton 2

V IN 
Z__________

III X/4 - -'
0 T-1

Figure 3-5. Divider Section.

It can be shown that, if a matched load is connected across the output terminals

VT cosO

V IN + Jsin 2 g
VIN 1+ 1 (3.10)2

Thus, 0 < kV /VINI <1. Phase shift between VT and V IN is -tan- ((sin 2 0)/2),

and is compensated for by using the line of length L in the diagram. The properties
of the distributor which make possible parasitic suppression are: (a) input admittance
looking into the output terminal, with the input terminal shorted, is reactive and
independent of the position of the tap point; and (b) if a number of dividers are
connected to a common input node, the mutual admittance between any two output
nodes is zero.

Property (a) can be verified by the use of elementary transmission line theory,
or can be deduced from general network theory as follows. Suppose a two port re-
active network containing an adjustable parameter has the property that, when a
resistive load is connected across its output port, t|k phase of the voltage appearing
across the load is independent of the adjustable parameter. Numbering the input
port 1 and the output 2 and applying general network theory gives

12 = Y12 V1 + Y2 2 RI2
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or

1 2 Y112 (R = load resistance)

V1  1Y 22 R (3.11)

Since Y is reactive and the phase of (02 /V ) is independent of parameter

change, Y22 must be independent of parcmeter change.

Property (b) follows immediately from the definition of mutual admittance.
The mutual admittance between two output nodes is defined as the radio of the
current in one to the voltage in the other with all other nodes, including the input
node, shorted. But, with the input node shorted, all output nodes are completely
decoupled and Y =0, m i n.

mn

From property (b), the distributor can be described by an abbreviated set of
admittance parameters, as follows:

(0 th node = input)

=Y V +Y V
1 10 0 Y1 1

I Y V +Y V
2 20 0 22 2

etc., N equations (3.12)

The system of N antennas to which the distributor characterized by (3.12)is
connected can be eescribed by a set of impedance parameters as follows:

V : Z I nZn 1,2 . . . N (3.13)n nm m

Solving (3.12) and (3.13) for I givesn

Yno Vo+ Ynn I Znm Im (3.14)

nn nn nn nn
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If the distributor is designed on the basis of isolated loads of magnitude Z
nn

j then the current in a mutually coupled antenna system will differ from the design
currents by the second term in (3.14). If Ynn can be made zero for all n, then

mutual coupling disturbances can be suppressed. Y is the input admittancenn

looking into the nth feeder, with the inputnode shorted. For a distributor as
described in the foregoing, it is equal for all n and reactive, by virtue of property
(b). Hence, by adjustment of feeder length, Y can be made zero for all n, sincenn

a reactive load can always be transformed to an open circuit by transformation
through a length of transmission line.

Feeder length for maximum parasitic suppression was determined experimentally

by the following procedure: (a) short the carrier input node of the distributor; -

(b) excite the center element of the array with CW; (c) connect elements 1 left and
r 1 right to the distributor through equal length feeder cables, each in series with a

line stretcher; (d) mount a current measuring pickup on 1 left (or 1 right) and
connect it to an RF voltmeter; and (e) adjust the line stretchers symmetrically for
minimum parasitic cu.rrent in the no. 1 elements.

Table 3-1 shows experimental antenna current distribution, with feeders
cut as above, in comparison with design currents and currents generated by the
distributor working into dummy loads.

d. Flight Testing. CW sideband and carrier patterns were measured
in orbital flight through ± 90* from centerline. A 51R-3 receiver with AGC disabled
and a diode detector added to the last IF was used to amplify and detect the receiver
signal. The orbit was flown at an elevation of 150 to minimize site effects. Results
are shown in Figures 3-6 and 3-7, which may be compared with Figures 3-2 and 3-3.
It wi ll be noted that the signal strength scale of Figures 3-6 and 3-7 is non-linear.

Following CW measurements, the array was connected as a localizer and
orbital DDM measurements were made through ± 90%, at measured widths of 4.680
and 7.00 successively. Results are shown in Figures 3-8, and 3-9. Figure 3-9 may

be compared with Figure 3-4.
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SIDEBAND

Element Distributor Into Antcnna with Feeders Cut

Number Design to Supress Parasitics
Nme Ds _Dummy Loads__ Left Right

"1 1.0/0., 1.0/_20 1.04Z00 1.04Z00

2 .70/Z 00 .701 .70Z- .67Z-_o

3 .67Z 00 .65 Z +10 .67 Z-3o .67Z +30

4 .57Z 0 .551/0 .56 Z-4° .56/-8o

5 .45 / 00 .44/Z 00 .46 Z +2* .45 Z -30

6 .29Z00 .29/+1o .27Z+1o .30Z-20

17 1.11/0 .12/-1o .11Z+5o 12 Z-50o

CA'RIER

Center }1.0,/0 1.0/00 S2 ./50 .92/- 50

1 .43/00 .48/00 .4s/Z44o .48/Z +20

2 .29/ . .29.+10 .29Z-20 .28 Z -6

3 .20 / 00 .20 / 00 .20 Z -10 .20 Z +4o

4 11 Z0o/0 .11o .1• Z -l 1-# /-s"

5 .03 / 00 .04 / 00 .04/.I.30 .04/_-3

6 and 7 Negligible-- - - --- - - -- - - - -

Table 3-1. 350 Localizer SB and CSB Currents at 110.5 MHz.
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e. Computed Comparison of Scalloping Generated by 35' Localizer

and Other Localizer Arrays. The scalloping caused by reflection
from a single obstacle can be expres-ed as

SB Signal Incident on Obstacle

d (SB)
d 0 on centerline (3.15)

where K is a cc;nplex constant characteristic of the scattering properties of the
obstacle. When the ratio of scalloping produced by a particular obstacle illuminated
by the 350 localizer to the scattering produced by the same obstacle when illumi-
nated by another type of localizer is taken, K cancels and the ratio is a function
only of the sideband patterns of the two arrays.

The ratio R is given by (3.16)

350 Localizer SB at Azimuth 0 X d 0 0 0, other loc.
R(9)

Other localizer SB at Azimuth 0 d (SB)

dj d=0, 35 loc.

R is plotted in Figure3-10 foran 8-loop and for a 105-foot aperture Type 3 Scanwell
Localizer.

f. Conclusions. The following can be conrluded from this investigation:

(1) The 350 localiter is capable of producing substantial
reductions in scalloping caused by obstacles in the range
350 to 900.

(2) Precise antenna currents, hence precise radiation patterns
(exclusive of site effects), can be achieved by adjustment
of feeder length according to a straight-forward procedure.
This results in an array that is not broad-band.

(3) Theoretical minimum clearance at 7.00 width is 149
microamps at ± 240. Flight checks at 7.00 width showed
minimums of 148 microamps at - 240, '32 microamps at
* 240.
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A

E (3) Theoretical minimum clearance at 7.0* width is 149 microamps
at ± 240. Flight checks at 7.00 width showed minimums of 148
microamps at - 240, 132 microamps at ± 240. Lower than design
clearance at -t- 240 was almost certainly a site effect ( See

| Figure 3-6 which shows low SB amplitude at + 240) hence no
attempt at correction was made, even though means weie
available to reduce CSB drive to the center element and thus
increase clearance signal.

(4) This task points to the need for further in-depth engineering
effort to arrive at the optimum r-neans of modifying V-Ring
arrays in the Field. (Examples of unresolved areas are describedIIi 
under 2. Da '.a for Implementation, Page 225).
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B. Localizer Monitors

a. Summary. The attached data summarizes the results of tests per-
formed concurrently on an integral localizer monitor and on a seven-element near-
field localizer monitor, while both were monitoring the performance of a V-Ring
localizer redesigned to give coverage in a ± 350 sector as reported in the preceding

§ section.

The general procedure was to introduce a fault in the localizer, read the
DDM indicated by the centerline and width channels of each monitor, and measure,
with an airborne receiver, the far-field DDM on geometric centerline and 2.34'
right of geometric centerline. The position of the test aircraft was referenced
using a theodolite.

Two different classes of faults were introduced, one which should in principle
have been correctly monitored by both monitors (in the sense that both monitors
should correctly predict far-field DDM). The other class of faults was such that a
correct prediction could only have been expected from the seven-element monitor.

Excellent agreement exists between the integral monitor and the for-field

aircraft measuremenis. A total of 15 fault checks were condurted and the average
difference between aircraft and integral monitor readings were 3 pa course and
6 pa width. This represents excellent correlation with the airborne monitor and is
within the expected accuracy of the experiment.

b. Test Arrangement and Fault Descripticn. A modified V-Ring
localizer array, described in section III A 1, is located 1500 feet from the south-
west end of the Ohio University Airport runway at Albany, Ohio. The localizer
has been modified to provide clearances in a 70* sector centered on the centerline."
As previously reported, this modification increased the spacing between elements
and the distribution of current among the elements. Clearly the modification
should decrease mutual coupling between elements with the result of increased
accur•cy for an integral type monitor using loop-type coupling probes, an example
of which is shown in Figure 3-11. Previous tests of an integral monitor [ ]
resulted in average differences between monitor readings and aircraft readings
of 11 .38 V a for course and 8 pa for width. The rather large difference in course
readings was considered to be due to mutual coupling between antenna elements.
The results of these experiments substantiate that assumption.

For the measurement program a repeat of portions of the tests conducted in

1969 were made to ascertain the effects of decreased mutuai coupling on the accuracy
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Figure 3-11. Close-up View of Coupling Probe Used to Sample the Current in 7
a V-Ring Localizer Element. Fifteen such Loops are Uised in the
Integral Monitoring Scheme.
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of the integral monitor.

Fault List for Integral Monitor Flight Tests

1. Disconnect feeder to 1 L.
2. Disconnect feeders to 1 L and 2 L.
3. Disconnect feeders to I L, 2 L and 3L.
4. With 1 L, 2 L, and 3L feeders disconnected, short

the 1 L, 2 L and 3 L ports of the divider.
5. Insert a 1800 line in IL.
6. Disconnect feeders to 5R, 6R and 7R.
7. With 5R, 6R and 7R disconnected, short the

5R, 6R and 7R ports of the divider.
8. Insert a 1800 line in 2R.
9. Unbalance tones at transmitter.

10. Misphase sidebands at transmitter by 600.
11. With 2 L remaining disconnected, connect a dummy

load to the 2 L distributor terminal.
12. Disconnect feeder to 5L and connect a dummy load

to 5L distributor terminal.
13. Disconnect 7L and connect dummy load to 7L distributor

terminal.
14. Parasitic elemenrs on 1 L and 2 L.
15. Parasitic elements on IR and 2 R.

A
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of the integral monitor.

Fault Ust for Integral Monitor Flight Tests

1. Disconnect feeder to 1 L.
2. Disconnect feeders to 1 L and 2 L.
3. Disc.onnect feeders to I L, 2 L and 3L.

4. With I L, 22L, and 3L feeders disconnected, short
the I L, 2 L and 3 L ports of the divider.

5. Insert a 1800 ii.:e in 1 L.
6. Disconnect feeders to 5R, 6R and 7R.
7. With 5R, 6R and 7R disconnected, short the

5R, 6R and 7R ports of the divider.
8. Insert a 1800 line in 2R.
9. Unbalance tones at transmitter.

10. Misphase sidebands at transmitter by 600.
11. With 2 L remaining disconnected, connect a dummy

load to the 2 L distributor terminal.
12. Disconnect feeder to 5L and connect a dumnmy load

to 5L distributor terminal.
13. Disconnect 7L and connect dummy load to 7L distributor

terminal.
14. Parasitic elements on I L and 2 L.
15. Parasitic elcments on 1R and 2 R.
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c. Test Resuiri.

CENTERLINE MONITOR WIDTH MONITOR
FAULT Seven-El Enterl Measured by Seven-Element Integral Measuir ed".

NO. DDM (ua) DDM (pa) Aircraft on (I DOM (pa) DDM (Pa) Arcraft2.34*
SDDM (pa) 1 ýighj of ý Dg.M

No Fault +1 +3 +3 -150 -147 -150

1 +26 +25 +28 -140 -145 -135

2 +46 +50 +51 -140 -130 -128

3 -52 +54 +57 -125 -102 -114

4 25 +26 +26 -170 -130 -124

5 -6 -12 -13 -215 -210 -192

6 -7 -6 -12 -125 -125 -123

7 +12 +14 -14 -105 -100 -96

8 -18 -18 -9 -172 -165 -167
9 -39 -34 -32 -175 -165 -170

10 +2 47 +15 -60 -25 -27

I +12 +24 +15 -150 -125 -136

12 +12 +24 +15 -140 -125 -124

13 +3 +9 +4 -150 -135 -135

14 * +24 +6 +25 -148 -145 -129

15 * -50 -6 -41 -247 -190 -226

Nature of fault such that it should be correctly monitored by 7-element
monitor, but not necessarily by integral monitor. See fault list for
description of faults. Data not included in averages.

Table 3-2. Summary of Monitor Test Results.

Excluding conditions of the environment affecting the localizer
performance it is clear that this analog, integral monitor provides representative
monitoring superior io that presently in the field.
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2. Data for Implementation

In general, three areas are currently being pursued in this study which are
intended to supply specific pieces of information to the FAA for decision making
regarding the applicability of the integral monitor and associated 350 localizer
array. First, the broadband characteristics of both the array and the monitoring
system are being ascertained. The plan is to provide quantitative data concerning
the capability to operate over the band without major adjustments in the lines or
associated components. It must be kept in mind that the original design of the
integral monitor for the 35° array was such as to minimize component costs and as

a result special inexpensive transmission section lines were fabricated in lieu of
purchasing the more expensive, broadband, ferrite, hybrid units.

Another aspect to be determined will be the amount of decoupling that
can be obtained using various techniques such as the screens for selected trans-
mission line lengths. Also, the possibility of using a different element for the
center antenna is being considered. For example, a dipole would provide for
less coupling. Finally, design data is being prepared in order that evaluation of
the design procedures and the selection of the particular array spacing and currents
for the ± 350 localizer design may Ie made by the FAA. This will reveal the need
for the number of elements that are being used and the particular spacing which
has been applied. Also the requirements for the use of a center or odd-numbered
element will be identified.

Preliminary results of measurements of the effectiveness of variable height
ground-plane screens for decoupling the V-Ring antennas have been obtained. For
reference, in the preceding section III A 1 on the ± 35° V-Ring array redesign

the voltage induced in the pickup loop was 110 mv. After the line stretchers were
adjusted for a minimum parasitic current in the No. I element, the voltage
measured was 6 mv. This indicated a suppression of greater than 18:1.

The present modification consisted of readjusting the line structures identified
in section III B 2 and setting them for a maximum parasitic current as noted in the
No. 1 element. The 3-foot by 20-foot copper screens were placed directly below
the center element in the localizer array. The elevation of these screens was varied
until a minimum induced voltage in t+ pickup loop was noted. A minimum of 45.5
mv was measured. This is a suppression t.,,i• of 2.3:1. Further experiments are
planned.
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3. A Method for Minimizing the Effects of Overflights on the Localizer
Monitors

A meth•d to provide for the relief of the false alarms due to aircraft over-
flights of the I LS localizer is described in this section. A block diagram of the
overflight system is shown in Figure 3-12.

FAA O.U. FAA O.U.
Transmitting Overflight Monitor Yogi

Array Antenna Array

Overflight Blanking---.-

Detector Circuit
FAA iO.U.

Monitor I Monitor

SChart "•

Figure 3-12. Block Diagram of Overflight System.

The proposed monitor uses a narrow beam width Yogi antenna mounted one-half

wavelength above the ground connected to a standard FAA monitor receiver.

(Figure 3-12). Receiver modifications are made, as necessary, in the low-pass
filter circuitry following the 90 Hz and 150 Hz envelope detectors. In addition
a directional overflight antenna is used as a sensor in front of the transmitting
antenna and oriented in the vertical direction. This sensor antenna consists of two
half-wave length dipoles mounted on a vertical mast one quarter and one-half
wave-length above the ground. The signals from the dipoles will be combined in
the ratio of one to one-half by a transmission line summing network.
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TVe combining ratio causes the blanking antenna pattern to be maximum in
the vertical direction and minimum in the horizontal direction. Because of this a
direct signal from the transmitting array will be minimized while any signals reflected
from overhead will be maximized. This permits the identificction of the overflight
and allows blanking to be initiated.

The electronics necessary for this has been completed. The localizer monitor
for use in the overflight experiments in Athens are oeing obtained from the FAA.

After preiiminary tests in Aihens, the system will be taken to Fort Columbus

Internao'onal Airport where frequent problemns of overflight exist and there recordings
taken to indicate the efficacy of the blanking technique. The plan is to completely
separate the test equipment from the operational equipment installed at Columbus
in order not to disturb the present operational monitoring system.

a. Past Investigations. The following tutorial section discusses some
past Investigations of the monitor system and its relation to overflight alarms. A
brief explanation is given in Appendix F of the nature of the doppler shifted inter-
ferences encountered during overflights. From Appendix F it is clear that an ideal

monitor antenna would have a radiation pattern that is very narrow and directional.
No interfering reflections from overflying aircraft would be detected by this antenna
except during the rime the aircraft is very near the transmitting array. Monitor
arrays should be (and generally are) mounted one-half wavelength above ground in
order to generate null in the antenna pattern in the vertical direction. Simple

dipoles are used in some installations are not direcdional and sense equally well in

parasitic element) are only slightly better for monitoring than the dipole. A monitor
array should have a front to back ratio of 20 db or more and a vertical antenna
pattern with a 3 db beam width of 20' to 30*. Consequently the monitor antenna
should consist of an array containing three or more elements.

The eFfects of the iocalize: signal reflected -rom the overflying aircraft on
the monitor rece;;.cr is analyzed in Appendix G. A comparison is made between a
cuherent detector and an envel-ne detecter for use as a Jetector involving the 90 Hz
and 150 Hz signals. The theore cal results show that the tvwo detectors produce
identical responses during overflight conditions. This derivation, however, was
based on an assumed model for the coherent interference and some questions as to the
validity of the model existed. For clarification the 90 Hz and 150 Hz coherent
detectors were constructed and an experimental comparison was made between them
and the normally-used envelope detectors (see Figure 3-13). For this comparison
bandwidths of the low pass filters following the detectors were identical. f't-e 9O Hz
and 150 Hz signals from the monitor receiver were tape recorded during the overflight
test for future laboratory use. Experimen;al responses of two detectors ( i. e.,
envelope and coherent) were identical. ( see Appendix G). This is then verification
of the mathematical mc-iel used.
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H
ome improvement could be expected if the first detector were coherent.

The magnitude of the improvement in the DC component of the 90 Hz and 150 Hz
i signals is at most 25 percent. This was not verified experimental!y because it was

felt that the expected improvement was too small to be detected.

SLaboratory tests using ihe tape recorded overflight signals previously
mentioned show that the low pass filters following the 90 Hz and 150 Hz envelope

detectors should have bandwidths of 3 Hz. This wilt allow the disturbance caused
by overflights to dissipate in the shortest time.

Experimental tests were made using a 7-element Yogi as a monitor antenna,I

and an envelope detector with a bandwidth (simple RC fi Iter) of 1.5 Hz. The

maximum out-of-tolerance time for any case with DC-3 type aircroft was 2 seconds.
This is well within the aNi.:ated time before shut-down for most monitcr systems.
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IV li.S MODULATOR TOLERANCE STUDY

A. Summary

Currently there is some difficulty in maintaining modulator bridge tolerances
in certain localizer and glide slope ýransmitters. A test and evaluation program
was conducted by Ohio University to ascertain the effects of modulator output
waveform distortion on the signal in space and how typical ILS receivers would
process the signal.

Digitai computer programs were developed to model the localizer and glide
slope signals as a function of modu.itor bridge distortion. Laboratory tests were
conducted with a Collins 51R-3 receiver to measure its responses to harmonically
related signals, Fourier analysis of existing modulator bridge outputs were con-
ducted, and comparisons were made with orbital information to validate the
theoretical models.

Based on 1he work described above it is concluded that the mechanical
modulator tolerances remain essentially as before. The present tolerances can be
expected to consume 61.5 percent of the present clearance limit for a 7.2 degree
width localizer course and 35 percent of the glide path width tolerance.

The 270, 300 and 450 Hz tolerances can be relaxed from 5 percent to 10
percent, but the 90, 150 and 180 Hz tolerances must remain the same.

B. lr.troJaction

Reports indicate that the FAA field personnel are having difficulty in main-
taining modulator bridge tolerances -n certain types of Iocalizer and glide slope
transmitters. In addition, during the fault analysis program 115! conducted at
Ohio University on the V-Ring localizer, it was recognized thai modulator output
waveshape hod a fundamental effect on array clearance signals.

A four-part test and evaluation program was initiated to ascertain the effect
of modulator output ,--veform distortion on the signal in space and how typical
localizer and glide slope receivers would process the signal. During the first part
several computer programs were develnped to provide a graphical as well as a
tabuiar listing of the V-Ring signal in soace as a function of angle from the center-
line for any harmonic desired.
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The second part of the program zonsisted of laboratory tests of a Collins
51R-3 VHF navigation receiver to determine its characteristic bandpass response
and its response to the hamnonics listed in SM P 6750-2, Chg 8, dated 5/8/68.

Given the receiver response as determined by laboratory experiment and the
signal in -aoce as computed by the digital programs the receiver response to an
arbitrary radiated signal can be predicted.

For the third phase of The program waveforms of the Ohio University operated
V-Ring modulator were recorded, the Fourier coefficients determined, and the
predicted localizer pattern compared to the actual pattern as determined by air-
borne measurements.

Part four of the program was. the development of the appropriate computer
program to ascertain the effect of modulator output waveform distortion on the
glide path signal in space.

C. Digital Modeling of Localizer Signals in Space

"Several computer progrcms were written to provide the tools necessary to
compute the field of harmonics or signal at a desired point in space relative to
the center of the array and the inbound courseline. These programs are described
below.

I 1. Program No. 113

This program is designed to compute and plot the ijeld of several pairs of
antenna elements and add them to give the field of the entire array. In particular
this program computes and plots the fieid of an 8-loop I LS localizer which is made
up of three pairs of elements that transmit the 90 and 150 sidebands.

Use is made of the perpendicular bisector of the line of elements that make
up the array as the angular reference. The angular error is measured in the conven-
tional counter-clockwise direction. The program computes the relative far-field
strength along a concentric circle about the center of the array. The fie!d is computed
for the desired number of points for each pair of elements making up the array; then,
the total field is summed for each pair's contribution at a par.icular point.

The computation of electric field is done by mechanizing the equation

E=2Eosin[ (Dr/2 sinOl (4.1)
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where

E = electric field produced by each antenna

D = distance between antenna elements in electrical degrees
r

= angular deviation from reference line

2. Program No. 114

This program is designed to compute the field for each degree around a pair
of V-Ring element antennas. The V-Ring elements are directional and the total field
will deviate correspondingly from an isotropic pattern. The "E" variable is used to
store the relative field strength for each degree around a single V-Ring element.
These values were read from a polar-plot such as that shown in Figure 4-1 which is
typical for a V-Ring element. The field strength for pairs of elements is computed
with the "E" factor applied to each point computed.

3. Program No. 116

This program computes and plots a series of patterns, one for each set of
descriptive data added to the program. This program is used to determine the patterns
from the seven pairs of antennas making up the V-Ring array. This program can also
be used to determine the effects of varying the element spacing on the pattern shape
of an array.

4. Program No. 117

After the configuration and cutrent feet parameters are decided this program
computes and plots the total field of the array. The "E" variable "s used to store the
non-isotropic qualities of the V-Ring element.

This is the working program for modeling of the transmitted signal. The various
harmonics under consideration can be introduced as data with appropriate relative
amplitudes and phase differences. The total effect on the array's pattern can then

be found by comparing these results with the ideal output.

5. Subroutine No. 113

This .ubroutine is used in all four of the programs described by this report
and is especially designed to plot on a broadly expanded scale a field pattern as
computed by the main program. It automatically scales the plot within the limits
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Figure 4-1. Radiation Pattern--Single V-Ring Antenna, Type FA-S549X.
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17described at the beginning of the program. Its main feature is that the pattern can be
expanded to plot a point for each 0.1 degree or less. This would be desirable to see
visually and fairly accurately the steep slopes of the field pattern in the first few
degrees on either side of the on-course reference. The number and range of the poin"s
to be plotted can also be specified.

6. "E" Variable Data Deck

The relative field strength along a circle centered on a V-Ring antenna
element is described by Figure 4-1. This polar plot was the result of a previous
computation of the field expected from the V-Ring antenna. The "E' variable data
needed for all V-Ring antenna computations has been read from Figure 4-1 for each
degree from 0-360. These 361 values are punched on 37 cards in a 10F7.2 format.

D. Results ef the Digital Modeling of the Signal in Space

The following is a list of the harmonics that were investigated. This list is
that published in SM P 6750.2 CHG 8 dated 5/8/68.

Item Reference Standard Initial Operating
Paragraph Tolerance Tolerances

MECHANICAL MODULATOR 143,109 ---- ----

TOLERANCES
a. 90 Hz in 150 Hz 0% 2% 3%
b. 300 Hz in 150 Hz 0% 5% 7.5%
c. 450 Hz in 150 Hz 0(% 3% 5%
d. 150 Hz in 90 Hz 0% 2% 3%
e. 180 Hz in 90 Hz 0% 5% 7.5%
f. 270 Hz in 90 Hz 0% 3% 5%

Table 4-1. Present Allowable Modulator Tolerances.

The harmonics specified above were used in tie programs to generate the
signals in space for each harmonic considered. The total signal in space is then the
sum of each harmonic as the propagation path, antennas and array antenna bridge are
considered linear. Results of these investigations are given as tabulations and digital
plots.
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Once the signal in space is known, the receiver response to this signal
F, must be ascertained. A laboratory test of a typical nav;gation receiver was

instituted to determine its response to the harmonics listed above.

E. 51R-3 VHF Navigation Receiver Tests

In order to ascertain the receivers response to the signal in space its response
to the various harmonics present in the signal was measured. First the receivers 90
and 150 Hz bandpass characteristics were determined and then the response to the
various harmonics was measured.

1. 51R-3 Bandpass Characteristics

As shown in Figure 4-2, the modulated Rf output of a Boonton211-A signal
generator is fed to the receiver under test. Modulation is accomplished by a Wavetek
III function generator connected to the external modulation port of the Boonton. The
output of the receiver was measured by a center scale microammeter with a choice
of two scales, ± 250 pa and ± 50 pa. The microammeter presents a standard load to
the receiver, i. e., a total input impedance of 333 ohms.

To initialize the set-up the Wavetek il was adjusted in frequency to a max-
imum reading on the 150 Hz side of the microammeter. The amplitude of the mod-
ulating signal was then adjusted for a reading of 125 pa for a low level test and 250
pu for a high level test. Two levels were used to insure that the test was conducted
in the linear operating range of the receiver and to ascertain what the effects of
receiver non-linearity might be on the receiver bandpass characteristics. The
frequency of the Wavetek was then varied over the range of 75 to 185 Hz taking care
that the modulation percentage remained constant throughout the test.

The data obtained from the test is presented in Tables 4-2 and 4-3 and the
receivers normalized bandpass characteristics are shown in Figures 4-3 and 4-4.

Bandwidth of the filters remained constant for the high and low level tests
and are 20 Hz for the 90 Hz fi Iter and 30 Hz for the 150 Hz filter.

2. 51R-3 Response to a Signal Containing Harmonics

The 51 R-3 receiver response to the harmonics listed in SM P 6750-2 CHG 8,
paragraph 124 was tested in the laboratory to ascertain if there were any anomaluus
responses not predictable by the bandpass characteristics. Because the harmonics
generated by the mechanical modulator will have a unique phase relationship to the
fundamental frequency a method of generating harmonics with a unique phase re-
lationship to the fundamental was required. The following procedure was evolved.
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BOONTON 211 -A
SIGNAL R-F RECEIVER

rGEN E.TORR ... .UNDER TEST

MICROAMMETER

=WAVETEK
MODEL III

Figure 4. "; gandpass Characteristic Test Arrangement.
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a. Laboratory Test Arrangement. A model 116 Wavetek signal
generator has the capability of having its output phase-locked to a desired signal.
This signal generator was inserted in series with the fundamental modulating gen-
erator of a Boonton 211-A signal generator. The input for the phase lock circuitry
was taken directly across the modulation generator. Figure 4-5 is a simplified
schematic of the experiment for generating harmonics of 90 Hz. The Wavetek is
tuned to the desired harmonic, the generator phase locked to the 90 Hz fundamental
frequency and its amplitude adjusted for the desired harmonic content. For harmonics

of the 150 Hz signal the Wavetek generator is connected in series with the 150 Hzmodulating generator and the process repeated.

The phase of the harmonic selected, for example, the second harmonic of
90 Hz or 180 Hz was varied to yield the maximum change in receiver output. The
amount of harmonic content was varied and the output of the receiver recorded.

3
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Frequency (Hz) Response (pa)

75 10
77 20
78 30

79 50
82 75
83 100

85 120
90 127
95 129
99 120
98 120

101 100
102 75
105 50
107 30
108 20

l10S117 ý
S~123 10 •

126 20

128 30
130 50
134 75
138 100
139 110
146 120

150 125
162 110
164 100
168 75
173 50
177 30
181 20
185 10
216 -0

Table 4-2. Low-Level Bandpass Response 51R-3 (125 pa).
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1Frequency (Hz) Response (pa)

74 25

76 50
78 75
79 100

80 125

81 150

82 175

83 200
85 225

95 250
101 225

102 200

103 175
104 150

105 125

106 100

107 75

109 50

11Z 25

117
121 25

123 50

126 75
129 100

130 125

132 150

134 175
136 200

138 225
150 250

163 225

166 200

168 175

170 150

173 125

175 100
S179 75

Me 183 50

4189 25
S216 "0O

STable 4-3. High-Level Bandpass Response 51R-3 (250 pa).
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b. Laboratory Test Results. The following data, Tables 4-4
through 4-9, was obtained from the iaboratory tests.

Boonton 211 -A Output Current pa
,Attenuator Setting 150 Hz 90 Hz

0DB -20 -20
0.5 -32 -8
2.0 -70 30
4. -110 7
7.5 -190 150

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ I ........ _ _ _

'r-ble 4-4 . 150 Hz in 90 Hz - 10%.

RI

Boonton 211 -A Output Current pa
Attenuator Setting 150 Hz 90 Hz

ODB -6 -6
0.5 -18 7
2.0 -52 45
4.0 -97 88
7.5 -174 168

Table 4-5. 180 Hz in 90 - 25%.
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i
Boonton 211 -A Output Current pJa
Attenuator Setting 150 Hz 90 Hz

0DB 0 0

0.5 -12 12
2.0 -50 50
4.0 -93 90
7.5 -170 170

Table 4-6. 270 Hz in 90 - 33%.

Boonton 21|]-A ! Output Current lia
Attenuator Setting 150 Hz YO Hz

0DB 20 20
0.5 8 32
2.0 -30 70
4.0 -70 110
7.5 -150 190

Table 4-7. 90 Hz in 150 Hz - 10%,

Boonton 211-A Output Current lia
Attenuator Setting 150 Hz 90 Hz

0DB -5 -5
0.5 -17 7
2.0 -55 45
4.0 -97 90
7.5DB -175 168

Table 4-8. 300 Hz in 150 Hz - 33%.
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Boonton 211-A Output Current pa
Attenuator Setting 150 Hz 90 Hz

0DB 0 0

0.5 -12 12
2.0 -50 50
4.0 -93 90
7.5 -170 170

Table 4-9. 450 Hz in 150 Hz - 45%.

As an analytical verification of the results, each table was checked as follows:

180 Hz in 90 Hz
25% harmonic distortion at 180 Hz
Fundamental 90 Hz modulc+ion depth 20%

Passband amplitude faoLr 180 Hz 0.16

Total 180 Hz modulation depth (0.20 x 0.25 .050 5%
Total effective signal in receiver 150 Hz passband
M +180 0.2 + (0.16 x 0.05) =0.2080

M -M =0.2080 - 0.2 0.008" 7pa
150+180 90

7 pa deflection. toward the 150 Hz side expected
6 p•a deflection measured.

In all cases the calculated and measured receiver responses to the harmonic

content of the signal generator correlated within the experimental accuracy of the
laboratorv instrumentation.

c) The Effects of Distortion. The harmonic content of the signal
from the modulator bridge has a detrimental effect upon course alignment oaJ
clearances. If the course is aligned by unbalar.cing the 90 and 150 Hz voltages
to compensate for the harmonic content the det.irmentc! effects usually are man-

ifested by the presence of asymmetrical clearances with respect to the on-course

line. That is, the side-frequency radiation fields to the right of the on-course

line will not be the mirror image or those to the left of this position.
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By making use of the computer simulation and laboratory tests described
before the following results are evident. The 150 and 90 Hz cross-talk components
are radiated from the array and processed by the receiver unattenuated. With the
assumption that the cross-talk is either in phase or 1800 out-of-phase (worst case)
then the 3% tolerance indicated in SM P 6750--2 represents a 6 Pa unbalance in
the course position. With the appropriate adjustment to make the course alignment
proper, the resultani asymmetry in the clearance pattern is such that the clearance
is reduced 8% for a 3.60 width beam and 40% for 7.20 width beam.

The 7.5% tolerance on the 180 Hz harmonic in the 90 Hz signal results in a
16.5% reduction in the 7.20 width beam.

The 270 Hz, 300 Hz and 450 Hz signals are greatly attenuated by the receiver
bandpass 3ilters. However, due to the nonlinearities in the detection process beat
frequency betv.een the 90, 150, 270, 300 and 450 Hz signals fall within the pass-
band. The laboratory test shows ;hat this response is enough to account for an
additional 20% reduction in the clearance at a path width of 7.20.

Since it is expected that the occurrence of the relationships between amplitude
of the harmonics wi II be statisti :ally related to the root-sum-square ef the contribution
of each element to the total results in a total reduction of clearance of

T1

(.16+ .16+02 + .04)2 =0.615
90 Hz 140 Hz 270 Hz (4.2)

That is, it is expected that 61 .5% of the clearance limit that exists for Category II
operations with a 7.20 path width can be consumed by the modulator bridge tolerance
above.
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F. Fourier Analysis of Waveforms

To verify the results of the computer analysis and laboratory tests described
above waveforms of the modulator bridge were photographed and subjected to a
graphical Fourier analysis.

The harmonic content from the modulator bridge waveforms were then inserted
into the computer program, the change in clearance symmetry calculated and
compared to an actual orbit obtained in the V-Ring fault analysis program. The wave-
forms obtained are shown in Figures 4-6 and 4-7. The results of the Fourier analysis
are shown in Table 4-10.

Because of the phase relationships of the 150 Hz distortion in the 90 Hz
channel arid the 90 Hz distortion in the 150 Hz channel the effects nearly cancel.
The total result is that a 6 p~a unsymmetry should appear in the clearance pattern
on the 150 Hz side. Figure 4-8 is an orbit for a 7.20 width localizer course. Super-
imposed is the calculated orbit with the harmonics obtained from the Fourier analysis.
Good agreement is evident.

G. Digital Modeling of Glide Slope Signals in Space.

A computer program was written to compute the field of the signal and any
harmonics at a desired point in space relative to the desired glide path angle. Use
is made of the radiation patterns of the glide slope array and in the worst case results
in the following formula.

B) Sin (H/2 Sin X) + D (1- B) Sin ( H Sin X) (4.3)M =om-
150 (1 + B) Sin (H/2 Sin X)

M m (1 +C) Sin (H/2 SinX) +D (1-C) Sin (HSinX) (4.4)
9(1 + C Sin ( H/2 Sin X)

where M15 0  - Total Modulation of Carrier at 150 Hz.

M9 0  Total Modulation of Carrier at 90 Hz.

m = Modulation Index (%).

B Total Effective Distortion in the 150 Hz Pass Band
Receiver (%).

C C Total Effective Distortion in the 90 Hz Pass Band
Receiver (%).

"D - Path Width Factor.
H1 Height of Sideband Antenna.
V2 - Height of Carrier Antenna.
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Figure 4-6. 90 Hz Output From Mechanical Modulator.

ony

,""I ia:,

Figure 4-7. 150 Hz Output From Mechanical Modulator.
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90 Hz 150 Hz
Hz Amount Angle Hz Amount Angle

30 1.1% 89.55 75 8.34% 176.87
60 2.38% 39.75 90 5.2% 41.82
120 1.55% -10." 225 4.37%/o 5.15
150 7.G9% 59.5-) 300 6.97% 15.39
180 5.43% 12.12 375 3.02% 16.97
210 1.23% 48.59 450 1.31% 33.2
240 1.98% 52.61 525 3.36% 1.51 I270 3.01% 24.77 600 3.44% 178.75

300 1.21% 151.01
330 0.86% 95.03
360 1.00% 21.65
390 0.57% 114.70
420 0.43% 62.45
450 1.02% 85.24

Table 4-10. Harmonic Content of 90 and 150 Hz Outputs of

Mechanical Modulator.
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Receiver characteristics used were those of the Collins 51V receiver. These
characteristics were abstracied from the FAA Instrument Landing System Glide Slope
Manual, No. FV-301. They are reproduced in Figure 4-9 for convenience.

-10

-25

-30
-35 __

-40
-45 -

60 80 100 120 140 160 180 200 220 240
FREQUENCY

Figure 4-9. Filter Sensitivity, Collins 51V.

1. Effects of Distortion

The harmonic content of the signal from the glide path modulator bridge has
a detrimental effect upon path width. By making use of the computer simulation and
receiver characteristics described above the following results can be arrived at. The
150 and 90 Hz cross-talk components are radiated from the array and processed by
the receiver unattenuated. With the asumption that the cross-talk is either in phase
or 1800 out-of-phase (worst case) then the 8% tolerance indicated in SM P 6750.2
results in 40% of the width tolerance being consumed. The 7.5% tolerance on the
180 Hz harmonic in the 90 lIz signal results in a 20% of the width tolerance being
consumed. The 270 Hz, 300 Hz and 450 Hlz signals are attenuated by the receiver
bandpass filters. It is expected that th.- occurrence of the relationships between the
amplitude of the harmonics will be statistically related therefore the root-sum-square
of the individual contributions will be the expected total contribution.
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(.22+ .22 + .22) 2 .347 (4.7)

That is approximately 35% of the available width tolerance will be consumed by
the present modulator bridge tolerances.

H. Conclusions and Recommendations

Based on the analysis and laboratory tests described above it is concluded
that ihe mechanical modulator tolerances for both the localizer and glide path should
remain substantially as published in SM P 6750.2.

Because of the bandpass characteristics of the localizer and glide path
receivers the 270 Hz and 450 Hz tolerances can be relaxed to 10% from the present

With this new set of modulator tolerances for locali-_ers operating with a
7.20 beam width, 61.5% of the clearance limit will be consumed by modulator
bridge harmonics.

Thirty-five percent of the glide path width tolerance can be expected to
be consumed by the modulator bridge tolerance.

It is recommended that the mechanical modulator tolerances published in
SM P 6750.2 be amended as follows:

Reference Initial Operating
Paragraph Tolerance Tolerance

MECHANICAL MODULATOR 143,109 ----TO LERANC ES
a. 90 Hz in 150 Hz 0% 2% 3%

b. 300 Hz in 150 Hz 0% 5% 10%

c. 450 Hz in 150 Hz 0% 5% 10%
d. 150 Hz in 90 Hz 0% 2% 3%
e. 180 Hz in 90 Hz 0% 5% 7.5%
f. 270 Hz in 90 Hz 0% 5% 10%

Table 4-11. Recommended Mechanical Modulator Tolerances.
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VII GLOSSARY

DDM Difference in Depth of Modulation.

SB-CSB Sideband Power Radiated on the Carrier.

APCU 28 Antenna Phase and Calibration Unit.

TM Wave
Expansion The Expansion of a Transverse Electromagnetic Wave

Expression in Series Form.

Asymptote
of the
Hyperbola A Line Which Continually Approaches a Hyperbola, and Becomes

Tangent to it at an Infinite Distance.

RRT
Reference Radio Referenced Theodolite.

SWR Standing Wave Ratio.

PFCD Portable Field and Course Detector.

Matched
Load A Load that Matches the Characteristic Impedance of

the Connecting Transmission Line.

Cv'
Sideband Continuous Wave Sideband.

AGC Automatic Gain Control.

Truncated A Reflecting Plane for an Image Glide Slope Which is
Ground Flat Only for a Short Distance in Direction of Intended
Plane Glide Slope Use, After Which a Sharp Dropoff Occurs.
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VIII APPENDICES



APPENDIX A. Equations Used in the Computation of Radiation Patterns

Generally, the method consists of computing a radiation pattern in the
presence of a truncated ground plane of length L from the equation

p'() PD¢)+ i+1 sin(J~L(Co s -v))

PS( = + r f P (cos- (v)) (cos 3 -v) dv (A.1)

In Equation (A.1), P' 0 = radiation pattern, with truncated ground plane, at
elevation angle 0

P (0) direct radiation from array, excluding image

Pi (0) = image pattern with infinite ground plane

= 2r/wavelength

A common origin of coordinates must be used for PD ( 0 ) and P If this origin is

taken c- the base of the antenna mast,

PD(

Equation (A.1) was applied to the following three arrays:

a) Null reference array, with sideband antenna at height 10 X, carrier
antenna at height 5X. The sideband patterns PD und P1 ure

s b d P D = e + (20 w sin 8) 
(A .2)

DIsideband1: o ) -(0.
-1 (20w v 2(A.3)

P I (c°o- v) =-e-J(0i A3

Carrier patterns are obtained by replacing 20w by Oni in Equations (A.2),
2(A.3).
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b) Capture effect array, with antennas at 5X , 1OX , and 15X'. Parterns ]
are

D cs (0=sin )) ej(20 v sin 0) (A.4)

sideband
PI (Cos-lv) -(I- cos(0. V- _v2) e-j2"• 2 (A. 5)

t1= eJ( 10 w sinla) J 1(20 w sin 0) (A6)

carrier

-1I 1 -j, 20 ri -v 2)'Z
p (Cos- v) -e 2e (A.7) I

- ' j1(20 wr sin 0) •

= cos (10 w sin 9) e (A.8)

clearc, ice

P,(v) = -cos (10 r vv) e-(20v) (A.9)
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c) Modified sideband reference glide slope array with antenna heights
7.5 X and 2.5 X. (Path angle is 2.86 for this case).

Sideband I (A. 10)

{P I(v) -e'i(] 5 v e (52 f V/ VT~')]

D (5ir sin 8)
D

Carrier

l5 i(tr 1/-2) (A.11)P(v) = e
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APPENDIX B. Glide Path Sites Classified as to Likelihood of Presence of Snow
on the Ground Planes

GROUP I CONTINUOUS DEEP LAYERS OF SNOW

1. Anchorage, Alaska

2. Annette, Alaska

3. Cold Bay, Alaska

4. Duluth, Minnesota

5. Fairba,,ks, Alaska

6. Green Bay, Wisconsin

7. Kincheloe, Michigan

8. King Salmon, Alaska

9. Minneapolis-St. Paul, Minnesota
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GROUP II INTERMITTENT DEEP LAYERS OF SNOW

1. Allentown, Pennsylvania 17. Klamath Falls, Oregon

2. Battle Creek, Michigan 18. Lansing, Michigan

3. Battle Creek, Michigan 19. Madison, Wisconsin

4. Bedford, Massachusetts 20. Manchester, New Hampshire

5. Binghamton, Nev, York 21. Milwaukee, Wisconsin

6. Boston, Massach-isetts 22. Muskegon, Michigan

7. Buffalo, New York 23. Niagra Falls, New York

8. Burlington, Vermont 24. Portland, Maine

9. Chicago, Illinois 25. Portland, Oregon

10. Columbus, Ohio 26. Rochester, Minnesota

11. Eau Claire, Michigan 27. Rochester, New York

12. Erie, Pennsylvania 28. Spokane, Washington

13. Fargo, North Dakota 29. South Bend, Indiana

14. Flint, Michigan 30. Syracuse, New York

15. Fort Wayne, Indiana 31. Worchester, Massachusetts

16. Grand Rapids, Michigan 32. Yakiria, Washington
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GROUP Iii OCCASIONAL SIGNIFICANT LAYERS OF SNOW

1. Akron-Canton, Ohio 21. Covington, Kentucky

2. Andrews AFB, Maryland 22. Dayton, Ohio

3. Albany, New York 23. Denver, Colorado

4. Albequerque, New Mexico 24. Des Moines, Iowa

5. Amarillo, Texas 25. Detroit, Michigan

6. Asheville, North Carolina 26. Dulles International

7. Atlantic City, New Jersey 27. Eugene, Oregon

8. Baltimore, Maryland 28. Fayetteville, North CarolinaA

9. Bismarck, North Dakota 29. Fort Worth, Texas

10. Calverton, New York 30. Great Fails, Montana

11. Casper, Wyoming 31. Greensboro, North Carolina

12. Cedar Rapids, Iowa 32. Huron, South Dakota

13. Champaign, Illinois 33. Hutchinson, Kansas

14. Charleston, West Virginia 34. Indianapolis, Indiana

15. Chattanooga, Tennessee 35. Joplin, Missouri

16. Cheyenne, Wyoming 36. Kansas City, Missouri

17. Chicago (ION), Illinois 37. Knoxville, Tennessee

18. Chicago, Illinois 38. laguardia, New York

19. Cincinnati, Ohio (Luken) 39. . ington, Kentucky

20. CQeveland, Ohio 40. Lincoln, Nebraska
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41. Louisville, Kentucky 64. Providence, Rhode Island

42. Lubbock, Texas 65. Pueblo, Colorado

43. Lynchburg, Virginia 66. Quincy, Illinois

44. Mansfield, Ohio 67. Reading, Pennsylvania

45. Meachem Field, Oregon 68. Reno, Nevada

46. Medford, Oregon 69. Richmond, Indiana

47. Memphis, Tennessee 70. Rockford, Illinois

48. Middletown, Pennsylvania 71. Rock Sptings, Wyoming

49. Midland, Te.-a 72. St. Joseph, Missouri

50. Mlwaukee, Wiscunsin 73. St. Louis, Missouri

51. Nantuckett, Massachusutts 74. Salem, Oregon

52. New Castle, Delaware 75. Salt Lake City, Utah

53. New Bedford, Massachusetts 76. Seattle, Washington

54. New York (JFK),New York 77. Sioux City, Iowa

55. Norfolk, Virginia 78. Sioux Falls, South Dakota

56. Omaha, Nebraska 79. Springfield, Illinois-

57. Oshkosh, Wisconsin 80. Springfield, Missouri

58. Pendleton, Oiegon 81. Teterboro, New Jersey

59. Peoria, Illinois 82. Terra Haute, Indiana

60. Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 83. Toledo, Ohio

61. Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 84. Topeka, Kansas

62. Pocatello, Idaho 85. Tienton, New Jersey

63. Portland, Oregon 86. Tri-City, Tenn,-ee
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t

87. Tulsa, Oklahoma

88. Utica, New York

89. Waco, Texas

90. Waterloo, Iowa

91. Washington, D. C.

92. Wheeling, West Virginia

93. White Plains, New York

94. Wichita, Kansas

95. Wilkes-Barre, Pennsylvania

96. Williamsport, Pennsylvania

97. Willow Run, Michigan

98. Wilmington, North Carolina

99. Windsor Locks, Connecticut
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GROUP IV NO S!GNIFICANT SNOW EFFECTS

01. Abilene, Texas 21. Dallas, Texas

02. Andrews (OIL), Maryland 22. Daytona Beach, Florida

03. Arcata, California 23. El Paso, Texas

04. Atlanta, Georgia 24. Evansville, Inidana

05. Augusta, Georgia 25. Fort Smith, Arkansas

06. Austin, Texas 26. Freeland, Missouri

07. Bakersfield, CaliFornia 27. Fresno, California

08. Baton Rouge, Louisiana 28. Grand Junction, Colorado

09. Beaumont, Texas 29. Grant County, Washington

10. Billings, Montana 30. Green, South Carolina

11. Birmingham, Alabama 31. Greenville, South Carolina

12. Boise, Idaho 32. Gregg County, Texas

13. Brownsville, Texas 33. 'Honolulu, Hawaii

14. Burbank, California 34. Houston, Texas

15. Charleston, South Carolina 35. Huntsv'lle, Alabama

16. Charlotte, North Carolina 36. Jackson, Mississippi

17. Columbia, South Carolina 37. Jacksonville, Florida

18. Columbus, Georgia 38. Kahului, Maui, Hawaii

19. Corpus Christi, Texas 39. Lafayette, Louisiana

20. Covington, Kentucky 40. Lake Charles, Louisiana
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41. Little Rock, Arkansas 63. San Angelo, Texas

42. Long Beach, California 64. San Antonio, Texas

43. Los Angeles, California 65 San Diego, California

44. Macon, Georgia 66. San Francisco, California

45. Meridian, Mississippi 67. San Jose, California

46. Miami, Florida 68. Santa Barbara, California

,, Alabama 69. Savannah. Georgia

48. Moline, nois 70. Shreveport, Louisianc.

49. Monroe, Louisiana 71. Stockton, California

50. Monterey, California 72. Tallahassee, FIc.ido

51. Mor'-,omery, Alabama 73. Tampa, Florida

52. Nashvi lie, Tennessee 74. Tyler, Texas

53. New Orleans, Louisiana 75. Wake Island

54. Newport News, Virginia 76. West Palm Beach, Florida

55. Oakland, California 77. Wichita Falls, Texas

56. Oklahoma City, Oklahoma

57. Ontario, California

58. Orlando, Florida

59. Peterson Field, Colorado

60. Raleigh-Durhk.n, North Carolina

61. Roswell, New Me.,4co

62. Sacramento, California

63. St. Petersburg, Florida
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APPENDIX C. Glide Path Data Relating to Speed Measurements Made on Snow
Effects in February, 1971.

Grand Rapids, Michigan
Kent County Airport

Glide Slope Frequency 333.2 MHzPublished Glide Slope Angle 2.500

IFR weather at time of tracking. Visibility approximately I mile

3 runs accomplished with aircraft sighted just outside middle marker

Run I Run. 2 Run_ 3
2.78 2.50 2.52
2.62 2.49 2.48
2.78 2.49 2.52

2.49 2.52

Run 1 readings taken with wide angle lens to facilitate optical acquisition-tracking
not precise and should be ignored

Average glide slope angle runs 2 and 3 2.51°

Monitor Readings:

Path Width
90 -1O2%, 150 100% 90 ~103%, 150 ~950/a

Monitor Alarm Readings:

Path Width
90 Hz Dial cv 107% meter 166 w 127% meter

95% meter 77% me ,
150 Hz Dial 105% meter 127% meter

18 ccw 95% meter 16 ccw 78% meter
-16%
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24" Snow From
Runway Flow

SITE LAYOUT8 • nowK and V' ice

150'

20" snow and

1" ice below

C',

z

wide Antenna
i 400'

Figure C-I. I

RI
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Green Bay Wisconsin
Austin-Straubel Airport

Glide Slope Frequency 332.6 MHz
Published Glide Slope Ant!e 2.650

Two runs in clear weatl-er, sunset - temp. -20OF

Run I Run 2
2.69 2.69 2.68 2.69
2.69 2.69 2.68 2.69
2.68 2.69
2.69 2.70
2.69 2.70
2.69 2.69
2.69 2.69
2.69 2.69

2.66 2.69
2.67 2.70
2.67 2.69
2.67 2.68

2.68 2.68
2.68 2.67
2.69 2.69

2.69 2.70
2.69 2.70
2.69 2.70
2.68 2.70
2.69 2.70
2.79J 2.702.70 2.70

2.69 2.69

2.689
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Average Glide Slope Angle Runs 1 and 2 2.689

Monitcr Readings
Path Width

90-100% 1500-94% 90-101% 150- 1005/6

Monitor Aiarm Reading
Fbth Width

90Hz Dial 18 cw 110% meter 90Hz Dial 16 cw 112% Meter
13 cw 89/ meter 20 ccw 91% Meter
Nominal 150 Hz Dial 18 cw i13% oMtec

18 ccw 92% Meter

150 Hz Dial 15 cw 105% meter
2]ccw 86% meter

16% to alarm high

10% to alarm nalTow

A Ai
-
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I 4-

/ Monitor --- /

311 7"

41"

1" 511 14" 10" /

10 1 15"

17"1

Antenna_
z

if !

Figure C-2.
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Appleton, Wisconsin
Outagamie County

AlL Transistorized Glide Slope Transmitter
Published Glide Slope Ar.gle 2.500

Run I Run 2 Run 3
2.50 2.50 2.52 2.52
2.50 2.50 1.51 2.52
2.50 2.50 2.53 2.52
2.50 2.52 2.53 2.52
2.51 2.52 2.52 2.52
2.53 2.51 2.52 2.52
2.53 2.51 2.52 2.52
2.53 2.51 2.52 2.52
2.50 2.50 2.52 2.52
2.50 2.52 2.53 2.52

2.50 2.52 2.53 2.52
2.50 2.52 2.53 2.52
2.50 2.52 2.52 2.522.50 2.52 2.52 2.52
2.50 2.52 2.52 2.52
2.50 2.52 2.52 2.52

2.52 2.52 2.52

2.51 2.52
2.52
2.51
2.52
2.52

Average Glide Slope 2.516 2.52
2.52
2.52
2.52
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Monitor Readings

Path 26 Width 36

Monitor Limits Path

Rath 20 80 80% of Alarm Limit
Width 20 88

Width

47% of Alarm Limit

,711

3'

t 3t
0- D

0

• ,' 5'

LIII Anlenna /

//

Figure C-3.

Area Between Antenna and Monitor Broken with 3' Furrows Due to Unsuccessful
Snow Removal Effort.
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Duluth, Minnesota
Duluth International Airport

Glide Slope Frequency 33.50 MHz - Capture Effect
Published Glide Slope Angle 2.620

Run I Run 2
2.65 2.64
2.65 2.65
2.64 2.65
2.64 2.66
2.64 2.65
2.67 2.65
2.65 2.65

2.65
2.65
2.65
2.65
2.65

Average Angle 2.650

Monitor Readings

Path Width
90 -102% 105 - 102% 90 ~100% 150 -100%

Monitor Alarm Readings

90 Hz 107% Me ter 114%
96% Meter 92%

150Hz 107% Meter 114%
98% Meter 92%

0% Toward Alarm 0% Toward Alarm
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//

Snow 2"- 4'1

'•jI "/ /.12

S! • / • Monitor
•--; I'

2' ~2" Blown Sno

Snow Drift

4000'
S•/AntennaI

Figure C-4.
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Minneapolis, Minnesota
World-Chamberlain Field

Runway 29L Cat. Ii.
Glide Siope Frequency 335.0
Published Glide Slope Angle 2.500

Run I Run 2
2.550 2.55
2.54 2.55
2.54 2.55
2.55 2.56
2.55 2.56
2.55 2.55
2. 56 2.55
2.56 2.56
2.55 2.55
2.55 2.55
2.55 2.55
2.55 2.55
2.55 2.55
2.55 2.56
2.56 2.55

Average Glide Slope Angle 2.550

Monitor Readings

Path Width
90 100% 150 ~100% 90 100% 150 100%

0% Toward Alarm 0% Toward Alarm
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Average Glide Slope Angle - 2.500

Monitor Reading

Path Width
90 ~100% 150 ~ 100% 90 - 107% 150 107%

0% Toward Alarm 0% Toward Alarm

" Monitor

/ 20" 1 - 306' 12"/. 101"
S~20"
>" ~16"11 10 16"

16"
Antennaz 1

Figure C-5.
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•,-,.

6- 200'

II

"I_
/ -. Snow Removed

to a depth of 2"•. I

•" I

150'

Figure C-6.

Runway 04
Glide Slope Frequency 332.0
Published Glide Slope Angle 2.500

Run 2 Run 2
2.50 2.50
2.50 2.50
2.50 2.50
2.50 2.50
2.50 2.50
2.50 2.50
2.50 2.50
2.5U 2.50
2.51 2.50
2.51 2.50
2.51 2.50
2.51 2.50
2.50 2.50
2.50 2.50
2.50 2.50
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Rochester, Minnesota
Rochester Muni

Glide Slope Frequency 329.9

Published Glid- Slope Angle 2.750

Blowing Snow - 30 k Wind Gusts to 45

Run I Run 2 Run 3
2.76 2.78 2.78
2.77
2.77
2.77
2.78
2.78
2.78
2.78
2.78

2.78

2.78

Average Glide Slope Angle 2.780
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Monitor Alarms

90~ 93% 104%
150 104% 93%

Path 64% Toward Alarm
150 - High

* a - Antenna
19"

1 z Screen

Snow 29"
120' Below

20' Screen TaperingS~~2051

21--•,- to/

Bare

13" Monitor C/ •d

/7 /

S" spot

/ //

Snow very dry. Ice crystals for most part.

/ Figure C-7.
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Madison, Wisconsin
Truax Field

Glide Slope Frequency 333.8 MHz
Published Glide Slope Angle 2.500

Equipment No. 2,

Run I Run 2 Run 3 Run 4

2.56 2.59 2.59 2.62

2.58 2.58 2.59 2.595

2.58 2.59 2.585 2.59

2.585 2.595 2.59 2.59

2.585 2.595 2.585 2.595

2.585 2.59 2.595 2.58
2.59 2.59 2.585
2.59 2.595 2.59
2.595 2.59 2.59
2.595 2.59
2.59 2.59
2.59 2.59
2.585 2.595
2.59
2.59
2.59

Average Glide Slope Angle 2.589

Monitor Readings

Path
90~100% 150 "lOU%

Alarm Limits
90~ 95 - 105
150- 105-95

Monit v 0% Toward Alarm
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-200'

2' Ice and
Snow

211 Ice

18"
with

over 1000' Monitor
22" ice\ • e--15'

282'

L Antenna

Figure C-8.
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Milwaukee, Wisconsin
General Mitchell Field. Runway 7R

Glide Slope Frequency 330.2 MHz
Piblished Glide Slope Angle 2.930

Run I Run 2
2.97 2.99
2.98 3.01
2.98 3,0
2.98 2.99
2.98 2.99
3.0 2.99
3.0 3.0
3.0 3.0
3.0 3.0
3.0 3.0
3.0 3.0
2.98 3.0
2.98 2.99
2.99 2.99
2.99 3.0
3.0 3.0
3.0 2.99
2.99 2.992.99

2.99
3.0
"3.0
2.99
3.0

Average Glide Slope Angle 2.99
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Monitor Readings

Path

90~ 92% 150- 96%

Alarm Readings

90~ 98% 91%
150- 90% 97%

Monitor 66% Toward Alarm

6-8"1

\\ : \
, 8"7 Monitor

\ 711 8")-,- J) \

SAntnn• //'-- | -""16'

Ice Cove: - - Very Der'se

Figure C-9.

MKE Cat. II Runway 1
Published Glide Slope Angle 2.750

Run 1 Run 2
2.75 2.76 2.76 Z.77 2.77 2.76 2.77

2.76 2,76 2.76 2.77 2.77 2.76 2.77

S2.76 2.76 2.76 2.76 2.77 2.75 2.76

S2.77 2.78 2.76 2.76 2.77 2.75 2.76
2.77 2.77 2.75 2.76 2.77 2.76 2.77

ii2.77 2.77 2.76 2.76 2.77 2.76

2.76 2.77 2.78 2.76 2.77 2.77

2.76 2.77 2.78 2.76- 2.77 2.77
2.76 2.76 2.76 2.75
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Average Glide Slope Angle 2.760

Monitor Readings

Path

90 93% 150- 100% 3

Monitor Alarm Pcints
90 - 95%/o 105% /
150 - 95% 105"

Monitor 40% to Alarm

V Ice

:• ~Cleared/

area
;-a ~~~Monitor -- , 0

Antenna
10"

Figure C-10.
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Mansfield, Ohio
Published Glide Slope Angle 2.730

Width Width
Run I Run 2 Run 3 Run 4
2.75 2.78 2.43 3.11
2.78 2.79 2.41 3.12
2.78 2.78 2.42 3.125
2.78 2.79 2.41 3.125
2.76 2.79 2.41 3.125
2.76 2.79 2.43 3.125
2.77 2.78 2.43 3.13
2.78 2.77 2.44 3.125
2.79 2.79 2.43 3.12
2.78 2.79 2.44
2.78 2.69 2.43
2.78 2.79 2.43

2.77 2.43
2.78 2.44
2.78 2.43
2.79 2.44
2.79 2.45
2.79 2.42
2.78 2.43

Width Width 90 P A
Run 5 Run 6 Run 7
3.15 3.32 3.30
3.10 3.32 3 20

},3.18 3,36 3.29 ,

3.175 3.34 3.27
3.09 3.26 3.28
3.26 3.24 3.39
3.22 3.28 3.37
3.22 3.32 3.37
3.12 3.28 3.37
3.19 3.32 3.35
3.16 3.34 3.33

3.39

3.24
3.34
3.33
3.40
3.38
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Average Glide Slope Angle 2.870

Average Bottom Width 2.43*

Average Top Width 3.15 Runs 4 and 5

Monitor Readings

[�Path Clearance
90- 99% 150 1000/O 90- 93% 150- 108%

Alarm Limits
90 15 Dial 93% 108% 3 Dial 91% 108%
150 -18 Dial 93% 108% 31 Dial 93% 90%

17% Toward Alarm Edge of Too Narrow Alarm

16-18" Snow /
Monitor

' / /
i i ; I2-10"1

195' undulating

SZ1" drift

E' ntn - 15"

iDrift

Snow Density--0.20

Figure C-1 i.
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Akron - Canton
Cok.

Published Glide Slope Angle 2.95*
Width 90 pA

Run I Run 2 Run 3 High

2.96 2.98 3.31
2.97 2.99 3.28

2.98 2.99 3.29
2.98 2.99 3.33
2.98 2.99 3.33
2.98 3.00 3.33
2.99 2.99 3.33
2.99 2.99 3.33
3.0 3.0 3.33
2.99 2.99 3.33
3.0 2.99 3.33
2.99 2.99 3.32
2.99 2.99 3.33
2.97 3.33

3.32
3.33
3.33
3.33

Average Glide Path Angle 2.990

Average High 90 HA Run 3.320
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Course Width

90 100% 150 98% 90 102% 150 o102/

Alarm Umits

10cw90-94% 105% 150~ 8-1/2 90-96%, 150-108%

7 ccw 105 % 93% 8-1/2 ccw 108% 95%

17% Toward Alarm 0% Toward Alarm

5-7"1

1/

,/'> onit

Bare
51- -Screen

1 18"

24' 51 24"1

I Bare
- Antenna

I IN-~

Figure C-12.
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Youngslown
YNG.

Published Glide Slope Angle 2.980

Run I Run 2 Run 3
3.05 3.05 3.09
3.07 3.09 3.09

3.07 3.08 3.09
3.06 3.07 3.1
3.06 3.07 3.11
3.06 3.08 3.10
3.04 3.07 3.09
3.04 3.07 3.09
3.06 3.06 3.09
3.08 3.06 3.1
3.06 3.055 3.095
3.04 3.055 3.095
3.04 3.06 3.1

3.05 3.09
3.06 3.09
3.09 3.09
3.09 3.09
3.09 3.09
3.09 3. 019
3.07 3.095
3.07 3.09
3.07 3.09

3.08° Average Path Angle



7qII
Monitor Readings

Path Width
90 ~82% 150 - 87% 90 - 105% 150 ~ 105%

Alarm Umits

8 -1/2 ccw 90 "88, 150-83 6-1/2 ccw 90 110% 150 "98°,%
4 cw 90 "81 150 -89 8 cw 90 " 101% 150 -108%

35% into Alarm 10% into Alarm

4' Snow Plow Drift

- I

Monitor

8 -1I

243'

D Antenna

Bar[j Bare

Figure C-13.
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Columbus, Ohio

Rbrt Columbus Airport

Published Glide Slope Angle - 3.0*
Average FAA Rtty Angles 3.130 8200.1 1A No. 1 Equip.

3.070 8240.20 No. I Equip.

Call received from Columbus that glide slope- path was on edge of alarm.

Run I and 2 made at 11:00 AM with monitor reading.

Monitor

Width Course
150~ 90 150~ 90~
100 112 105 113

Alarm Test 2.5 DDM into 90

Width Course
cw ccw cw ccw
23 6 13 3

62.5% to Alarm

Run 1 Run 2
3.12 3.11 3.12 3.11 3.12 3.13 3.1 3.11
3.1 3.09 3.12 3.13 3.13 1.31 3.1
3.1 3.12 3.12 3.13 3.13 3.12 3.1
3.12 3.11 3.12 3.13 3.12 3.11
3.11 3.11 3.13 3.12 3.11 3.11
3.10 3.11 3.13 3.12 3.12 3.105
3.08 3.12 3.12 3.12 3.12 3.11
3.10 3.11 3.12 3.13 3.12 3.11
3.10 3.1 3.12 3.12 3.1 3.11
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Average Measured Glide Slope 3.1140 11:00 AM

12 Noon Monitcr Readings

Width Course
150~ 90 150 90102 112 106 116

Alarr," Tesr 2.75 DDM into 90 "Path

Width Course
c c w ccw

22 8 14 2

75% to Alarm

12 Noon Run Run No. 3

3.14 3.13 3.10
3.13 3.13 3.12
3.14 3.13 3.11
3.13 3.12
3.13 3.13
3.13 3.12
3.13 3.12
3.13 3.13
3.i3 3.11
3.13 3.12

Average Glide Slopv Angie 3.1260

2:30 PM Monitor Readings

Width Path Runs
150 90-- 150- 90"- 1.3.108
102 104 106 110 2. 3.114

3.3.126

125
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Alarm Test

Width Path

cw ccw cw ccw
17 13 11 5

37.5% to Alarm

Run 4 Run 5
3.13 3.06 3.12 3.13 3.13 3.14 3.13
3.13 3.10 3.11 3.13 3.13 3.13 3.12
3.13 3.13 3.11 3.13 3.13 3.13 3.12
3.13 3.13 3.11 3.14 3.14 3.13 3.12
3.13 3.13 3.13 3.14 3.13 3.13 3.12
3.13 3.13 3.14 3.13 3.14 3.09
3.13 3.13 3.12 3.14 3.12 3.09
3.13 3.12 3.12 3.13 3.13 3.09
3.13 3.12 3.13 3.13 3.12 3.13
3.11 3.13 3.13 3.13 3.13 3.11

3.13 3.12 3.14 3.13

3.11 3.12 3.12 3.13

Average Glide Slope 3.125°
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APPENDIX D. Calculation of H-Fields on Fuselage

H Antenna

Fuselage

z -

Figure D-1. Assume Antenna and Fuselage in Plane of Paper. A

{ Incident

E = (z,0) =A (z,4) eI9(m' (Exact Solution)
z

where

Ei (z,0) is even in (V
z

En, (z,O) is negligible

Fourier transform of incident E
z

g(Oz10) f A(z',0) e e dz'

Scattered

Ez =-Ezi atpa - .

ay z

2w Y H (2) ( a) A cos n , : g(•z,0)
n n zZ
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1 2ffAn(Pz) - 2 H ().) cos n% d4

Exact Ht(z,'P) at p = a

-j]./ •l H(2)&(y" lzz:

H(,(zO) f (T I H" n (pya) An(p ) cos n4)e doz

Substituting for An(O) and g(•1,0) and interchanging the integration on z and

the summation on n

(2Y

HO(z,0) = Z cos n ff 1 20

2j2qn 4, Zp P y nH (Py.)
z

j~(zI-z)
z (z V) ez cos rO' d(' dz' dpA(z', ') ei+z'' e

rearrange to separate the integration on 0' and the integration on z' and z
I • •!J Hn(2)'(•O

H,(z,O) = -2 casr f cos H ( a2r TI p1 ZýPy H n (P. y a)

_•A(z',e'l) e i W(z, 4') ei P(-'-z) dz' d Pz clog

Note fe'Z) dp cannot be se, equal to 6 (z'-z) in the integral on)J

H 0because of the term a)

y Hn (pa)

r ip (Z'- z)
f~ e Z dpz S(z'-z) ingeneral.)

P7.
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Main contribution to double integral on z and z' comes from neighborhood of

"srationary phase", that is, where

~- q(z,) (Z -z)i 0(1

i [Y(Z"0') + o W-z)i =0 (2)

If z' and z are far removed from stationary phase point, then integrand is

rapidly oscillatory and adjacent positive and negative half cycles cancel closely.

Is Let pzS(z,(') value of 0 at stationary phase point and note that (2) is satisfied

if z' z. Also, let

H a): A(z',4.f)
(l~zZ"(l') P, Hn() a)

If f ( z,z',( 1') is essentially constant in neighborhood of stationary phase point,

then the double integral on P and z' can be approximated by

Iz
:• • ilpz(Z-Z)

Sf (P.zS ze'V) e i'(z ') e dp~zdZ'

and since

jp (z-z')
e z d = 2w6(z-z')

a further approximation is

2 V f (zSIz,') eiq(z,0')
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H (2)'(p 5)

or He(z,0)= AL I cos neo cos n n A(z,) e(It F n s' ySH(2)•a ds

y n y(3 (3)

where in (3) A(z,4') e z = Ez(inc)

r)etermination of •S (z, )

From (1) and (2)

Pzs(z,0') + { - Z, 1

2 22where 4,(z',d,') - (L +a cos 4>) ,z' (a sin 0)

P (z,')= D(z,-4'

2 21where D [(L + a cos V) + z + (a sin 0

further approximation, take Ps for all 4D as value for fuselage center, i.e.

s ( 2 and A(z,0') as value for fuselage center.
y

A(z) H (2 )
n s (2) (p f r cos nO' dO'

3 H0 (Pa)
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APPENDIX E. Radiation Field of an Antenna Placed Over Irregular Terrain

The radiation field at evaluation angle 0, of an antenna at height h placed
over irregular terrain can be expressed as

i Phsin /2Phsir
F(8)=e - f f(q,,B)e- dq (Ed)

q,=0

where f( 0, g ) is thereradiation into elevation 0 of a plane wave directed toward
depression angle y , and • 2n\/X. If the terrain is flat, infinite, and perfectly
conducting, f( 'P, 0) = Y (4' - 0 ), where the right side is a delta function, and (1)
becomes the ordinary expression for radiation from an antenna and its image.

If the antenna is placed over smooth, but not flat terrain, with slope angles
not exceeding about 0.5%, then f( 4' , 0) wi II consist of a narrow central peak
near # = 0. Thus, approximately,

-si , /2
F() =e hsin e -J hsin f f(• 3) d (E.2)

For flat infinite perfectly conducting terrain the integral on the right side would

(E.3)

l+aR ) at

where

a <<(
R

a <<(
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The functions a Rnd a represent anomalous reflection. They will manifest them-

selves in a glide path system through the sideband pattern, by generation of a spurious
in-phase component of sidebands which will affect the measured DDM. From E. 2
and E.3, the spurious in-phase sideband component in the vicinity of the first side-
band null is, to the first order, simply

al(0)

Spurious sideband signal is then, to the first order, a function of elevation angie
which depends only on terrain and not on antenna height. Changes of antenna
height will not alter the shape of DDM disturbances or the angle at which they
occur.

E-
-A
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APPENDIX F. Nature of the Doppler-Shifted Interferences Encountered
During Over Flights

Consider the localizer-monitor system shown in Fiugre F-1. Here, the plane

is approaching the two arrays (a) and (c) from the far-field. A doppler shifted
localizer signal (reflected from the plane) arrives at the monitor antenna (c) in
addition to the direct signal. The doppler shift f. is expressed below as a function
of the rates of change of the length Lab and Lbc (i.e., v cos c and v cos

ababb

Lb

a b

I x
"Transmitter x =0 Monitor

Figure F-1. Overflight Geometry.

v = velocity of aircraft = dx/dt
fo transmitted frequency = 110 MHz
f r received doppler frequencyr
f = doppler shift
d

c = speed of light
f = fv
d ( cos + cosC

The doppler shift can be sketched roughly as a function of x as shown in Figure F-2.
The absolute doppler shift is asymptotic to f =2 f. v/c in the far-field. In

d
order for the reflected doppler shifted 90 Hz sideband to interfere with the direct
150 Hz sideband, f = 60 Hz, hence: v = c f /2 f = 175 mph. This velocity

d d
will then cause perturbations in the monitor system.
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sideband, f d 60 Hz, hence: v f V /2 f 0 175 mph. This velocity will
then cause perturbations in the monitor system.

f

d

P

aC X

p= 2 f0 '/cj

Figure F-2. Doppler Shift.

The doppler shift fd(x) is plotted in Figure F-2 for a constant velocity aircraft

approach at low altitude. The transmitter is located at x : a and the monitor at

x = c. Note that the doppler shift is zero as the plane approaches x 0 (halfway

between the two antennas).
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[• APPENDIX G. Mathematical Model of a Monitor Receiver

A mathematical model of a monitor receiver is developed in this section.
The basic configuration to be considered is shown in Figure G-1. The voltages
at various points are identified in the following text.

The input to the second detector is assumed to be of the form

E E scosw t+aE cos c t+÷(t)

where, E = 1 + m1 cos ,1 t + m2 cos w2 t (normal modulation)

= localizer carrier translated to the IF frequency

"W(t) = doppler shift translated to the IF frequency (less than
10 Hz)

a = reflection loss coefficient ( 0 < a < 1)

= 1801 m1  = 90 Hz modulation index

` = 300fn m2  = 150 Hz modulation index

An envelope detector as a second detector would produce an output equal to the
magnitude (envelope) of E E can be written as (13 ]1 1

E E [ cos t +a cos 0(t) cos w t -a sin 0(t) sin wt ]

E= E s/+2a cosO(t)+a cos[wct+8(t) W

where, B (t) - tan I a sin 0(t)/[ 1+ a cos4'(t) 11

and for simplicity let 0(t) =dt.

2
Therefore, E E + 2a cos wdt+ a

2s=
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The Fourier series representing the radical is 13

1~+ 2a cosw•t ÷a 2 - cosn~

d 0 A (a) cosnwdt
n0 n

with 4
r with, A (a) I + (a/2) +j (a/2) +*...

2 4R7Al(a) =a I (a/2)2-• (a/2)4-.]

A2 (a) (a/2)2 1 -(q/2)2-

An(a) (a/ 2 )fn

This radical will be approximated by consideriLg only the first three terms in the
cosine series neglecting the terms containing ad and higher.

/ 2 2 2
I +2a cos wdt+ a I [ (a/2) 1+0acosWdt -(a/2) cos2wst

Using this approximation, the expression for the components of E2 very near the 90 Hz
sideband can be expressed as (E'2 is the component of E near 90 Hz)

E inm{ (I +a2/4) cos w,1t +(a/2) [ cos (1 - d)t + (¶1 (d)t

2 t o W+ 2c.) tl-(a2/8) cos ( - 2)t +cos( 1 d

This component will pass through the 90 Hz band pass fi Iter (BPF) with minimal
amplitude change. The BPF is assumed to have a linear (with frequency) phase
shift over its useuble range. Its output will then be, (E'3 is the component of E,

near 90 Hz)

E= m --(a2/8) cos I ((- 2wd)t - 2a + (a/2) cos [ (wl - d) t - al

+(1 +02/4) cos W t+(a/2) cost[ (w + d)t +aI -(a 2/8)cos[ w + 2wd)t+2Ca]

Here a is the phase shift due to ihe BPF.
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The following shows thar the output E due to the coherent (at 90 Hz) detector

is identical to E due to the envelope detector. E' can be written as
7 3

2 242
E3 =m 1(0+ a2/4)+, cos-t+a)(a2/4) cos2 (wt+o)) coswit"

3 1 o wt Q

Assuming the low pass fi Iter cuts off at some frequency higher than the second
harmonic of the doppler we can write,

2 2

Note that the dc value of E is a function of the reflection coefficient a regardless
5

of the cutoff frequency chosen for the low pass fi Iter. The low pass fi Iter affects
only the terms slowly varying at the doppler frequency and its harmonics.

Consider the receiver performance (see Figure G-2) if the second detector
is a coherent detector. This can 3e approximated in practice as a phase lock
arrangement with a long time con,:ant. The second detector output in accordance

with Figure G-2 is

C2 = E {cosL t+acos(cw + w )t I cos( tc c d c

Since the low pass fi Iter removes the higher frequency terms

C3 = E {I +a cos wdt I

The 90 Hz components of C3 will now be considered as done previously,

C mI 1+acoscwdt cos U it

I
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It can be seen that if C' is detected by an envelope detector or a coherent detector

that the results will be

C4 = m [I+ocosWdt+aI.

The dc component of this term is not corrupted by the interfering signal
if w 0 0. The fina! low pass filter can be adjusted in this case to remove a large
porion of the disturbance caused by the doppler shift.
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